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extraordinarily that one could almost say that it surprised
the world. Our Society, feeling that one of our errands
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materials and for their valuable advices .
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SWIMMING IN JAPAN

History of Swimming

By Shigeo Sagita

The development of swimming in

Japan dates from ancient times.

W hen Izanagi -no-Mikotol) came

down to the province of H ytiga

abont 700 years before the accession

of E mperor J immu2
) to the th rone,

it is said that he bathed in water .

F rom the time of the Gods th rough

the Ancient Times there have been many myths con

cerning swimming. Later swimming became a kind of

military art and was used in time of battle, in ri ver

and sea. Swimming was as natural to the Japanese as

walking, because Japan is sur rounded by sea, and in all

quarters, there are many rivers, streams, lakes, and

swamps.

In the Tokugawa period (1603-1867 A.D.) the ways of

swimming in the river and in the sea became varied.

.1) !zanaci-no-Mikoto, is t~e Primal Ancestor of Japan according to pre
histori c my~olo~. He WIth Izanami-no-Mikoto, th e Primal An cestress,
cre ated t h,:, eight Islan ds of Japan and sent their descenden ts to rul e over
th em for tim e ete rnal.

2) E,,:pcro; [immu is the Firs t Emperor of Japan. T he Japanese calendar
star~s .wlth hIS Ascension to the T hro ne , making it 660years longer th an th e
Chr istian Era.
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The differences of depths and currents of rivers gave rise

to distinct styles of swimming. The writer will cite

several instances.

Mukai Ryul):

This is the school of swimming" which Mukai-Shogen,

O-funate-Bugyo (the governor of shipping) of the

Tolmgawa Government, taught and it was used when

swimming during combat with enemies.

Shinden Ryu t

When Izanagi~no-Mikoto took a bath, he said that

the current was stronger in the upper stream of the

river and weaker in the lower reaches so he bathed on

the water, in the water and at the bottom of the

middle region. Re developed many ways of swimming

in that area which have undergone many changes.

At any rate this style was used to swim for a long

duration following the current and not against it.

Kwankai Ryu:

This is for swimming in the open sea. It is like the

breast stroke and is used for long distance swimming.

Kobori Ryu:

This was invented by Mr. Kobori, ~nd was used in

the quick stream at the province of Riga. It was

called "Tosuijutsu" (the art of crossing the water)

which used a circular movement of the legs (maki-

1) Ryu means school.

ashi). In this style the upper 'part of the body is

above water even when the swimmer is wearing an

armour and a helmet. It is also used in firing weapons.

It is still used in the present day.

Suifu Ryu:

This was developed in the quick stream at Mito,

It is used for going up river. Once it was very

advanced and as popular as the crawl stroke is at

present.

Besides these, there arose the" Kobn Ryu " which

looked like "Suifu Ryn"; the " 'Takeda Ryn" and the

"Usuki Ryn" which were developed in Kyiishu ; and

"Sasanuma Ryn" which was used in lakes. There

was great rivalry among the exponents of the different

schools even in their own party.

In 1810 at the swimming match before the Shogun

Tokugawa-Iyesada, twenty-five good swimmers of each

party competed for three days.

In the period of Meiji swimming was not used as a

military art, but it was take~ up in the schools. At each

school, practice was held during the summer vacation.

In the records of this period it is stated that III

1873 Sutezo Ohta swam 150 metres in 1 minute, 30

seconds.

Afterwards in 1898 the first swimming match between
England and Japan was held at Yokohama. In this

match the Japanese won the 100 yards, and the 440
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yards races and Arbin, an English-man, won the 880

yards race.

Before the Sev en th Olymp iad

The participation of Yosaburd Ugai for th e first time in

the Second Far Eastern Championship Games at Shanghai

in 1915 marked the formal entrance of the Japanese in

an international match. China, P hilippines and J apan

par ticipated in th is meet. At that time Ugai won first

place in four races : 50 yards in 32.4 seconds ; 100 yards

in 1 min. 9.6 sec. 440 yards in 7 min. 21 sec. and one

mile in 31 min. 59.4 sec.

At the Third F ar E astern Championship Games in 1917,

Kanekichi Saito won the 50 yards race in 26.6 sec. and

100 yards race in 1 min. 5 seo.; 220 yards won by

Seiren Uchida in 2 min. 46.2 sec. and 880 yards in

13 min. 42.6 see.; 440 yards won by Miehitaro Noju .in

6 min. 46.2 seo.; one mile won by Yutaka I mamura in

29 min. 43 sec.; 100 yards back stroke won by Yasukazu

Miyoshi in 1 min. 23.4 sec.; 220 yards breast stroke won

by Yoshiharu Takahama in 3 min. 29 see.; and 200 yards

relay was won by a Japanese team in 1 min. 51.6 sec.

The Japanese took not only all the first places in the

races, but also second and third. Thus th e swimming

of the Japanese became famous throughout th e Orient.

At th at time there were some who used a style of
swimming resembling the crawl stroke, but most of the
swimmers used th at of ancient Japan. The style used

in swims up to 440 yards was called "Chimba-Nuki " 1ll

which the swimmer used the right and left hands alter

nately, with feet fluttering. I n races of more than 800

yards the type of swimming practiced was called "Kata

Nukite-Hitoe-Noshi," a style in which the swimmer made

the body turn sideways and if he were left-handed he

drew out his left hand only and kept the right hand

always in the water . Back stroke was not known then

in Japan, but from th at time on the swimmers mastered

this stroke. It was different from the modern back

stroke however, in that they used to begin the stroke by

drawing both hands out together.

In 1919 S. Uchida alone took part in the Four th Far

Eastern Championship Games held at Manila, and took two

first places: one of them was 50 yards with the ti me of 27sec.

and the oth er was 440 yards race with the time of 6 min.

38.6 sec. As swimming in Japan made rapid progress,

Japan sent S. Uchida and K. Saito to the Seventh Olympic

Games at Antwerp in 1920. It was the first time that

J apanese swimmers were to perform in a first-class meet.

At th at time the Japanese depended upon those two

champions very much and thought they would surely

win. H owever, on th e contrary, when they participated

at the Antwerp meet they could not pass even th e first

trial heat - in the 100 metres race. In the 400 metres
and 1500 metres swims Saito passed the first trial heat,
but he was sifted down at the semi-finals. This taught
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,
an important lesson about swimming to the J apanesc and

was th e first advance towards a new dawn.

When th ose two champions came home, they exclaimed :

"In a swimming race the crawl stroke must be used for

both short and long distances. Swimming in Japan to this

day is just a means of crossing th e sea or river, and is not

adaptable for swimming in th e calm waters of a pool."

So the J apanese ancient way of swimming gradually

disappeared from the races, and the ncw swimmers tried

hard to master th e crawl stroke.

Thc Japanese swimming world, however, was financially

unable to acquire the aid of a foreign coach nor could

the thinking people of th e community see the importance

of such a thing. Thcrefore the champions were compelled

to study books on th e crawl stroke published in England

and America. At th at time there were no good pools in

Japan. When a race was held, th e course was made by

floating boats on the river, or dividing a part of a lake,

th erefore there were no lines at the bottom nor on the

water. Also the depth was irregular being 2 metres in

the shallow part, but 5 metres in the deep part. Even

in th e midst of a race th e swimmers hit against fishes and

tadpoles. As the only indoor pool which was 20 yards

long was at the Tokyo Y.M. C.A., the champions of the

city always gathered there to practise. These champions
devoted th emselves to the crawl stroke, swimming under
th e banner of the Y.M.C.A.

In th e meantime, at th e Ibarski Middle School in the

suburbs of Osaka City , a pool ~as made by the students

themselves who labored in commemoration of the I mper ial

Coronation of Emperor Taishd, At this school young

boys, 14 or 15 years old, were taught the crawl stroke.

At one time most of the J apanese champions came from

th ese two circles. From the Y.M.C.A. came 'Ikknku

Matsuzawa who was the head coach of th e swimming

div ision of th e Olympic Games, Los Angeles ; and from

the Lharaki Middle School came K atsuo Takaishi.

At th e Sixth F ar E astern Championship Games held at

Osaka in 1923, Onoda won the 50 yards swim in 26 sec.

and th e 100 yards in 58.4 seo.; Takaishi won the 440

yards in 5 min. 39.6 sec. and the 1 mile in 24 min.

50.2 see.; Takahiro Saito won the 100 yards back stroke in

1 min. 12 see.; and Fujimoto won the 220 yards breast

stroke in 3 min. 12.6 sec. Thus J apan subjected Chinese

and F ilipinos to a thorough beating. Though Taka

ishi's fame was already recognized in J apan, this was

th e first time that he showed his skill at an inter

national meet. At that time he was only seventeen

years' old, but it ·was recognized that his swimming style

was very promising. Saito also made a new place in

the back stroke.
Before this, whcn the F ifth Far Eastern Championship

Games were held at Shanghai in 1921, th e Japanese chum
pions were beaten by th e F ilipinos which left th em



disappointed. Then there arose a cry to reform swim

ming. At last the swimming champions separated from

the Japan Amateur Athletic Association and established an

intercollegiate swimming association. Under the new plan,

the first intercollegiate meet took place in 1921, and

Meiji University won. At that occasion Dr. I zutard

Suehiro acted as referee, and since th en he has become

a leader in swimming circles in J apan.

The O lympic Games in Paris

In the Eighth Olympic Games held in P aris III 1924,

Talmishi, Saito, Onoda, Noda, Miyahata and Ishida took

part . At that time Talmishi took fifth place, with the

t ime of 1 min. 3 sec. in the 100 metres swim; and in

the semi-finals he made a record of 1 min. 2.4 sec. which

was the best record of that time. Also in the 1500

metres swim he again took fifth place with the time of

22 min. 10.8 see.; and in the first trial he made a record

of 21 min. 49.4 sec. which also became the best record

in J apan. Saito took sixth place in the finals of the

back stroke and in the semi-finals he made a record of

1 min. 19.6 sec. which was his best at that time. The

800 metres relay team, which was made up of Takaishi,

Onoda, Noda, and Miyahnta, took fourth with the time

of 10 min. 15.2 sec. This was th e first occasion in which

the Japanese swimmers were recognized by the world. It

was not a good showing as compared with the present,
but it was worthy of surprise at that time.

8 SWIMMING I N JAPAN

SEVENTH
FAR EASTERN
CHAMPIONSHIP

GAMES
Manila . 1925.

Japanese Cha mpio ns
Won in 50. 100. 400 an d
1500 Met res Free Style;
100 Metres Back Stro ke.

Japanese Swimmers
Who Par ticipa ted in
T his Mee t .

EIGHTH OLYMPIC
GAMES

Paris. 1924.

...Part y of J a p a n e s e
Track. Field and Swim
ming Ch ampi on s at

. the Olympi c Village Near
Pari s.



In 1925 the Seventh Far Eastern Championship Games

were held at Manila. Takaishi placed first, with the time

of 27.6 sec. for 50 metres; with 1 min. 2.2 sec. for 100

metres; and with 5 min. 31 sec. for 400 metres. The

1500 metres swim was won by Noyori, a young boy, in

22 min. 9 sec. The 100 metres back stroke was won by

Ueda in 1 min. 15.2 sec. who reached the heigh ts by

changing the old record. W hen they ar rived home,

Takaishi made a Japanese record of 59.4 sec. for 100

metres, 1 min. 17.8 sec. for 200 metres, 5 min. 11 see.

for 400 metres, 21 min. 5.9 sec. for 1500 metres swim and

reached the level of the world. I t was a great event

when Kimura made a new record of 1 min. 17 sec. for

the 100 metres back stroke.

Till th at time the Japanese swimmmg circle was

governed by the swimming division of Japan A.A.A.,

although the intercollegiate group held the real

power. In th e autumn of th at year when the :Meiji

Shrine Games were held in Tokyo, in commemoration

of the eminent virtue of the great E mperor Meiji,

the intercollegiate leading b?dy, th rough its seniors,

issued circular letters to the many swimming parties

of Japan and at last succeeded in affiliating the

different groups and established the Amateur Swimming

Federation of Japan. This new system proved very
effective and its establishment is one of th e reasons for the
development of swimming to its present leading position.

TRIPS TO -:HAWAII
First Japanese Swim'

min g Tea m to Visit
Hawaii, 1926. Left to
Right: Takaishi, Arai,
Noda, Miyah ata , Kimura,
Sa ito.

INTERNATIONAL
MEET IN TOKYO -.
Austr alian an d Am er i

can Sw im me rs Wh o
Participated in a Swim
min g Meet in To kyo.
1927. at Tamagawa Pool.
At Extreme Left is Laufer ,
U.S.A.; Extreme Right,
Glan cy, U.S.A.; Third
from Right, Crab be,

, U.S.A.

.--Japanese Sw immers
Wh o Parti cipated in
All . American Swim.
rning Championship
Meet , 1927, Hawaii.

_Left to Right Saito,
..Coac h ; Arm, Taka.
ishi, Kim ura, Sata,
Tsu ruta,

-BOO Met res Relay Race in

;i~==~I~~-~ Above Meet Which the Japa·nese Team Won Making a
New Record.

HISTORY OF SWIMMING 11
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W on by Takaishi, J apan Time: 5 min. 12.0 sec.

Second B. Wood, H awaii

Third Arai, J apan
100 ffIetl'es- Back St1'Oke

W on by Kialoha, H awaii Time: 1 min. 11.4 sec.

Second Luning, H awaii

Third G. Harris, H awaii

200 Jfetres-Back Stroke

Won by IGaloha, Hawaii Time: 2 min. 42.4 sec.

Second

Third

Kimura, J apan

G. H arris, Hawaii

800 Jfetres-Relay

Won by Japanese Team Time: 9 min 44.0 sec.

In the autumn of that year the H awaiian Team visited

J apan. The records were us follows:

100 Jfetres: Won by Talmishi Time: 1 min.

200 Jfetres: Won by Takaishi 2 min. 16.8sec.

400 ffIetn~: Won by Sata 5 min. 20.2sec.

100 Met1'es-Back Stroke

Won by IG aloha 1 min. 14.0 sec.

200 Jfetres-Breast Stroke

Won by Tsuruta 3 min. 0.2 sec.

800 Jfe t1'es-R elay

Won by Japanese Team 9 min. 38.2 sec.

I n that year Takaishi broke the Olympic records of

Weissmuller with the time of 26.8 seconds in the 50 metres

swim and 5 min. 3.4 sec. in the 400 metres swim. Tsuruta

made a new record of 2 minutes 57.2 sec. in the 200 metres

breast stroke, and K imura made a record of 1 min. 16.6

sec. in the 100 metres back stroke. Thus they raised the

level both in and out of the country. F rom the end of

that year to the next spring Takaishi and Saito were

invited to Australia, where th ey took part in many

swimming moots. Saito carne off victorious, and Takaishi

competed in every frce style race with Charlton who was
the victor of the 1500 metres in Paris two years before.

Time: 59.4 sec.

'I'akaishi, Japan Time: 2 min. 19.4 sec.

Noda, Japan

T. H arris, Hawaii

400 M et1·es

Won by

Second

Third

Third

W on by

Second

The Swimming Races Between Hawaii and Japan

In tho summer of 1926 Japanese champions went to

Hawaii by invitution. This was the only contest outside

of J'apan except the Olympic Games and Fur E astern

Championship Games in which the Japanese participated.

It was in preparation for the next Olympic Games for

which the champions had to go out of the country .and

thus have experience. Also the pick of America was at

Hawaii at that time. The results were as follows:

100 Metres

Takaishi, J apan

T. Wood, H awaii

Saito, Japan

200 Metres
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During these years th e swimming of Japan advanced a

great deal.

Participation in the All· A merican Swimming
Championship Meet

I n 1927, Japan was invited to the All-American

Swimming Championship Meet, and Takaishi, Sata,

Tsuruta, K imura, and Arai went there with Saito as
coach. Strong swimmers, such as the All-American

champions were, beat the Japanese. In the 100 metres

swim Takaishi took third place with the time of 58.6 sec.

which was his best record in the 100 metres swim

throughout his championship life of ten years. He also

took fourth place in the 440 yards. Tsuruta took seco~d

place in the breast stroke. These seemed to be very bad

results, but as they had pressed the American cham

pions hard, they had no fear of them. Meanwhile

others than the champions took part in the Eigh th Far

E astern Championship Games at Shanghai where they

won the 400 metres, 1500 metres, and the back stroke,

but were beaten in the total score.

In the autunm, the Swimming Meet in Tokyo between

America, Australia and Japan was held. It was regret

tabl e th at Woissmuller, K ojac, and Charlton did not come.

Takaishi won in the 100 metres, 200 metres, and 400

metres. Tsuruta won in the breast stroke. The 800

metres was won by Crabbe. Back stroke was won by

L aufer, and Iriye, who had a promising future, was second.

Also in this year new records were made: Arai

with 21 min. 18.4 sec. for 1500 metres; K imura with

1 min. 15.2 sec. for 100 metres back stroke ; and Tsuruta

with 2 min. 57.2 sec. for 200 metres breast stroke. They

caused the Japanese swimming world to progress.

The Ninth Olympic Games

In the Olympic Games, Amsterdam, 1928; Sata,

Takaishi, Noda, Yoneyama, Arai, and Takebayashi (free

style) ; Iriye and Kimura (back stroke) ; and Tsuruta

and Mawatari (breast stroke) took part under the leader

ship of Miyahata. On their way, there was a swimming

meet between France, Japan and Australia in Paris.

Talmishi won with the time of 1 min. 1 see. for 100

metres; Sata with 2 min. 26.8 sec. for 200 metres; !riye

with 1 min. 16 see. for 100 metres back stroke; and

Tsuruta with 2 min. 53.2 sec. for 200 metres breast

stroke. So they had great hopes for the future.

In the Ninth Olympic Games, however, Takaishi took

third in the 100 metres; and in the 800 metres relay

the Japanese team was second. Tsuruta won a victory

in the 200 metres breast stroke and made a brilliant

record. No other victory caused the Japanese team more

joy than th is.

Tsuruta said :

" When we started from Tokyo, we were in very

good condition. I mentioned the fact to the coach,

Miyahata, so he said we had better record our time.



So we ran up to the pool, and timed. The 100 metres

breast stroke was 1 min. 17 sec. which was the best

record I have ever made. Then when I swam especially

in the pool of the Sporting Club at P aris I made the

time of 2 min . 47.2 sec. for the 200 metres. As this

record beats the world record (2 min. 48 sec.) of Rade

macher of Germany, I gained self-confidence. At the
contest between France and Japan I tried a scheme by

which ' I swam the first 100 metres stoutly and the

last 100 metres according to schedule. And it was

very good. Before the Olympic,Games I exercised hard

three or four times a day and swam 2500 or 3000 metres.

I n the Olympic Games, in the first trial, my time was

2 min. 52 sec. and in the semi-finals, it was 2 min. 49.2 sec.

I n the finals till 150 metres, I swam for my life,

and when I came to 170 metres I felt th at some one

came near . W hen I reached the goal, I won by 2 min. ·

48.8 sec. which was a new Olympic record. Th at evening

as the sun-flag was unfurled I was full of deep emotion."

Then the J apanese champions gained more confidence

and thought if th ey strived harder they would be the

aces of the world.

During that autumn Japan invited Weissmuller , Arne

Borgrof free style; Laufer, Wyatt of back stroke; and

Rademacher of breast st roke. In free style the lead was

taken by Weissmuller and Arne Borg ; back stroke was

won by Laufer. Only breast st roke was won byTsuruta.

16 SWI MMING IN JAPAN

NINTH OLYMPIC GAMES
Am st erdam, 1928.

'Tsuruta, Winner of 200 Met res Breast
Stroke with Rademach er, Germany, Who
'Took Second. 
' George Koiac, U.S.A.. Left and Alter

Laufer , U.S.A., Right, Who Placed F irst
find Second Respectively in 100 Metr es
Back Str oke. l

.~ ,

800 Metres Relay
Team of Ja pa n T hat
Placed Second. .
Left to' Right ;
Sata, Yone
yama, Arai,
'I'akaishi.

4

. ~



INTERNATIONAL SWIMMING MEET
In Celebration of th e Wedding of H.I .H. Prince

Ch ichibu, a n Internat ional Swimming Meet Was
H eld under the Au spi ces of T oky o Asahi at!
T arnagaw a . Pool, T okyo, October 13, 14, 1928.
-- Prince a nd "Pr incess Chi chibu Gre eting th e
Swimmers.

200 Metres Back Stroke . Bottom :
W yatt, U.S .A., Iriy e, Laufer, t

JAPANESE MERMAIDS'
1st TRIP ABROAD
Japa nese Women Sw im

mers Who Par ti cip at ed
in Na tional Women' s
Swimming Champion 
ships, Haw a ii, 1929. Lef t
to Right : M isses Yuki ko
Naka mura , Kimiko Kiku
chi, Masako Iimura, Hide
ko Ma eha ta , -+

NINTH FAR EASTERN
CHAMPIONSHIP

GAMES
T okyo , 1930.

0- Yokoyam a, Winner
of 1500 Metres Free
Style, Nearing Goa l.

Jap anese 200 Metres
Relay Team , Wh ich
Mad e a World Rec ord
Lef t to Right : T ak a:
ishi, M asuda , T ak a
hashi, ,Miyam ot o.

t



But the form of these two champions gave an impetus

to those in Japan.

T rip of the Meiji University to H awaii

In 1930 at the Ninth Far E astern Championship Games

held in Tokyo, the Japanese were completely victorious,

both in free style and back stroke, and there was no

place for Chinese and Filipinos to enter . But the

breast stroke was won by Adjaludin and Yldefonso; and

Tsuruta was frightened, because he took only third

place. In the 1500 metres Yokoyama made a good record

of 20 min. 3,4 sec. On the ' whole the results were

good.

That summer the Meiji University which had won in

the intercollegiate meet of the previous autumn, went on

a trip to H awaii, and fought against the H awaiian team

and Yale University. As for results, the 200 metres was

won by Sata in 2 min. 18 sec. Takemnra took third in

the 800 metres' and second III 200 metres back stroke ;

Tsuruta took first in the 200 metres breast stroke in

2 min. 53 sec. time and Mawatari took second. Meiji won

with a close margin, the score being Meiji 72, Yale 71.

But in th is meet the most active persons were the '

Kalili brothers and Crabbe.

Therefore that summer Japan invited the K alili brothers

and Battler of Yale University to the All-Japan Swim
ming' Championship Meet. In' thi s meet the Japanese
champions played a very active part.

Start of 400 Met res Free Style Trial
He at in the Ninth All-Japan Inter 
collegiate Swimming Cha mpionships.
wn -

Kalili br oth ers. Manuella and
Maiola, Lef t and Right Resp ect ively.
Who Parti cipated in the All-Ja pa n
Swimming Cham pionship Meet. 1930.
T hey also Mad e Out st an ding Rec ord s
in the Am erican -Jap anese Swimming
Meet in the Fo llowing Year.

l
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+- 1500 I Metres Free Style Final.

Kitamura ( Nearest Camera) and

Makino (Farthest from Camera)

Leading the Field,

.~'

"

TENTH OLYMPIC GAMES ·
Tower of the Olympic Stadium, Los Angeles. 1932. -

-- - - -----.--- ._ -'--- - - ...:

r
800 Metres Relay

Team Which Made a
New World Record ,
Left to Right : Miya
zaki. Yusa , Toyota.
Yokoyam a,

Japanese Swimm ing
Team Which Partici
pated in the T enth
Olympiad .

4 min. 04.4 sec.

4 min . 06.0 sec.

3 min. 28.2 sec.

400 J£elres- Relay

Japanese Team

American Team

200 J£etres- B ack Stroke

Maiola Kalili, Amer ica
Time : 2 min. 39.4 sec.

K iyokawa, J apan 2 min . 40.2 sec.

Kawazu, Japan 2 min. 40.4 sec.

100 J[etres-Breast Stroke

Tsnrnta, J apan 1 min. 16.8 S(lC.

F issler, Ameri ca 1 min. 17.0 sec.

K oike, J apan 1 min. 17.0 sec.

200 Metree->Breast Sl1'olce
2 min. 50.0 sec,

2 min. 53.0 sec.

2 min. 56.0 sec.

Won by

Second

Koike, .Japan

'I'suruta, J apan

Tsulmhara, .Tapan

300 J£elres- R ilay

W on by J apanese Team

Second American Team

SWIMMING IN J AP AN

W on by

Second

Third

W on by

Second

Third

Second

Third

"Von by

800 Metres-Rilay

Won by American Team 9 min. 17.0 sec.

Second / J apanese Team 9 min. 34.7 sec.

The score was forty to twenty-three, J apan winning.

This meet added a great impetus.
After this meet Miyazaki broke the record of Takaishi

in the 100 metres with his time of 59.2 sec. Besides, new

champions came ont cont inuously .
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The Tenth Olympic Games

In preparation for the Tenth Olympic Games at Los

Angeles, candidates, picked from the champions, trained and

lodged together from Dece mber 25th in 1931 to J anuary

10, and from March 21st to Ap ril LOth. The trial heats

of the champions for the Olympic Games were held, and

a staff and twenty-two swimming champions were chosen.

The formation was as follows:

Staff : 'I'abata, supervisor, Matsuznwa, coach ; Nada,

assistan t coach ; and Shimuznki, diving coach.

Champions :

Free style : Talmishi (captain), Miyazaki, Yusa, Toyo

ta, Katayama, Takahashi, Kswaishi, Ohyokota,

Yokoyama, Ishiharada, Makino, Sugimoto, Take

mura brothers and K itamura .

Breast stroke : 'Isuruts, Koike and Nakagawa,

Back stroke : K iyokawa, Iriye, K awazu and Suzuki.

Besides these, four diving champions, a coach for women,

six women champions, and It water polo. team took

par t.

+- Claren c e

_ Crabbe. U.S.A .•

Winner of 400

Metres Free

Style.

-
... T suruta , Winner of 200
Metres Breast St roke
Leading the Fi eld in th~
Final. In the Lan e Near.
es t Cam era Is Koike
Who Placed Second. I

Score board for 100
Metres Back Stroke Final.

!

Won by

Second

Third

Fourth

F ifth

Sixt h

HISTORY OF SWI MMING

100 ]'f1ef1'es

Y. Miyazaki, J apan Time : 58.2 see.

T. Kawaishi, J apan

AI. Schwarz, America

Mannella Kalili, America

S. Takahashi, J apan

R . Thompson, America

27
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200 jlIetre8 Breast Stroke

Won by Y . 'Isur uta, Japan 2 min. 45.4sec.

Second R. K oike, Japan

Third T . Yldefonso, P hi lippines

Fourth E. Sietus, Germany

Fifth J . Adjaludin, Philippines

Sixth S. Nakagawa, Japan

Thus, except for the 400 metres race, Japan won in

five events, and in most of them three champions

placed. In the best records J apanese won first, second

and third places. The time of the races were bett er

III the trial heats than in the finals. In the semi-finals

of 100 metres, Miyazaki swam in 58 sec.; in the 200

metres breast stroke, K oike made the time of 2 min. 44.9

sec. So they made new Olympic records in every event

except the back stroke.

In the women's division, the J apanese swimmers werc

dropped in the trial heats with the exception of Miss H ideko

Maehata, She took second place in the 200 met res

breast stroke with the time of 3 minutes, 06.4 seconds

losing a very close race to Miss Clare D ennis of Australia.

In diving K. K obayashi won sixth place in Spring

Board Diving, IIme won eighth, and in H igh Diving,

Ishida took eigh th. Water P olo team was beaten by

America, Hungary, and Germany, and by default of

Brazil, Japan won only one game.

By the great victory in these swimming races, the

-

F ifth

Sixth

Third

:Four th

W on by

Second

SWIMMING IN J APAN

vVon by Japanese Team 8 min. 58.4 sec.

(Y . Miyazaki, M. Y usa, H. Toyota, T. Y okoyama.)

Second American Team

Third H ungar ian Team
100 JI etre8-B acle Stroke

M. K iyolmwa, Japan 1 min. 8.6 sec.

T. I r iye, Japan

K . K awazu, Japan

D. Zehr , Amer ica

E . K iippers, Germany

R. K erber, America

400 Jlel1'e8

Won by C. Crabbe, Am erica
Time: 4 min. 48.4 sec.

28

Second .J. Taris, Ij'rance
r T. Ohyokota , JapanThird

F ourth '1'.' Y okoyama, .Japan

~ F ifth N . Sugimoto, J apan

Sixth A . Charlton, Australia

1600 Jleb'e8

W on by K . K itamura, .Japan 19 min. 12.4 sec.

Second S. Makino, J apan

Third ~. Chr isty , Amcriea

F ourth N . R yan, Australia

Fifth C. Crabbe, America

Sixth J. Taris, F rancc

800 Jletre8- B elay
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Japanese swimming world became outstanding at one
bound.

On the way home from Los Angeles, at the Swimming

Meet between the three Continents held at San F runoisoo,
Japan won again in the 800 metres relay with the time of

9 min. 1.4 sec. and so established her standing. Though

at that time Japan Was criticised in many ways by evcry

nation, this great victory Was due to the excellence of our

system of training, and th e fact th at our swimmers

endeavored to excel in the field.

In 1933 itt the All-Japan Swimming Championship

Meet, Makino made a new world record of 4 min. 46 sec.

in the 400 metres ; Y usa swam the 200 metres, in 2 min.

13 seo.; K oike SWam the 100 metres breast stroke, in 1

min. 14.8 sec. so th ey renewed the world records in a long

course pool. Also in the 1000 metres Kitamura made

a new world record of 12 min. 46 sec. and in the 1500

metres he swum in 19 min. 8 sec. which was next to the

world record of Arne Borg which is 19 min. 7.2 sec.

Moreover at the Swimming E vents of the Sixth Moiji

Shrine Games K iyokawn made the record of 5 min. 34.0

sec. in the 400 metres back stroke. Thus rapid progress

has been made in the swimming of Japan.

In 1934, at the Tenth Far Eastern Championship

Games held in Manila ; J apanese swimmers won all the

events except the 200 metres breast stroke. But tired
from this trip they were not restored to good health,

till the All-Japan Swimming Championship Meet III

August ; and leading swimmers became ill one after

another . Albert Van de Weghe, America, took the

championship of th is meet with the time of 1 min.

8.8 sec. in the 100 metres back stroke ; and with 2 min.

33.2 sec. in the 200 metres back stroke which was the

world record. I n the 400 metres J ack Medica beat

Makino in 4 min. 47.8 sec. I n the 1000 metres H onda,

a new man, made a new record of 12 min. 41.8 sec.

and showed that the swimming power of J apan would

not decline. Meanwhile fresh men came out and is

keeping on coming into the swimming circle.

The Second American-Japanes e Swimming Meet

The J apanese Swimming world was enlivened by

the Second American-Japanese Swimming Meet held in

1935.

F rom about J une of that year, the various universities

held dual meets but there were no outstanding. records

made, leaving the Japanese swimming world to believe

that J apanese swimming was on the decline. But j ust

before the meet, new records were made in the various

events.

During the practice, Hiroshi Negami swam the 400

metres race in the record ti me of 4 min. 41.4 sec. This

Was the beginning of the surprising new records which

were made simultaneously with the opening of the
preliminary meet. These were:



Evmzt Nam e :Pima

400 Jfet1'Cs F ree Style H iroshi Negami, 4 min. 45.8 sec.

(New world record)

. 100 jlfetres Free Style Masanori Yusa, 57.8 sec.

(New Japanese record)

100 JIet1·cs Breast Stroke R eiz6 K oike, 1 min. 13. sec.

(New J apanese record)

200 Met1'es Breast Stroke Reiz6 K oike, 2 min. 41 .2 sec.

(New world record)

200 ffIet1'es Back Stroke Kiichi Yoshida, 2 min 35.2 sec.

(New Japanese record)

In this way the participants of the coming meet

were selected. Out of th e 14 swimmers who were

selected, only five of them; Yusa, Makino, Ishiharnda,

Koike, Kawazu had participated in the Los Angeles

Olympiad. Others were either new men or those who

had not been outstanding.

But as head coach for the Japanese team, Jkkaku

Matsuzawa was again selected. The coach for the Ameri

can team was Robert J . H . K iphuth, Since 1931 these

two men have faced each other as coaches of opposing

teams.

The American-Japanese Swimming Meet was held for

three days, Au gust 17, 18, 19 at the Tokyo Moiji

Shrine Swimming Pool which has a capacity of 12,000.

The meet was packed with fans during these three days,

thus the interest of the J apanese in swimming can be

32 SWIMMING IN JAPAN

Opening Cerem ony . of th e Seco nd Am eri can
Japanese Swimming Meet, Held at Mei ji Shrine
Pool, Tokyo, Au gu st, 1935.

American Coach Kiphuth (Left) and Japanese
Coach Matsuzawa (Ri ght) .
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Medica , U.S .A., Sets a New Wor ld Record

in 400 Metres Free Sty le. Time: 4 min. 45.2sec.

Medic a see n in Lan e 6 ; Negami in Lan e 7.

100 Metres Breast
Stroke, 10 Metres from
the Goal. From Rig ht
to Left : Higgins, U.S.
A .; Koike ; Kas ley , U.
S.A.; Hamu ro ; Kay, '"
U.S.A.

-Close Race in 1500
Metres Fr e eSt y !e
From the Nearest Lane:
Mak ino, Medica , Ishi:
harada (First), Negatni.

Winners of 300 Metres
Medley Relay. Am erican
Team. Left to Right .
Kasley , Fick, Drysdale'

~ .

r
800 M et r es R e l a y

Team Wh ich Mad e a
Ne w Wo r ld Record.
Left to Right: Negami ,
Yu s a , I shih ar a d a,
Makino.

Start of Anch or Man,
Negami of the Jap anese
Team in the 800 Metres
Relay.

r
Winn ers of . th e 800 Metres Free

Style. Right to Left: Negami, I

F irst ; Jack Medi ca, U.S.A., Second ;
Ishiharada, Third .

-Finish of 800 Metres Free Style.
Negam i in Lane 7 and Medic a in
Lane 6.
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100 jJfetl'cs Free Style

1. Peter Joseph F ick (U.S.A.) Time : 57.2 sec.

2. Mnsanori Yusa (J apan) 57.8 sec.

3. Shigeo Ami (J apan) 59. sec.

200 jJfetre8 Free Style

1. Masanori Yusa (J apan) 2 min . 13.2 sec.

2. J ohn J. Macionis (U.S.A.) 2 min. 14. sec.

3. Arthur L indegren (U.S.A.) 2 min. 14.6 sec.

400 jJf et1'e8 Free Style

1. Jack Medica (U .S.A.) 4 min. 45.2 sec.

(New world record )

2. H iroshi Negami (J apan) 4 min. 45.2 sec.

(New world record)

3. Shoz6 Makino (J apan) 4 min. 46.8 sec.

800 jJfet1'e8 Free Style

1. H iroshi Negami (J apan) 10 min . 2.48ec.

2. Jack Modica (U.S.A.) 10 min. 2.4 sec.

3. Sunao Ishiharada (J apan) 10 min. 3.2 sec.

1500 jJ1et1'e8 Free Style

1. Sunao dshiharada (J apan) 19 min. 12. sec.

2. Sh6zo Makino (J apan) 19 min. 21.8 sec.

3. H iroshi Negami (J apan) 19 min. 22.8 sec.

seen. Because of this, one can infer that the develop-
I

ment of Japan's swimming was as rapid as it was.

The results were:

ALL-JAPAN INTERCOLLEGIATE
SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS

Sep tember, 1935, Meiji Shr ine Pool, T okyo.

Negarni and Makin o ( Nea res t Cam era) Fi nishing
th e 400 Metres Free St yle Race. in Whi ch Both

, Broke World Record. Ti me : Negarni, 4 rmn.
45.2 sec.

AFTER- ':
THE ""MEE'r

Coach Matsu zaw a
and Japanese Swim
ming Team Seen Going
to Meij i Shrine to Pay
T heir Respect s.

American Sw immers
Intrigued by Jap an ese
Samisen, F rom Left
to Right : F lan ag an,
Wolf, Li n d e g r e n ,
Medic a, Higgins.

Coach Rob e rt
Kiph ut h .

" PM!o: I. y.w.a.s.

,.
• I



Macionis, L indegren,

8 min. 58.6 sec.
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800 lJ£etres R elay

1. J apanc.'*J Team (Yuaa, I shiharada, :NIakino,

Negami) 8 min. 52.2 sec.
(New world record)

2. D.S.A. Team (F ick,

Medica)

Event Name l~lIl e

100 lJ£etre8 Free Style, Semi-Fi1Ud, Mnsnnori Yusa (Nihon

D.) 57.2 sec.

400 lJ£et1'es Free Style, Final, H iroshi Negami (Hikkyo

D. ) 4 min. 45.2 sec,

(New world record)

Japanese team won the meet by 36-27 points. Th

captain of the American team, James Gilhu la, could not

participate, due to illness and in the back stroke two

American swimmers were disqualified because of fouls;

for these two reasons the difference in the point score

Was SO great. If the American team were in the best of

conditions, the meet would no doubt have been much closer.

The AIl.Japan In tercollegia te Swimming Ch ampi onships

Soon after the American-J apanese Meet, the All

Japan I ntercollegiate Swimming Championships was held

on September 13, 14 and 15. The swimmers were in

the best conditions and the Wllseda Univcrsity Team
Won by an overwhelming score.

Some of the outstanding records made were:

SWIMMING IN J APAN

100 :AIet1'e8 Breast St'roke

1. Heizo Koike (J apan) 1 min. 13.6 sec.

2. Jack E . Kasley (U.S.A.) 1min. 14. sec.

3. 'Ietsuo Hamuro (J apan) 1 min. 14.6 sec.

200 lJIet1'es B reast St1'oke

1. Heizo Koike (J apan) 2 min. 42.6 sec.

2. Tetsuo Hamuro (J apan) 2 min. 43.6.sec.

3. John H . H iggins (U.S.A.) 2 min. 46. sec.

100 lJIetres B ack St1'oke

1. Taylor Drysdale (U.S.A.) 1 min. 10.2 sec.

2. Russell E. Branch (U.S.A.) 1 min. 10.6 sec.

3. Kentaro Kawazu (J apan) 1 min. 12.6 sec. '

200 lJ£et1'es Bacle Stroke

1. K iichi Yoshida (J apan) 2 min. 35.6 sec.

2. Daniel R . Zehr (U .S.A.) 2 min. 39. sec.

3. Kentaro Kawazu (.Tapan) 2 min. 40.4 sec.

300 lJ£et1'es lJ£edley Relay

1. U .S.A. Team (Drysdale, Ka sley, 'F ick)

3 min. 20.2 sec.

2. J apanese Team (Yoshida, Koike, Yusa)

3 min. 20.8 sec.

400 lJ£et1'es R elay

1. U .S.A. Team (Chrostowski, Lindegren, ·Wolf,

Fick) 3 min. 53.8 sec.

2. Japanese Team (Arui, Shimura, Hirano, Yusa)

3 min. 55.6 sec.
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(New world record)

Final, H iroshi Negmni (Rikkyo U. ) 10 min. 0.8 sec,

(New world record)

200 lJietres Relay, Final, Wnseda University team (Takc

mura, Shimura, Salmgami, Takahashi) 1 min. 46. sec.

(New J apanese record)

Thus the J apanese swimming circle is str:iving to

. produce the best swimmers by their united control.

1) Samurai were knights or warriors of Japan in th e feudal times.

Samurai Styles of Swimming
By Baron Masao Matsunaga

J apan's way of swimming has

been, from ancient times, a par t of

th e military ar ts t raining and a

means for developing th e body and

soul. Of course, among the Samu

raiI) class; it was a part of th eir

training. Even among th e peoples,

swimming was respected and studied.

As the result of the encouragement given to the study

of swimming by the various feudal clans during the

Tokugawa Shogunate (1603-1867) swimming as a military

art developed. The development of the various schools of

military ar ts swimming was due to the conditions and

situations of the rivers, seas, and lakes of th e country.

I n accordance with th e topographical differences in

various par ts of the country, th ere developed th ese schools

of different types of swimming.

These schools were: in Kyuslui, (the southwestern island)

the Kohori Ryu and the Ya manonohi Ryu ; Shikoku,

(southeastern island), tho Suitoh Ryu ; sur rounding the

I nland Sea, tho Shinden Ryu; K ii, the Lwakura Ryu and

the Nojima Ryu ; Iso, th e Kwankai Ryu : Yedo (present

Tokyo), th e Mukai Ryu; Mito, th o Suifn Ryii.

T ime

Tetsuo Hamuro (Nihon

2 min. 42.4 sec.

Name]i}t>e:nt

SWIMMING IN JAPAN

(New Japanese record)

800 lJfet1'es Free Style, Ji7,nal, Sh6z6 Makino (Waseda U. )
9 min. 55.8 sec.

200 lJlet1'es Breast Stl'Oke, Final,

U.)
(Tics world record)

100 lJfcl1'es B reast Sb'oke, Final, Reiz6 Koi ke (Kei6 D.)
1 min. 13.6 sec.
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to develop.

SAMURAI '
STYLES

OF
SWIMMING

2. .. Hira-Oyogi" ( Kwan
kai Ryu )

ly Mr. Ujisada Ogiyarna

I. .. Inatobi" ( Iwakura
Ryu)

ly Mr. Hiroshi Kawakami

.. Katchu-Gozen-Oyogi "
. (Kobor i Ryu )

By Mr. T suto:nu Mat suura

SWIMMING IN JAPAN

Iwakura Ryu (Kii)"

Ina/obi (J umping as Grey Mullets) (P la1e 1)
Iriatobi is the fundamental method of jumping while

swimming. Use the arm movement of the breast stroke

and when the arms are stretched in front, press the water

with force swinging the arms by t.he side and backwards.

Bring the arms forward immediately to prevent the

body from pitching forward. W hile going through these

mot.ions the upp er part of the body should be above

water. This is the chief chnrnctei-istic which dist inguishes

th is style. The legs, during this motion, should tread

water (fumi ashi) until the body is stabilized, th en later

th ey should move in a circular motion.

42

1) T his and th e following names in parenthesis ar e nam es of provi nces
or localiti es where th e swimming style first devel oped.

These schools strove to develop the technique of their

particular style as well as to improve the mind. At the

present time, these styles are not entirely satisfactory and in

order to keep with the transition of the times and to fit

the various requirements for the best swimming forms,

techniques, and methods, a synthetic form using the best

parts of the various schools, is being developed to meet

all conditions and situat ions. I

The writer believes that thi s swimming method,

inherent and peculiar to J npan, must and will continue



" Suikyu-Reisha " (S uifu Ryu,
Ohta Ha) .
By Mr. Goro Udagawa .

"Kata·Nukite · Hitoe - Noshi "
(suif u Ryu , Ohta Ha )
By Dr. Shinichi Chib a

" Moro-Nukite " (Suifu Ryu,
Ohta-H a)
By Miss T oku Kurimura

"Tachi-Oyogi " (Nojima Ryu)
By Mr. Eikichi T atsumi



12. .. Su isho" ( Nojima Ryu)
By Mr . Nob uo Na rutomi

13. .. Suichu-Watar iai-no-Koto "
Rvu) .. Mak i-Otoshi "
By Mr. Goro Hir an o (Left)
Mr. T suneii ro Hosono ( Right)

.. Hora-Gai " ( Yamanouchi Ryu)
By Mr. Jun Murase

.. Re iki" CYamanouchi Ryu)
By Mr. Akihiko Ando

.. Ohba ta-Okiwata ri " CYamanouchi
Rvu)
By Members of the Usuk i Yam an e

uchi Yuei-jo



19. .. Saka-Tobi " CSuishin
Ryu)
By Mr. Kumao H agi 
wara

20. Shiju-Kyogi CKyogj)
By Mr. Kihachiro
Honda
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This method is used to disentangle water plant'S and

seaweeds that may be caught on the arms and legs; to

get out of a whirlpool or an eddy; to break through a

rapid current ; or to jump up to a boat.

Tachi-Oyogi1
) (Swimming with a Sword) (Plate 5)

Tachi-Oyogi is an application of the R ittai-Eiho

(treading water method) and the form is very refined.

It reveals t he serene spirit of the swimmer, as it is a

composed and cal 11 method. Th is is one of the ceremonial

swimming methods which was often shown to the noble

men and high officials.

Kwankai Ryu (Ise)

Hira- Oyogi (Breast Stroke) (Plat e 2) By cow'/e,sy 0 lIfr.

Uji.~ada Ogiyarna.

H ira-Oyogi is the fundamental method of the K wankai

Ryu. I n this style both arms move harmoniously and

at the same time without using forced strength. The

motions should utilize the movement of the joints, the

stretching of th em should be used as a preparation ·for

the bending movement . The force should not come from

the stretching but from the bending movement . I n swim

ming thi s stroke a four beat count, " Yo-YU-KO-H,E "
is repeated in order to keep time and to swim smoothly.

I) T here are two" Tachi-Oyogi ," The J apan ese ideogra ph for them is
different th ough pronounc ed th e same. In this case " Tachi " mean s sword ;
in th e latter case it mean s standing,



Kobori Ryu (Kumamoto)

l~atch.u- (Iozen- Oyoyi (Swimming with Armour III the

Presence of Noblemen or H igh Officials) (Plate 3)

Among the various styles of swimming, th is style is one

of the most refined. It is so graceful that there is no

stroke with which it can he compared.

This style is called "Katcllii-Gozen-Oyogi" because it

was the first stroke shown to the noblemen and high

officials when they requested a demonstration.
I n this style, the form is not so important as the
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Tosuijutsu (Art of Crossing th e Water)

Taehi-Oyogi-Slwgeld (Shooting w]lile Treading Water)
(P late 4)

This style is used to train th e legs so that the body

may be put into any position with ease thus enabling

th e swimmer to do anything with their hands and arms.

This was also used liS t raining in military arts .

reverence of the soul or the spirit of the swimmer. The

form is graceful and serene which is th e essence of

Japanese swimming. The swimmer wears an armour and

a helmet, weighing about twenty-five pounds. I t is

chiefly used as a training for military art.

Shinden Ryu (Inland Sea)

Sltu8oku-Gammi (Bound Wrists and Foct) (P late 6)
By colt1'lesy ofMr. KoicM T oyama.

I n th e Shusoku-Garami the hidden principle of the

Shindcn Ryu is revealed, th at is even with the

wrists and ankles bound, one can swim. The action of

the body is naturally limited but the breathing can be
done easily and calmly.

Under the grouping of Yagum- Waza of Sltu8oku

Gammi (diving with bound hands and foot) there is

the Cltugae'l'i (somersault) form. This Was praoticed to

enable th e warrior to overcome the foe in th e short space

of time after plu nging from a war vessel while grappling

SWIMMING IN J AP AN50

This style resembles the modern breast stroke. The

arm movement is about 1/ 2 stroke slower th an the leg

movement. The arms are used primarily for floating

the body and th e arm movement describes a half circle.

The stroke should be done with ease,

The leg movement is the frog-kick. At the end of

the kick, th e legs should press the water between it and

hold it and then draw th e legs up slowly. This will

force the body to float and to move forward.

The angle between the body and the surface of the

water should be between 20° to 40°, so that if th ere is

l} slight wave which hits the face the swimmer can

adjust his stroke accordingly. The face from th e chin

up should never be under water and should always face

directly front. This style is used to swim long distances

in the sea.

20.
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1) Sumo is a Jap anese nationa l sport somewhat sim ilar to wrestl ing,
The m ain objec t in this sp ort is to th ro w the opp on ent either on the arena
or off the rink.

2) Ha is a bran ch of a pa rticul ar school.

Suifu Ryu (Mito)

Ohta Ha2
) (Tokyo)

Suilcyu-Reisha (Shooting Ar rows with Bow while Swim

ming) (Plate 8) B y eourtee; of /rh. GOI'O Udagawa.

Japanese swimming has originated from military arts

so it is imbued with it. Many styles and schools

developed to meet the VarIOUS conditions, and speed

racing has never been the major object of swimming .

The Suikyu-Reishu is also one of the practices to float

with him in midair. Only by having courage as well

as physical strength is one able to accomplish th is feat .

flcada-Zumo (Sumo'? on a R aft) (P late 7)

As there is a relation between swimming and combat

on water, the military art of keeping balance and of

being at ease on a rocking small boat is developed by

the practice of Lkada-Zumo. Th e difference between

Lkada-Zumo and that of Sumo on land is that the

contestant s cannot grab the loin-cloth of the opponent due

to the unstableness of th e wrestling arena; nor IS a

contestant deemed a loser if he is thrown on the raft ;

the contestant must be thrown off completely into th e

water before he is declarod the loser .
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Jlfo1'o-Nuk ite (Over-Arm Stroke) (P late 10)

I n the Moro-N ukite both arms are pulled out of the

water at th e same time. It is similar to I natobi of th e

I wnknra Ryti ,

Tread water and with th e palms of the hands prC'Bl3

th e water until it reaches th e hips. During this time

the legs should be wide apart and make circular motions.

Kata- Nul.;ite-Hitoe-Noshi (Over-Arm Side Stroke) Oldai

E illiJ (P late 9)

The Ohtai-Eiho (side stroke method) is characteristic

of the Suifu Ryn. The Kata-Nnk ite-Hitoo-Noshi is a

side stroke with one over -arm stroke. ( E DITOR'S NO'l'E :

F or fuller details see page 78.) This stroke was used

to swim against the current or to out across it .,

and support the body with just th e action of the legs so

that th e hands are left fr ee to shoot arrows or anything

else. .Just shooting arrows will not suffice for it is based

upon the systemat ic form or eti quette of archery, as it

reveals th e swimmers' attitude of stately serenity.

I n th e ancient times it was used in military tactics,

especially in attacking feudal castles with its wide moats

during the dark of the night. It was used often in

Yabumi (a letter fixed to an arrow) which was shot into

the ' castl e, usually a summons to surrender. In the

present day, its equivalent is the use of the aeroplane .
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Stdsho (W riting while Swimming) (Plate 12)

This stroke is one of the styles which leaves the hand

free to do something while swimming. Suisho shows the

master ing of Tachi- Oyogi so th at there is a leeway in the

use of the hands. This is also one of the ceremonial

The arms after reaching the hips are pulled out of the

water by bending the elbow slightly and backwards.

W hen th e arms are backward and at the moment they

are pulled out of th e water, jump forward and then

immediately pull th e arms forward and repeat these

motions. This stroke is used to cut across large waves.

I t is also a very effective method to develop the strength

of the legs.
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Mukai Ryu (Tokyo)

Stdchu- Waiariai-no-Koto (Combat while Swimming)

(Plate 13) By cO!!1'lesy cf Mr. Tsuneji1'o H osono.

In Suiohu-W atariai-no-Koto there are many tricks

snch as : 1. Yoko-Uchikomi (hitting a blow from th e side) ;

2. Uchite-Tume (stopping a blow by grabbing wrist of

opponent and then drawing him in to strangle him) ; 3.

Ude-H ishigi (stopping a blow throngh arm lock) ; 4.

lIfaki- Otoshi (throw caused by stopping a blow by twisting

the arm); 5. Tsuki-te (thrust) ; 6. A shi-Karami (when th e

opponent kicks one's face, grab the ankle and twist it while

tripping the other leg); 7. Juji -Shime (crossed hand stran

gle hold); 8. Ushiro-Shime (strangle hold from the back),

These tricks belong to SHd~tsume-shiai (contest without

weapons) which is a part of Ninzu-uke-suij utsu (opposing

enemies) under the Mukai Ryu.

Bensu-lIforogaeshi (Swimming with Pans H eld by the Toes)

(Plate 14, 10)

Float on the back with the toes out of th e water and

place one fan between each of th e big toes and second

toes. The body is propelled by the action of th e hands.

With the head and toes out of the water, twist the body

around until the swimmer is floating on his face. The

styles which were shown to noblemen and high officials.

J apanese calligraphy and drawing were demonstrated.
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Nojima Ryu (Okayama)

Taclii-Oyogi (Treading Water) (Plate 11)
Tachi-Oyogi is a method of treading water with the

upp er part of th e body out of the water and moving

forward just as one walks across a smooth sur face, th ere

fore it is used in carrying things to their destination

without wetting them .
The legs are moved in an ellipse with either an outward

or inward circular movement, alternately . The stroke is

done very energetically, rapidly, and continuously. But

th e swimmer must be careful that the body does not

shake with the leg movements.
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1) Mat means a three feet by six feet straw matting used in Jap an ese
home s. usually called Tatami.
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Ohbata- Okiwatrl1'i (Swimming Holding a L arge F lag

while Crossing the Sea) (P late 18)

I n Ohbata-Okiwatari a slant ing side stroke is used with

the swimmer holding a large flag. The sizes of flags

vary, th e smallest one being 4 mat (6 feet X 12 feet) and

the largest one 14 or 15 mats (about 15 feet X 18 feet).

These flags, made of paper, are held supported by the

hand, arm, shoulder or head and carried while crossing

the sea. The larger the flag, th e heavier it is and the

body of the swimmer sinks, but th e stroke used is the

Suishin Ryu (Echizen)

Saka-Tobi (H eadlong Diving) (P late 19)

Al l of Japanese diving is based on practical uses,

therefore one dives fr om a high place into a shallow

body of water. 'When one becomes skilful, he can

(live fifty or sixty feet into three reet of water.

The illustration, plate 19, was taken at Tojin-boh

cliffs in Echizen. The cliffs are 120 feet high.

same.

I n the ancient times spears, naginata (long handled

sword), or uma-jirushi (a badge on a horse) were used

instead of these flags but now the men hold banners

with streamers while the women hold flowered parasols.
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H om -Gai (Tr umpet Shell) (P late 16)

In th e olden times the trumpet shell was blown to

give orders to the warriors during combat. Later this

trumpet shell was used to encourage the warriors as they

were swimming across a body of water. Then again it

was used to signal the advance or retreat of the

swimmers.

Yamanouchi Ryu (Usuk i, Oita)

ReiJ.-i (Commanding with :Flag) (Plate 17 )

During combat in water, th e advance or ret reat of the

warriors are ordered by the usc of a lurge flag held by

one of th e swimmers. The size of this flag is usually '1

matI) (6 feet X 12 .10et) and is made of paper. E ven

in the present day, this stroke is carried ont us it WIIS

in the olden days. According to the order given, the

flag is waved twice or three times. 'When the flag is

held steady the swimmers advance by swimming in a

slanting way.

new position assumed is that of a water fowl swimming

around. Then change back to the originnl position. The

first position is called Mae-Gamo and the second, Ushi1'O

Gamo, This feat is a special ar t of the Mukai R ytl.
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Kyogi?

Shiju-Ky8gi (Contest of Endurance, Swimming with H eavy

Burden) (Plate 20)

Shiju-Kyogi is a contest using Riflai-Eih8 (treading

water method). The contestant swims within a circle of

about l! metres diameter holding two eight pound shot

'puts, one in each hand. The duration of the swim ot
each contestant decides the winner . The present record

is 1 minute, 16.4 seconds.

1) Kyogi means contest.

Classic Swimming

There are many J apanese classic swimming schools

as stated before. Their swimming methods differ slightly

with every sehools but the fund amentals are the same.

These fundamentals can be divided into three body

positions: horizontal, side and vertical. The following

swimming methods are divided into fundamentals and

not into Ryu or schools.

There are among these some forms which are not

generally used at present because of the introduction of,
the modern r acing forms but they are given here to

show the development of the analytioal study of J apanese

swimming methods, These forms have a historical

meaning which is rather difficult to convey by inadequate

description such as the following.

The swimming methocls may be generally classified as

follows:

Heitai Eiho

(H orizontal Swimming Method.)

Fi'og-]('wk Swimming

In the beginning, it is neCCS'lary to practice the arm

and leg movements on land and not in the water. R est

the abdomen on a little stand or bench, and exercise the

legs and arms. After one has mastered these movements

harmoniously try it in the water. Try to swim clinging
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to a rock in a shallow place, a piece of wood, or side of

a boat. If there is a very shallow place, it is good

to practise the movement of the legs while suppor ting

the body with the hands at the bottom. F loat in the

water keeping an angle of about 40° with relaxed body

and raise the head above the water facing front.

PREPARATION FOR STROKE:

K eep the chin in, look straight ahead, place th e hands I

in front, fingers together, palms facing down and with

elbows at the side. Then draw up the legs as much lIS

possible, keeping the heels together. Do not bend the

hips, but spread the knees apart.

Ii'IRST MOTION :

From the form at the star t of the stroke move along

the dotted line as illustrated. Stretch out the hauds in

front as much as possible with the hands about one or"

two inches below the surface of th e water and at the

same time kick oft' spreading the legs as if to make the

letter "V."
ATrENTION : At th at time, try to push off calmly

with the sales of the feet and slide forward.

SECOND MOTION:

The second motion is shown in the illustration by the

dotted line. W ith the arms outstretched and separated

the width of the shoulder, try to press down, and not

push, the water. At the same time, bring the legs

together as if to hold the water between them.

ATTENTIO~ : Go through the above motions continu

ously. Pay special attention to the legs. Both legs are

vigorously snapped together, the movement starting from

the thigh downward, the object being to force the water

out and backward between the lcgs. vVhen the heels

meet before the knees are together, the power to move

forward is lost for the water escapes at the knees.
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When such is th e case, there is fear th at not only the

power to move forward but also the power to float will

be lost.

THIRD :MOTION :

,

"~ ", . _~_ ."*, . "" .

The third motion is given on the dotted line in the

above illustration.- Press down the water with th e arms

making a wide semi-circle and then b~'ing the hands

back to the starting position with force before reaching

the shoulder line. When the legs are stretched out,

rest in this position until the forward movement of the

body slows down and then come back to the star ting

position dr awing up the legs quietly.

ATl'ENTION: At this time one may naturally sink a

little but do not hurry the leg movement, for it will

prevent one from moving forward and apt to move

backward. So with the soles together, draw the legs in

slowly back to the star ting position. Many beginners

are apt to push th e water backward instead of pressing

downward, so that the angle between the palms and the

surface of the water becomes larger, the chest expanded

and the head sinks down. Pressing down on the water

will naturally float the body.

Special Points to Notice in the Frog-Kick

It is difficult for all to practice by the same method

because th ey have different physiques and constitutions.

If', the essential points are badly pra cticed then the

training and study will suffer loss as well as the body

being very tired find the joints aching.

Pay attention to the following points:

A. When stretching ant the arms from the star ting

position, the fingers should be about one or two

inches bclow th e surface of the water.

B. 'Vhen moving the arms in a semi-circle it should

not stroke but press down on the water to make

the body float.

a. In the outward movement of the legs do not kick

too strongly, for it will result in straining the

hips and knees.

D. If one feels a weariness in the chest or hips it is

a sign th at the form is bad. Move the body

easily as if on the ground. If one expands the
chest or bends backward too much, the buttocks
will show above the surface of the water; the
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legs will be placed too shallow ; and the neck will

become straine d. Therefore do not put strength

in unnecesary musclcs.
E. When one finds that he is not gaining speed it is

due to any of the following reasous : W hen the

angle between the body and the surface of the

water is wrong; when holding the water between

the legs the breathing and motions are not in

harmony; when the water is pushed by the

instep instead of the sole in the leg kick;

when putting strength in muscles which should

he relaxed and when relaxing muscles which

should have strength. All thi s not only affects '

the speed but also causes the swimmer to tire

easily.
In breathing, exhale while .going through the stroke

from the star ting position through the second motion;

inh ale while doing the third motion and back to the

starting position. The reason for this harmony between

breathing and motion is because it is easy to sink in the

third motion therefore one inhales to aid the body in

floatin g and moving forward.

2. R y?rwa-Noshi, right form

Rymoa-Noshi is the name given in the Swifu Ryu for

thi s form of swimming though it goes under other names

in other schools,

}i'Olll\[ : Th e body makes an angle of 30° with the

surfaee of the water; the shoulder is in a. straight line;

and the hips are twisted slightly (either to the left or

right).

PREPARATION FOR STROKE (when twisting to the

right) : P ut hands with fingers closed in front of the

breast and about one or two inches below the surface.

FIRST MOTION:

'While twisting to th e right, the left leg is bent for

ward and in doing so it brushes the shin of the right

leg. It is bent until the thigh is at right angle with

the body while at the same time the thigh and lower

leg are also at right angles and the instep is turned up.

The r ight leg is bent from the knee and the toes are

stretched out. The arms are stretched out partly down

ward and in a semi-circle from the star ting position,

pressing the water and when roaching the breadth of

shoulder, snap the .hands to the chest taking care that

the elbows press the sides slightly .

SECOND MOTION:

P ut strength in the toes, and as illustrated along the

dotted line, stretch out the legs going back to th e first

position by snapping them together and holding the

water between them. Stretch the hands out vigorously.

At the same time swing the hips hack from the side

position. The eyes should always be to the front.
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ATTENTION: "When changing from the star ting posi

tion to the first motion, it should be done smoothly

without resisting the water and then continue on to Ole

vigorous second motion with out stopping. After complet

ing the second motion rest until th e body of the swimmer

is fully stretched .and th e speed slows down and then go

back to the star ting position.

3. R yOwa-N oshi, abridged form

This abr idged form is used when in a hurry, or when

waves are very high. F loat on the water and turn the

body slightly side ways, with the lower shoulder forward

and the upper shoulder baekwards. The head should be

held high with the face looking forward. Twist the

legs vigorously and move forward in a position resembling

the side stroke. The ar ms makes a semi-circular stroke,

the arm which is lower making a wide are while the

other makes 1t small one.

4. Ohnukite, with fi'og-k ick

There are many kinds of Nukite in classic swimming,

the purpose of which are all tho same. These strokes

are used in swimming against rapid cur rent of a river;

across an eddy or through billows keeping the object

ahead always in view especially in times of danger.

These strokes are very fast but very tiring so they cannot

be used for any great length of time.

This Ohnukile with frog-kick being one of them, is also

very tiring therefore one should practice it only after

he has mastered the frog -kick.

~'OItM : F loat on the chest and the position is the

same as the frog-kick form. The angle of the body

with the surfitce of the water is 30°.

Fmsr l\101'ION:

The first motion is shown in 010 above illustration by

the dotted line. Stretch out th e arms in front, turn the

left hand downward and stroke with the palm. The

right arm is used primurily to float the upper par t of

the body so it quietly pres,es the water several times.



SECOND MOTION:

The legs are in thi1'd motion position of the frog-lick j

that is, bend the legs with soles of the feet together and

then return to the starting position .

ATTENTION: The hands should be as fr ee as possible

and without much strength, with the fingers closed

naturally. The legs are the same as th at given under

attention of third motion of fi·og-kicli,.
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THIRD MOTION:
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I
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Pull out tho left arm with the little fiuger fi t I
1'13 a iont

two or throe inch es above the surnlCe of th t .1
e wa er anr

draw ~t wide arc. When thc arm is in front put the

hand into the water. TIle legs go through th e second

motion of the frog-k 1'ck; th at is snap th e legs togeth er
forcibly.

ATl'EN'l'ION ·. l\ ,r I tl
.J.ua (C ie movements continuous when

changing from tlw second to the third motion.

5. Olmukite with aOl'i-ashi

]i'omf: Jl t . R - 7\T.
IS as m ycwa-.LlOsld, right form, tlw body

should be as horizontal as possible, making fin angle of

about 30° with the surnlCe of the water. Draw the

chin in and snbmerge the body until the water comes
to about the chin.
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The left ar m whi ch was brough t to the chest continues

its movement and is stretched out to the side of the

body. It is backward and a little above the body, the

palm is slant ing upward with th e little finger above.

The ri ght ar m continues the first motion and th o legs

goes through the first motion of the fr og-k ick, that is, the

thighs ar e wide apart with knees bent, so give a vigorous

outward kick.
ATTENTION: The left arm movement should be done

rapidly. The leg movements are that of the ji1'st motion
of the fi·og-kick.
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FIRST MOTION:
S F,cOND MOTION:

ATTENTION '. 111e 1ar ms s iould be swung for ward

'without bending the elbows; they should be brouzh t
'"in line of vision of the course before enter ing the

water,

Bring the righ t arm forward and as it swings forward

the legs begins a circular movement with the r ight leg
underneath.

The left ar m stro kes from the shoulder downward and

brought forward just as it. Was done with t.he righ t.
arm. "

,

,

"J". .
"" '''' ~;.1

............ - .~ ..".,.;'

_.-._ ._ ....
.> .....,

", ' it:'
I' ,

/
I

I

The body is slightly aslan t with the left shoulder "a

little downward and forward an d the right shoulder a

little backward and upward. T he left arm is stretched

out in front in the direction of the course with the fiugers

one or t.wo inches below th e sur face of the water,

I n the leg mot.ion, th e right. leg is made Shin-A 8hi

(tho leg whi ch is stretched forward) and the legs

commence tho circular movements.

T he right. arm strokes from the shoulder downward as

shown by tho dotted line in the above illustration, to

keep th e balance of the floating power. The lcgs con

tinue th eir circular movement". W hen th e legs return

t.o the start ing position, th e right arm is pulled out of

the water with the palm facing the left side. At. this

time, twist the body sufficiently so as to reduce th o

resistance of the water and move forward easily.
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6. K onukile, right form

I{onukite is the name for thi s style of swimming III

the Su~ru Ryu.

FORlII : The position is almost hori zontal, with - the

body submerged up to the chin. The body should be in

a straight line and the hips should not be twisted.

F IRST MOTION:

l!'irst motion uses the shallow circular leg movements

of the horizontal swimming methods. The , right leg is

bent at the knee; the legs are separated about one foot,

four or five inches and makes the second motion. The

legs are brought together then the leg which was forward

goes back and the leg which was back is brought

forward. At this time, the right hand which is about

the breast is stroked along the side until it is about one

foot, five or six inches and it is pulled out about one

or two inches above the water.

The left arm which is stretched out III front with the

palms down until -it is at th e breast .

SECOND MOTION :

The right hand which was pulled out of tho water is

brought forward and is put into the water about one

foot to the right of the center .

T HIRD MOTION:

The left knee is bent and the distance between the

two legs should be about one foot, four or five inches.

This motion is as described in the first motion except

that the left leg is used.

The left hand is stroked along the side and pulled

out of the water, the motion being the same as that

explained for the right hand in the first 'motion.

7. K onukite, abridged form

}'IRST MOTION :

SEco~m MOTION:

I
I

;

._ ._._ ... . .",. fII"
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THIRD MOTION :

8. Konuldie; with flutter kick

As shown in the illustrations, this is almost th e same

us Ohnulcite except for one ar m, that is to say, one arm

Ohtai Eiho

(Side Stroke Method)

There are many variation of Ohtai Eiho according to

the schools of swimming. These differ 118 the topographical

differences of the locality in which they developed.

There are good parts as well as poor parts in these

methods. Here, the writer will describe strokes which

incorporate the good par ts of these methods. These

strokes cannot be used for all times but are comparatively

good.

1. Hitoe-Noshi

Practice the arm and leg movements on land before

going into the water. The leg movement is A 01'i-Ashi

(circular leg movement). H old on to some objcct and

float the body ; twist the hips; stretch out both legs and

practice the leg movement which will be described in

detail later.

L ie on the side 11l a very shallow place and practice

the arm motion.

P REPARATION FOR STROKE : L ie on the side so that

the water covers the lower side of the face and the eyes,

nose and mouth are just above the water. Turn the face

up as much as possible with the chin touching the

upper shoulder . The legs are stretched out together.

The arm which . is on the upper side is by the side but

I

~. '"
«-~. _ . _. ,

makes a semi-circular stroke and the other stre tches

straight in front as in the crawl stroke.
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the lower arm is placed in front of the thigh of the lower

leg.

Fmsr lIIO'l'lON :

Draw in the legs bending the knees and rubbing th e

sole of the upper leg along th e shin of th e lower leg

about half way and bending it forward. The lower leg

from the knee down is bent backward but do not move

th e thigh.
The position of the upper leg is: the thigh makes a

right angle with th e body and at th e same time the

knee is bent to make a right angle. The toes are turned

up as much as possible. The position of the lower leg

is : the knee is bent so that the lower par t of the leg

makes a r ight angle with the thigh and the toes arc

stretched out as much as possible.
The arms are bent at th e elbows with hands togeth er

and placed between the lower breast and the head.

ATTENTION: W hen makin g the arm movement, do

it as close as possible to th e body to prevent resistance

of the water. The leg movements should be done quietly

and smoothly.

SECOND lIIOTION:

Snap the legs together by pushing the water with the

sole of the upper leg and the instep of the lower leg

and return to the star ting position. The stroke should

star t slowly but get faster mid more vigorous. as it

continues to the snap.

Stretch out the arms with the hands together to about

the face and the arm which is upper, strokes downward ;

the upper par t of th e arm is always at the side. The

arm which is lower is stretched out with palms upwar d ;

and should be about two inches from the sur face of th e

water. This arm is stroked in a semi-circle until it is

back to th e star ting position.

ATTENTION : Bente is the arm' which is stretched out

forward, that is, the arm which is lower; Ukete is the
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arm which is above the head. Bhin-Ashi il:l the lcg

which is bent forward and Uke-Ashi is the onc which

is bent backward.

Thc power of propulsion of the A OI'i-Ashi (circular

movcmcnt) is in line with the diagonal of the parallelo

gram made by the lcgs, hence the strength of both lcgs

(Shi n-A shi and Uke-Ashi) should be equal to have a

straight forward movement,

At the time of second motion, if the swimmer loses

balance and moves to the rear of the course, the Shin

Ashi is weaker and if one moves to the front then the

Uke-Ashi is weaker. The movement of Bente (arm in

front) is also to some extent responsible for this

deviation.

Th e position of Bente differs with each SWImmer as his

physique is different. If the Sente is too deep, the body

will sink too much and again if it is too shallow his

body will float too much, hence each swimmer must

work out the depth best suited.

2. K ata-N ukile-l-Ii loe-N oshi

.[(ata-N ukife-r l itoe-Noshi is the most practical of the

Oldai-Eih~ ; has the powcr for great speed and is less

tiring. This stroke is commonly known as ]{ata-Nuki

(onc over-arm).

Fonu , The form is the same as th at of Hiio e-Nosbi.

FIRsT MOTION :

...... ~ ."- ._.....

TJIC arm which is upper is placed on the :mrface of

the water, ready to bc pulled out. Tho arm which IS

lower is stretched out above the head,

The legs arc in position for the beginnin g of the
A ori-Ashi (circular movement).

The arm which is pull ed out skims the wat er and is

brought forward. The ar m which is lower strokes in a

semi-circle and is brought to th o front of the thigh .

Th e legs movc liS in the fire: motion of Hiioe-Nosld.

A'lTENTION : Inhalc during this first motion.
SECOND ArO'l'ION:

- .- .- ..... _.._._.'.=.~=

The upper arm which was bronght forward passes thc

lower cheek and strokes back to the star ting position
with the palms fiwing n]J.
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FIRST MOTION:

~.".;... .-',,'.\I:, ~

",':::" _ 0_ , _ . ' - . ... .
~- ._._ . -

The legs are drawn up for the first motion of A 01'i

Ashi. TIle ar ms are stretched downward and the hancl'l

are placed on the lap. They are drawn up nlong the

body with the palms together . As they reach the breast

the palms are turned outwar d with th e thumbs together.

S ECOND MOTION:

Stretch out the legs for t he second motion of A ori

A shi, The arms are stretched out in the dir ection of

the course and as tho body is propelled by the snapping

of the logs, stroke the arms in a semi-circle and bri ng

them back to the starting position.
M01'ote-Noshi

F ORM : The position of the body IS t.he same as III

the Hitoe-Noshi.

The lower arm which is at the thigh is slowly drawn

up close to the body to offer least r esistance and brought

to the star ting position.

Snap the legs together and stretch out as in the starting

position.

ATTENTION : During the second motion, exhale. With

practice, one can swim sovroal miles easily so it is a good

method for long distance. In the Ohiai Biha (side stroke

method) which is different from H eifai Riha < (horizontal

swimming method), one is apt to mistake the direction

as one is not looking forward. A swimmer knowin g his

habit of swerving either to the right or left of the

course, should strive to cor rect it and swim in n

straight course.

' Vhen swimming a long distance it is important to

slow down the arm stroke. I n the arm stroke for long

and middle distances, stroke two-thirds of the arm

movement vigorously and slow down the lust third.

This is because the body is propelled by the leg motion

during the first two-thirds. Stroking the lust third

vigorously will have little effect. I n a short distance

swim, it is necessary to stroke vigorously all the way for

it has an effect on th e following stroke.
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Rittai Eiho

(Treading Water Method)

1. A01'i-Ashi Riltai

I n this method, the A ori-A shi is used as in Oldai

Eih'i except that the body is vertical. In this position,

the body natu rally shakes with the leg movement.

FORM : The upper part of the body is straight.

MOTIONS:

In the leg stroke of Am·i-.Ashi with th e body

ver tical, the object is to beat the water downward.

The first and second motions of the stroke are done

continuously.

2. Fumi-Ashi Ritlai

FORM: The body should be straight and knees slightly

bent with the legs apart.

MOTION :

Move the right leg outward and downward in a

circular motion. Turn the toes down and bring it back

to the star ting position. The left leg begins a similar

motion while the right leg starts back to the original

position.

ATTENTION: The leg movement is done alternately

find the leg is pressed downward as it makes a circular

movement. The two movements should not be separa ted.

The beginning of the stroke should be done vigorously

find the finish, less strong and calmly .

Uki-Mi

(F loating Method)

Believing th at the reader has an understanding of the

strokes explained, the writer will go 011 to explain Uki

] !i (floating methods).

One who drowns is he who fefirs the water and in

his confusion his strength fails; his breath ing gets choked

up; his lungs depleted of air causes him to sink; he

drinks much water hence he goes under and disappears

before rescue arrives.

A human body is a little heavier th an fresh water
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but with the lung full of air it becomes lighter and

again it is lighter th an salt water. Thus the body has

floating power without the aid of arm and leg move

ments. If one floats on his back, his head will always

be above water .

1. Be- Uldrni

F loat on the back, expand the chest, spread the legs

apart and bend th e knees and elbows slightly. Both

hands are placed by the upper part of the head wit.h

palms facing up.

The position of the body is : th e fnce, breast and toes

are above water .

In Uki-Mi, the object is to have a serene feeling,

gazing up at the sky without any thought and try to

forget th at one is floating on water.

A'lTENTION: I f the legs starts to sink, stre tch the

arms upward above the head; if the head starts to sink,

stretch the arms to the side slightly then one can keep

the balance of the body.

2. Tachi- tne«
Stand straight in the water, letting the arms hang at

the sides with the face turned up as much as possible.

Rel ax the whole body. The face and upper part of the

head is above water.

A'lTENTION : I n Uld-Jfi do not breath e deeply. Take

short breaths so th at there will be some air always left
in the lungs.

3. Fuse-Ukimi

F loat on tho face, just th e opposite from Be- ffiirni.

The body is balanced by applying the Be-Uldrni. This

floati ng method is the easiest but one cannot float. longer

than one breath for the face is in the water .

4. Yoko- Uldmi

F loat on the side and keep the head from the neck

up above the water. The Bente (the arm on the lower

Ride) can be stretched out above the head or at the side.

The rolling of the body is prevented by the shoulder
and hips.



The Rise of Japanese Swimmers
By Ikkaku Matsuzawa

The victory of the J apanese

Swimming Team in the races at

the Tenth Olympic Games, Los

Angeles, seems to have been un

expected by the "\Yesterners. It is

natural th at they were surprised

for only a very few remember

that Yoshiynki Tsuruta had won

the 200 metres breast stroke in tho Ni nth Olympic Games,

Amsterdam, and that Katsuo Takaishi and Tnlrahiro

Saito had placed at the Paris Olympiad.
E ven those who knew of the historical filets of

Japanese swimming felt unexpectedly pleased th at Japa

nese swimmers had made such good results with only so

little experience in the past Olympic Games. "\Vhat is

the reason for th is rapid development ?
A system of swimming was already existing 1Il Japan

during the Sengolm .TidajlJ which preceded the Tokugnwa

E ra . And in the 'I'okugaws period there developed a

style unique to Jaran, that of swimming as a military art.

D Sellgokll fidai was th e turbulent period of one hu ndred year s in Japa
nese History which followed the loss of power of MtlTomachi S IWgllll'
ate after eleven years of civil war, starting in 1467. T his wa s a period
of rivalry am ong th e lords of th e country an d th e weaker ones were
subi ugate d. In 1573, Oda-N ob'IlIaga finally sncceeded in conq uer ing
th e tott erin g Sh ogunate a nd crea ted a military govern ment . Be was
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It W IIS only after the Restoration of Meij i, that

swimming lIS a spor t was introduced into .Tapan and

in .the fifty years since that time, it has developed

rapidly, But only some fifteen years have passed since

the introduction of the modern race forms. Thouzh the

ancient forms could not be used directly for the new

strokes, it has had an indir ect influence.

Because there already existed an analytical study of

swimming method, the adaption of the new strokes was

made rapidly. H ence, in a very shor t time, there

developed It racing technique individual to J apan.

Geographically too, J apan is so situated for the natural

~evelopment of swimming therefore comparatively speak

mg, J apanese lIS a race enjoy it.

~t. present, swimming is made a part of the physical

training of the Japanese children from their elementary

school days and in most schools there are pools with

modern equipments which can be used lIS a I', ace cour"e.

Nippon Suizyo K yogi Ronmei or the Amateur Swim

ming Federation of Japan hns under its control the

governing bodies of tho vario us localities and school

teams. The N .S.R. cooperates closely with these bodies

fo~lowed by Toyotomi-Hi~eyoshi who finally united all of Japan. T he
~hlrty years of compar ati ve peace during the re ign of t hese tw o m n
J ecam e to be known as the Azuchi-Momo yam a peri od in whi~h
; ;nese ~ulture flouri shed . With th e death of Toyotomi-Hideyosh i

egawa- veyasu usurped the powe r and in 1603 set up his Shog un:
~el:~:edo (present Tokyo) wh ich lasted until th e Restoration of Moi)i
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in time of swimming meets, These are some of the more

pertinent reasons for Japan' s rise in the swimming circle.

A regrettable fact is that swimming clubs similar to

those of other countries have not fully developed in

Japan as yet, because of the relative shor t time since the

introduction of modern spor ts. However, there are

student groups as well as navy clubs. This accounts for

tho filet that thoro are not many outstanding J apanese

swimmers aside from students.

Many foreigners were surpr ised at tho youthfulness

and smallness of the Japanosc swimmers that they often

queried about it. One day after the Tenth Olympiad

was over, the writer was walking along a street in 'Los

Angeles when a stranger asked, "Why were such young

and small Japanese swimmers so strong ?" This question

was troubling for the writer thought it natural for young

men to be stronger . The answer givcn was, " L ook at

the aeroplane! The scout-plane has a very small body

but it can fly faster than the heavy bomber. And the

newer, the faster." This seemed one of the good explana

tions for the victories of the young Japanese swimmers

like Makino, Kitamura, Miyazaki, and K oike.

Racing Strokes

For reasons stated above, the racing forms developed

very rapidly and with such strides that it soon became

to be known as the J apanese Crawl, Though the writer

believes that there is no fundamental difference between

the American Crawl and the Japanese Crawl, cr itics

of the world have tried to make out that the use of

this stroke was one of the reasons for the success

of the J apanese team at th e Los Angeles Olympic

Games.

The writer as honorary head coach of the team did

not insist upon the uniform recovery of the arm stroke

so long ns it was done effectively and did not affect the

under water pull. This was the reason for some of the

J apanese swimmers having conspicuous habits which the

critics noticed.

The 1932 victory of the J apanese was probably due

more to the bctter use of th e American Crawl or the

E uropean racing strokes than the Amer icans or the

Europeans themselves. Added to this, the Japanese

swimmers were imbued with the national spirit and if

thoro be any difference it was this fact,

But for the J apanese swimmers to adopt the forcign

racing stroke in its ent irety is disadvantageous. So in the

crawl and back strokes, these swimmers endeavored to aid

the pull of the arm st roke by the strong beati ng of th e

legs. Japanese have flexible ankles which enables them

to have a strong beat to their kick without much effor t .

There seems to be no need to build up a characteristic

Japanese stroke aside from building up each individual's

trait.
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In the breast stroke, the J apanese swimmers endeavored

to create a strong propulsion by the arm and leg

movement and at th e same t ime to reduce the negative

work which resulted in such smooth stroke.

Women's Swimming

As to swimming for women, J apanese girls are just as

fond of th e sport as the boys, but they were not

permitted to swim for many years because the J apanese

social customs differ so greatly fro m that of other

count r ies. F rom th e olden days, it has been considered

that the women's placo is in the home ; this is t ru e of

all countries but more so in J apan. This idea still

remains th ough modified. W hile girls are at school they

arc allowed to indulge in sports th ough not intensively

for th ey are branded " flappers" if they do. But as soon

as the girls leave school, their spor ts are ch-opped with

their school uniform of middies and skirts , hence their

talents cannot be fnll y developed. The writer believes

that conditions in J apan will be ameliorated as the years

go by, and conscquently swimming for women will be

improved.

Crawl Stroke

By Kalwa Takaishi

Before -the Seventh Olympic

Games, Br ussels, swimmers in J apan

competed in races clinging to th e

old existing styles of swimming

peculiar to J apan. Since that time,

however, the J apanese, realizing th e

importance and advantages of the

crawl stroke and incorporating the

va rIOUS meri ts of the old Japanese styles into it, have

made It very remarkable progress. At th e Tenth Olym

pic Games, the Japanese won three free sty le champion

ships, 100, 1500 metres and 800 metres relay gaining

preeminence in the swimming races excepting the 400

metres. At present, Masanori Yusa holds the record of

200 metres in the long pool; that of 800 metres is now

held by ShOz6 Makino and 1000 metres by Hiroshi

Negami. Thus th e J apanese showed an over whelming

progress in the cruwl stroke which led the world to

believe that a new J apanese Crawl Stroke was developed.

I n the present day, th e cra wl stroke is invariably

used in th e fr ee style. As the name implies, free style

means any stroke. But to date, the crawl being th e

fastest, is used and probably. be used until such time us

a faster stroke is developed.



1. Practice of Body

First of all extend the arms, palms downward, and

the legs and ankles floating in a horizontal position.

Do not stiffen the body but relax the muscles and float

in It straight line. This posture, if compared with other

sty les, is very simple and natural but beginners seem to
•

feel that it is not so. It is imp ossible, however, to

muster th e crawl stroke if one does not understand this

posture completely . This posture is primary and the

learning of important movements should follow later . .

To prevent the body from stiffening is an indispensable

condition not only for the crawl stroke but also for

floating. Accordingly, if the body is stiff it will sink

like a rock. Many swimmers confuse this stiffening of

the body with the technique of strengthen ing cer tain

muscles or pnrts of the body.

To swim speedily, it is no use to just idly move the

arms and legs. Strength should be put in the arms in

its downward pull and in the legs when it beats the

water. Many beginners misunderstand this movement

and are apt to stiffen their entire body, hence they cannot

advance but begin to sink. The more they try to

prevent their bodies from sinking the more tired they

get, being spent by only swimming ten or twenty metres.

From such an experience, many lose interest thinking

the stroke too hard and difficult.
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Fundamental Movements

CRAWL STROKE
I. Star t of Men's 100

Metres Fre e Style, Semi·
Final at Los An geles
Olympic Games . Yasuii
Miyazaki Is N e a r e st
Camera, Who Placed
First.

4. The Mome nt the Left Arm
Entered the Water ; the Right Arm
Is Completing Pull Stroke. ( Form
of Shozo Makino.)

2. Position .of Body at the Beginning of Crawl Stroke.
Right Leg Starting Flutter Kick Beat and th e Right Arm
Comm encing Stroke. (Form of Katsuo Takaishi. )

3. Left Arm at' the Moment th e Hand Meets th e Wat er.
(Form of Masanori Yusa.)



There may be some difficulty in praotising this funda

mental posture if it is tried without suppor t . One lllay

practice easily by holding the side of the paoloI' any

other suppor t . First, the leg movement should be

practiced with arms outstretched in front.

2. Leg Movements

Leg movements used 11l the crawl stroke are called

Bata-ashi 11l Japanese or "fluttering of legs" if

translated. Extend the legs with the big toes in close

proximity and heels apart three or four inches. T hen

begin to move them up and down from the h ips. . When

kicki ng upward do so feeling that the water which is on

the calves and toes is rai sed. I t is natural that by the

resistance or pressure of the water, the legs are slightly

. bent at the knees. Be careful, however, not to bend

them too much and to make them appear above the.
water. I n the downward beat one should do so as a

fish rebounds when it jumps out of th e water and also

with a feeling that the water is being pushed downward

with the calves and toes. I n these leg movements the

most effective part against the ·water is the insteps.

"When legs arc moved upward, insteps must be in a

straight line with the shin; when moved downward,

they beat the water strongly, with the ankles r elaxed so

as to move up and down very easily. In these alternate

movements of both legs, be careful not to touch the big

toes. However, do not set the ankles apar t as much as

7. The Left Arm Catching th e Water.
(Form of Yasutaro'Bakagami.)

9. Form of Hiroshi
Negarni in Race.

¥

5. The Left Arm is St retched
Out While the Right Arm Is
Finish ing the Stroke. (Form Of
Masan ori Yusa .) I

6. Recovery of Right Arm and
the Beginning of th e Pulling
Stroke of the Left Arm. ( Form
of Shozo Makino.)

eRAWL STROKE 95
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two or .three inches. I n short, make the legs approach

as close as possible withou t touching them.

Many beginners swim with their knees bent and arc

apt to struggle in bending them, but never try to

straighten them. Among thcm some are always bending

their legs in both upward and downward movements

but th is is in vain for such movements are ineffective

for propelling the body. So if one tries not to bend -h is

knees, his legs are kept in the correc t and proper

position. I t is rather difficult , however, for one to notiee

whether the knees are bent but a simple method of

finding out is : when the ripples star ted by the flutter

kick is like those of a fount ain, the legs are in proper

position but when the water sprays the knees are bent.

I n repeating these movements properly, legs push off

the water backward and upwar d when they are lifted

and backward and downward when they are lowered.

Moreover, when the legs come together t hey squeeze the

water out backward, The body is propelled when these

three movements are prop erly combined. Legs -are raised

to the surface of the water by the result of these move

ments and by repeating the flutter kick with the face

float, the body is propelled by each beat. At the begin

ning, if one does not have a support, this leg movement

cannot be practiced freely, so hold on to a ball or the

overflow of a pool. Whcn strength is added to th is

flutter kick, the forward movement of the body is

increased and as one becomes accustomed to these move

ments he can breathe by lifting the facc above the water

without rolling the body. I n the beginning, when

changing from one leg beat to the other, the ankles or

muscles of calves fail to support the movement, so the

swimming is ir regular but with proper training thi s

defect will be corrected. ' Vhen the flutter kick becomes

strong enough, one can float the body even with the face

lifted above the water and at the same time he can gain

a comfortable speed without the llict" of the arms.

3. A r m Movements

After the leg movements arc fair ly perfected, learn the

arm movements. 'While practicing the leg movement,

try dog-paddling or try to catch the water alternately

with th e two hands just in front of the breast. This

movement will prevent one from sinking even if the leg

movements are very slow and weak. E nlarge this arm

movement and by taking an arm out of the water after

it finishes its stroke and bringing it forward, it will be

something like the cra wl stroke.

F irst, close the fingers lightly and cnp the palms

being careful not to let the water pllSS through the

fingers when making a stroke. Some persons swim

with their fingers unconsciously apart, but try to avoid

such a bad habit from the beginning, because it is very

hard to correct it later however often one may be advised

by their instructors. E xtend an arm forward with th e
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1 1 nd bent at the wrist. Move it down-pa m cuppec a
ward pressing the water. vVhen the hand comes to a

position suitable for a stroke, then begin the stroke move

ment holding the water with the palm and pushing it

backward . If a stroke is made with the arm too

extended, it is compelled to move in an arc with the

shoulder as the center. This movement, however, is not

effective excepting only when the arm PfisseS the deepest

place from the surface. Pnlms should always be kept

faced in the direction which it strokes. The arm should

move parallel to the body line from the star ting of th e

pull stroke. It is necessary to move the palms in a fixed

depth and line, for thi s purpose, one should bend :the

elbow outward during th e first part of th e arm move

ment then extend it. As the stroke movement continue,

straighten the wrist so when it comes to the side of the

body, it is in line with the lower arm and at right angles

with the surface of the water.
W hen a palm comes ncar the side of the body, catch

ing the water as explaincd above, drop the shoulder of

the opposite side a little and begin to press the water.

While th at hand finishes stroking and comes to the side

of the thigh, and the opposite hand starts to catch, the

elbow of the first arm begins to appear above the water.

W hen the second arm catches the water and begins the

stroke movement, the first arm is Ol~t of the water and
is thrust forward again. W hile the stroke movement

is car ried on by the second arm, the first one goes back

to the catching] position. These movements must be done

alternately by the two arms.

Usually the legs beat the water six times III turn

through one complete cycle of the arms, 80 this is called

Si.'V Beat Orawl Stroke. I n the beginning, while leg

movements ar e not effective, one may feel it difficult to

carry the firms forward. But th is may be done very

smoothly by rolling the body. Moreover, unless the arm

is thrust forwar d as soon as it finishes the stroke, the body

will sink and the face cannot be lifted. By repeating

the movements again and again, sometimes practicing the

arm movements with the face in the water and stopping

awhile when out of breath , then one will gradually

understand the relation between the ar m and leg move

ments. After thi s, one should learn breathing.

4. Breathing

When a hand is thrust forward and catches the water

and the other hand finishes the stroke movement, slightly

incline the upper part of the body to the side of the

hand thrust forward and turn the face to th e opposite

side supporting ~neself in the water with the forward

arm, then the mouth will be above the water. While

these movements arc being car r ied out, one must exhale

little by little, so as to inhale again at the moment when
the mouth is brought above the surface of the water.

Take a breath with the mouth wide opened and immediately
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turn the face and body back to the original position. It

is necessary to decide the breathing side and whichever is

chosen a breath should always be taken on that fixed side.

I n the beginning, the body is apt to sink owing to the

incompleteness of movements. ' One will find it difficult

to lift the month above the surface of the water

.and will soon be out of breath. I f one attempts to

breathe in a wrong position, the form is destroyed.

Those who are soon out of breath should try to roll their

bodies and turn their faces up, so as to breath e easily

with out destroying th eir forms. If the rolli ng to th e

opposite side of the breathin g side is strong th e face need

not be lifted above the water because one docs not breath.

One should roll the head slightly in order . to maintain

the rh ythm of the movement. Much care should be taken

in th is rolling or the swimming will become like l ame

walking.

An outline of the crawl stroke can be learned by

practicing as previously described. It is quite necessary,

however, to ' study the technique of thi s stroke in detail

after learning th e general outline, and one should work

ant his own crawl stroke which suits his physique and

become accustomed to it by practice. Moreover, it is

necessary to strengthen the par ticular muscles used to

increase the speed.

...

On Practice of Crawl Stroke
1. Catching

When an arm finishes the stroke movement it is thrust

forward and put in the water to a suitable depth, it

. catches the water very strongly. This movement is called

catching. Swimming depends much upon skilful catching

as it is the preliminary step to the stroke movement, the

result of which 1'3 shown by the effect on speed. The

form of an arm when it goes into the water varies

according to the swimmer but when it comes to the

point of catching, the form should be almost the same.

It may be classified into two forms: one may put his

ar ms into the water over-reaching, bending or not

bending his elbows; while the other may let his arm

into the water outside the shoulder and in this case

there lllay be two positions of the elbows as stated before.

This is only a general classification and there may be

lllany different types of arm positions.

If the arm, over-reaches when going into the water,

catching should be done after bringing it in line with

the shoulder under the water. Suppose one begins

a stroke without changing the position of the hand, then

he may be unable to catch the water parallel with the

body line unless the hand is in line with the opposite

th igh. It is quite impossible, however, to swim in such

a ridiculous posture and even if it were possible, it would

have no effect on increasing the speed. Be careful th at
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when a hand finishes the stroke movement it is placed

near the thigh on the same side. The more the

hand over-reaches, the larger bccomes the angle made

by it against the . body line while catching. Conse

quently it pushes out the water inside the shoulder

without giving any effect and the body is apt to advance

turning to the opposite of the stroke side. On the

contrary, if one put s the hand into the water too far

outside the shoulder, a similar result will follow. ..

There are many persons who put their arms into the

water bending them so extremely th at their palms are

placed by the opposite shoulder or near it. Amoug them,

some push the water to the wrong direction trying to

straighten the elbow which is unnecessarily bent, so it

is impossible for them to swim speedily. Then, in what

form and position should the hand be put into the water?

It would have been more advisable to explain this under

A 1'rn movements since it bears a close relation to that

subject but to explain it here briefly.
Put the hands into the water at the position to which

the ar m is thrust forward parallel with the body line.

Therefore to put the hands into the water with the ar ms

extended forward is a suitable form for catching. But

if one catches the water with th e arms extended there is

a tendency for the stroke to be very large and very

slow. Moreover , if they are extended too much the

pressure from the water becomes very great. This

pre..."8m·e can be resisted by those who have strong

muscles, but as there are only a very few, with such

muscles, it is difficult for most swimmers to catch the

water quickly and the speed of swimming is greatly

reduced. Therefore the best way is to put the hand into

the water on th e line from th e shoulder a little before

it is completely extended, then stretch the arm vigorously

downward and forward.

It is not always bad to put the hand in the water

inside or outside the shoulder if it is brought _ to

the right position under the water, but much energy

will be wasted in doing so. One must be careful to save

energy IlR much as possible excepting for the purpose of

increasing the speed.

It is natural that the depth of catching may somewhat

differ according to the physique or strength of a swim

mer. But this difference is very little, so if between two

swimmers the difference is too great, catching of either of

them may be done in a wrong way. Some swimmers

begin the movement which is like catching as soon as

they dip their hands into the water. In the crawl stroke

as mentioned already, pulling or catching movements of

the hand should be done in a horizontal direction at a

considerable depth from the surface, otherwise the move

ment may be quite ineffective. So if the position of

catching is too near the surface, it becomes impossible to

commence a stroke horizont ally from th at point and for
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this reason a hand must be placed in a considerable

depth. The power of a hand acting against the water

at this moment is to star t the pull stro ke and to push

the water downward, namely a hand pushes the water as

it strokes. Pushing the water downward is one of the

essential points of the crawl st~'oke and it should never

be ignored. But as thi s is a question of degl'ee, if one

goes beyond the bounds of moderation, there will be many

abuses as in the saying " Too much spoileth, too little is

nothing."
If one begins to catch at the moment the hand dips

into the water, the arm movement will give no effect

in floating the body. Unless the leg movements are

strong enough to float the body, one will receive too much

resistance from the water and so reduce the speed.

I n shor t, the most suitable depth for catching is to

place the wrist about five inches from th e surface of the

water and as the palm is bent downward, the fingers about

seven or eight inches. The perfect way would be to let

the arm, which finished the stroke movement, into the

water very quickly while it is still bent and straighten

it swiftly in the water and at the same time getting

ready to commence the stroke when it reaches the

position suitable for catching.

2. M ovemen t of Pressing the Water and its D eg r ee

An arm commences tho stroke movement as soon as it

finishes catching and if one loses no time at thi s moment

in making a full stroke with the ar m, this movement is

effective in propelling . the body like an oar of a boat.

One should bear in mind, however, that a boat can easily

keep its balance on the wate~· while a hu man body is

very unstable, being on the water just like a floating

stick and is liable to sink. The strength of an arm should

not be used to just scratch the water, but while the arm

is before the head it 'should be used to press the water

so as to float the body as much as possible. It is also

important to utilize the power produced by the beating

of the legs and by the final snap of the stroke mow

ment of the other arm. Moreover, the pressing movement

of an arm is very effective in balancing the body.

H owever strongly one may stroke or beat th e water, it

is quite useless if the body is unstable. Then, how long

shall one continue the pressing movement? Continue it

until the point where the body will be balanced by the

other arm even if one stops pressing with the first ar m.

Consequently the arm stroke is not a full alternate

movement as the stroke should not be done so that one

arm is out of the water when the other catches, but one

arm should be stroking while the other dips into the

water. During the first half of the arm movement, after

an arm catches the water and until it is car ried under the
shoulder line, it must be used for pushing the water

backward takin g care not to lose balance of the body and

also for pressing the water downward. Thi s movement to
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press down the water should be strong in the first purt

of the stroke, but afte r which it should only stabilize the

body.

It has been already mentioned above that when an

arm is thrust forward one lllay let it into the water

after extending it, while the other may do so bending it

slightly. But in either case it is straightened once under

the water and then it begins to press. At this moment

the other arm is about to finish its last snup and the

rolling of the body is on the side of the outstretched arm

and the shoulder of th is side drops a little. At this time

one must press the water with the extended arm and be

careful not to diminish the speed that was made by the

snap of the other arm. The final snap of an arm

increases the speed, which should be sustained by the

extended arm, as it supports the upper par t of the body

and prevents it from rolling. However strongly a snap

may be done, it will be of no use if the upper part of

the body is unstable. Snapp ing and pressing are just like

two wheels of a car, because one is dependent upon the

other.

There are a few who have the opinion that the pressing

movement of an arm is of no use or even detrimental

for increasing the speed, but the writer believes that this

very movement decides whether one is a good swimmer
or not. A swimmer with strong arms may easily stroke,

but it is not always he who will be an excellent swimmer

in a short time. A key to a good swimmer is to learn

how to press the water skilfully. It is not advisable to

press the water too strongly, for it is liable to cause the

rolling of the upper part of the body suddenly. ] '01'

this reason, it is better to let the arm into the water

before it is completely extended. If one extends the arm

above and lets it into the water, the time for pressing

will be too long and the muscles of the arm will soon be

tired without producing any effect, and accordingly the

speed will be greatly reduced, A miserable form of

swimming will result from the above method, if one

has undeveloped muscles of the arms. As stated very

often, the first aim of the movement of pressing the

water is to float the body. The power for floating is

produced mainly by the hands and suppor ted by the

shoulders. Stronger the power for pressing the water to

float the body, the more the shoulders' suppor ting power

will be increased.

Then it is a question of how strongly the water should

be pressed. As the degree of pressing is closely related

to the extent of the body rolling and is very complicated,

it is difficult to determine its limit. P ressing the water

is the most essential movement of the crawl stroke, but

if it is done beyond the bounds of moderation it will be

detrimental. In short, it is desirable to press the water

within the minimum degree th at is enough to float and

stabilize the body properly, so as to keep thc speed which



is produced by the final snapping of the opposite arm.

Consequently it is better to try to lower the hand as

fast -as possible so as to press the water in the proper way,

than to press strongly by lowering the hand slowly to

the catch ing point. There are some swimmers who, after

catching does not commence stroking but h alt their hand

for a while pressing the water at a certain point without

movement but this is qnite unnecessary. Be careful not

to commence a stroke without a pressing movement after

catching the water. If one commences the stroke with

a feeling of pressing the water downward, it will be

better.

3. Rolli ng and Its Limit

At the moment when an ar m has been thrust forward

and catches the water, the shoulder of this side drops a

little, and the other ar m makes its flnisliing snap. I n

order to carry an arm forward after finishin g the stroke

movement, it must be lifted above the surface of the

water and for this reason the shoulder should be slightly

lifted and moved back, As this movement is always

carr ied on alte rnately by both arms, shoulders of both

sides draw ellipses while swimming, and one of them should

be lifted when the other is dropped. Accordingly the

upper part of th e body should necessarily roll to both

sides, but the position of the body line does not change.

This movement is called " rolling " of the body and it

h as a very close relat ion with the crawl stroke: With
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only th is natural rolling one lllay have difficulty in

breathing even with the head tnrned sideways, unless the

body ri ses to the snrfaoo as a result of the arms and legs

movements. Consequently if one wants to take a breath

easily, turn the body to the right or left in accordance

with the choice made. Then by the technique of this

movement, rolling of the body is increased. There are

two rollings, one which l S caused necessarily and

naturally by the pushing movement of an arm, while

the other is an artificial rolling; but while swimming

the crawl stroke, these two rollings should be con

sidered as one. If one swims without rolling the body

he must swim in a very unnatural position, such as

pushing up the head above the surface of the water or

floating the upper part of the body by sinking the legs

deeply in order to breathe easily. If there is some part of

th e movement which is forced, it will cause a very

unnatural form of swimming.

I n the crawl stroke, one should use uniformly and

effectively all par ts of the body instead of forcing parts of

muscles. If one tries to stroke without rolling the body,

the power required is produced only by the muscles of the

ar ms and shoulders, but when the power of the twist.ing

or rolling of the body is added to that of the arms, it

will be greatly increased. But one must understand that

th ere is a limit even for rolling as too much will destroy

the form of the body or will slow down the stroke.
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R olling of the body is necessary in thi s style of

swimming and the power produced by it greatly streng

thens the stroke when it is combined with the arm

movements. This stre ngth is increased according to the

degree of rolling, consequently it is natural that the

more one rolls the body, the larger the ar m movement

becomes, hence the larger t.he movement the slower the

tempo of the stroke.
The best method of speed swimming in an fixed

distance is to swim with the largest and strongest stroke

and with as high a tempo as possible, that is, as high

It tempo as for a small stroke. So if the tempo is the

same, the larger the stroke the faster the speed. But it

is difficult for a swimmer of limited power and strength,

to enlarge his st roke , without dropping his tempo. No

matter how high his tempo may be, the speed will not

be good if the stroke movements are wenlc and ineffective

and in the same way, it may be said that even if his

rolling is large and his stroke large and strong, he

cannot swim speedily if his tempo is slow.
Thus, we must consider the limit of rolling. In con

sidering this, it is important to decide whether rollin g

suits a swimmer or not for on this decision rests whether
he will succeed. But the limit cannot be decided

uniformly for every person, so one must choose a suitable

way to meet the various conditions such as the devclol~

meut of the muscles of arms and beating of legs. I t IS

very difficult to find the limit of rolling which is most

suitable for themselves. The smallest rolling is caused

naturally by the change in the position of the shoulders.

One must avoid letting the arm s lie idle trying t.o get a

large roll of the body. Stroke movements should be

done, regardless of their length until the arm reaches

near the thigh. Moreover, .the movements of a st roke

after an arm catches the water last only a moment.

Accordingly if one rolls the body too much, he is

compelled to let the arm stop awhile, pressing the water,

before it commences the catching movement. By this

rolling, the power of the arms is never increased, but on

the contrary, they are compelled to waste power for the

purpose of rolling the body. In shor t, the maximum of

rolling is when the power gained by that rolling is

applied to the arm movement and each arm carries on

its stroke without wasting time and energy .

If it is a secret method of speed swimming to swim

with the largest and strongest strokes and at the highest

tempo, the ideal would be for one with great strength

to, swim a cer tain distance with very strong strokes of

the arms without any rolling of the body, for rolling

drops the tempo. It is impossible, however, for anyone

but a born swimmer to exercise the arms and legs so
strongly, without fc'Cling a diffieulty in breathing.

'When learning to allply the power gained by the

rolling to the st roke movement, one will find that in



each stroke he can catch the water very easily and

smoothly but he must avoid enlarg ing the stroke move-. ,
ment until he is accustomed to it. "\Vhen the arms become

strong enough to catch the water with little rollin g, one

must change th e form of swimming in order to make

that rolling as little as possible.
The limit of proper rollin g should be decided according

to the various conditions and moreover it is restricted by

the beating of legs. Generally speaking, the rolling of

a body is little in a swimmer whose beating is regulur

and rhythmic but it is advisable for swimmers who beat

the water irregularly, sometimes hard and sometimes

weakly, to enlarge the rolling of the body. There is a

very close relation between this irregular beating of the

legs and the rolling of the body. Too much rolling will

cause irregular beating and, on the contrary, if the

beating is irregular one cannot increase the speed with

out more or less enlarging the rolling. Excepting a few

very peculiar cases, one must try to increase the tempo

of swimming with as little rolling as possible if one has

strong arms. And if the arms are not so st rong, it

would be better to swim with rollin g which is enough

to make up for the want of strength in the arms.

4. Pressing the W ater a nd Rolling

W hen an ar m is thrust forward and let into the water,

the shoulder of the same side moves forward, or in other

words the rolling movement begins to take place from

the shoulder . After the arm is completely straightened

and the rollin g is at its height, then the opposite shoulder

comes up. Considering these movements, pressing of the

water may be divided into two classes; one, when an

arm is thrust forward and the other, when the shoulder

comes back to its former position. Although it is not

easy to make 11. definite distinction between them, a

swimmer can clearly make out the difference of the

change in pressing. At the moment when the rolling is

at its full swing or in other words, when an arm is

completely stra ightened, the shoulder is carr ied forward,

and the other arm just finishes its last snap. If one

takes much time in th is movement, the form will become

too stretched. It is quite easy to do so and the move

ment of arms in that case is very much like that of the

JapaneBe trudgen stroke.

'When beginning the second pressing movement and

when the change from the first to the second pressing

movement is done very smoothly, oue can increase the

tempo and reduce the rolling of the body.

The most difficult technique of thi s stroke IS III the

second pressing movement . One must pull the forearm

by the shoulder and press the water with the hand until

the other arm begins to press the water after which,

commence the stroke movement. As this second pressing

movement is done while the other arm is carried forward

above the water, it is liable to destroy the form of
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swimming. If the second pressing movement is too hard,

the upper part of the body will be raised and on the

contrary if it is too weak the upper part of the body

will sink. So it is better to eontrol it by being careful

not to stop the sliding of the body. It is more under:'

standable to call it "the suppor ting movement" than to

name it "the pressing." One may think th at this

movement is done only by the hand and wrist, but in

the crawl stroke every part of the arm must press the

water and even the shoulder helps th is movement, so it

is really " the supporting movement." Suppose the body

is a boat, then both arms suppor ting the body against

the water may be considered the bow of the boat. The

way to study the technique of this second pressing move

ment is to learn the position of the upper part of the

body against the water and to find the easiest position

to propel it.

As the rolling of the body is almost unavoidable, one

shonld notice th at the relation between arms and body is

not so simple. It was already explained th at an arm

.should always be extended from the shoulder line parallel

with th e spinal cord when the hand enters the water or

when it catches. In this case, if the body lies in a

horizontal position, an arm will make a right angle with

the shoulder line. But as the shoulder obliques when
the body rolls, the angle made by each arm with the
shoulder line will natu rally be greater than a right angle.

~Vhen an arm is extended forward, tho shouldcr of this

side advances a little and at the same time the other

shoulder goes back. I n such a Case when tIle shoulder

line is oblique with reference to the backbone, the wrist

would over- reach the IlOad line if the arm is kept at right

angles with the shoulder line. But the position of each

arm should never be c11anged by the rolling. Even at

the greatest rolling, the Iino along which an arm con

tinues the stroke movement must always be parallel with

the backbone. However, there are swimmers who studied

this stroke considerably but who over-reach their arms

too far being confused by the rolling although they

believe they are extendiug them parallel with the back

bone. Even if they are advised by others to correct it,
they cannot notice their OWn illusion caused by the

change in the position of the shoulder . So when one

extends the arm while rolling the body, extend it rather

outwardly, then it will be pla<,..ed in the proper
position.

5. Direction of Ar ms A gainst the Body

If, after catching, the course of the arm stroke is out

ward or inward, the body will go to the wrong direction.

When each stroke hand is pulled along a straight line,

. the course will be stra ight but in Case the course is

changed by each stroke, the arms will tire faster.
AecorcIingly arms must be pulled from the catching point
always parallel with the backbone. Because the catching

115
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should be done along a line at right angle with th e

shoulder line, the stroke position of the arm should

be clear without any more description. The real catching

should be done a little inside th e line from the shoulder

parallel to the backbone.

It is natural to try to avoid the pain which is caused

by resisting the pressure of the water. This pain can

be decreased to some degree, if one bends his arms which

resist th e pressure more th an other parts of the body.

For this reason a swimmer is apt to bend the arms

more and more inwardly, but the speed is greatly reduced

although he may fecI relief in his arm movements.

Consequently, one must try to catch the water just in

front of the shoulder . Strictly speaking, th e course of

th e hand in th e stroke movement lies a little inside th e

shoulder, and this movement is properly done if one pulls

th e hand from about the breast as if dashing it against

th e middle of the thigh. If one's arms are very strong,

the st roke movement will be straight and with great

strength, but if th ey are not, th o course of the hands

will be zig-zag.

Many swimmers, except th e owners of strong arms, are

liable to reduce th e speed of stroke movements when the

hand comes diagonally down in front of the face or take

the palm out of the water a little so as to soften the
resistance of the water and to continue the movement

after returning it to th e former place. One can hardly

expect speed, if they cling to such a movemcnt. This is

cIue to th e weakness of th eir arms and 't ' tl
c 1 IS ra ier

impossible to correct it in a short t i It1 I .Ime a ioug 1 this
form may be defective. If one tries to cor rect it all at

once, there is fear th at the balance of tIle body will
be destroyed. So th e swimmer witIl' 1 1vea r arms s iould
try at first to pull Ilis arms as straight as possible, and

to strengthen th em gradually in order to make the
proper stroke movement .

As .no one has solved th e question of wIlat part of th e
body IS most effective in propelling it definitely tl 1. , lOug I

~t has been discussed much, one can see th at the study

IS not an easy one. The difficulty lies in the filCt th at
the form of swimming varies so muoh tl

' . . lU t one cannot
g'lve an all mclusive answer .

. The most important point is to put strength uniformly
III all parts of th e arm in every movemel1t 1'1. le reason
why the latter part of th e stroke movement has much
effect on increasing tIle speed is th t . tl Ia, III ie atter
movement an arm need not press th e w t· hi 1 .a or w u c I requires
much energy Mo . . ' tl I. . Ieover, III 10 atter part, th e body is
raIsed by th e result of tho rolling and is pI d'. . ace In a
pOSItIOn in which one can strongly push d tl. Own ie water
WIthout much effor t. I n this latter I) ·t I 1

a i , name y, W len
the snapping is done, th e other ar m catches the water
and the power required for t 1 . .. ca e Hng 18 transferred
reactionally to snapIJing which makes it easy for one to
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h ave a strong pull.
If the body is r aised and one can take a breath with

case even though there is no rolling of the body, then

rolling will not be necessary since it reduces the tempo.

For such a person, it is more effective to swim with th e

motto "tempo first," because the limit of his stroke

movement will naturally become narrow and the center

of his stroke will be moved forward. E ven in this case

the natural rolling is unavoid able, "no rolling" meaning

that there is no ar tificial rolling.
f As explained above, the latter part of the stroke

movement is very important- But some swimmers some

times forget this important point and take their arms

out before going into this part. This cannot be called a

In'oper and complete stroke movement.

6. Snap
The latter part of the stroke movement is called

"finish." 'When an ar m takes this finishing movement,

the other arm catches the water at the point to which

it is thrust forward pressing the water dOW11ward and

backward. After it moves about 'one and a half feet or

so, it presses the water more strongly , accordingly the

body is r aised. To press the water and r aise the body

is for the purpose of sliding the body smoothly and Ol:e

must catch the water strongly at the moment when the

body is r aised so that one may increase the speed, because

it is the power of the finishing movement of the ar ms

which actually increases the speed. ConsequentJy the

finishing movement should necessarily be done very

quickly and with strength. So it may be more expressive

to call this speedy and momentary movement "last snap"

than to call it "finish."

The snap is quite indispensable to the crawl stroke

and, as its name shows, it must be done at the moment

just before an arm comes out of the aurface of the water,

but if one makes the last snap after the arm appears

above the water, it is too late and of no meaning.

However, beginners are liable to misunderstand this

movement and let their arms spring up out of the water

with a snap. But this is not the snap.

The snap is a part of the stroke movement, and it

should be made under the water so that one may put

the finishing touch to the movement. It is quite useless

to continue it or to make it after the arm clears the

water. If one lots out th e hand with a snap, the body

will roll too much. When a hand finishes its snap, it

should be placed one or two inches under the thigh and

then it must be taken out of the water very smoothly.

At thi s time the hip s will be inclined a little by tho

rolling of the body, and one will be able to bring the

arm which should be rel axed, above tho surface of tho

water without knocking it against tho thigh. But this

movement must not be done so rapidly as to loose tho

balance of the body because the swimming form will
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be destroyed and the body will be tossed.
Moreover, if one makes the snap discordantly, the

rhythm of swimming will be disturbed and the catching

arm will be affected badly th at one cannot press the

water effectively . Th e ideal way of snapping is to put

strength in the hand and do it speedily, then relax and

bring it smoothly above the .water.

7. How to Br ing the Arms Above the Water

When one finishes the final snap, the arm must be

brought forward in order to commence the next stroke

movement . One may imagine that it is very easy to do

so because, above the water, an arm has nothing to do

with the stroke movement. It may be true, but as a

bad form of the arm when it is carried forward some

times destroys the swimming itself, it must not be

neglected.
While 'an ar m is above th e surface of the water, it is

of no use for increasing the speed. At th is time one

must see th at th e arm is relaxed and th at no strength

is used except for r aising the elbow by the use of thc

muscles of the shoulder .
The form of the arm at this time varies in every

person. But the best form is this: lift up the elbow

after an arm finishes the stroke movement and take it
out of the water as if pulling th e hand with the elbow.

Carry it forward dr awing a circle with the shoulder as

th e center and extend the arm forward and straighten

the elbow when it is parallel with the body line. If

one takes this method, the hand from the point of catch

ing traces a parallel line with the central line of the

body. Even though the hand is let into the water

befoer the elbow is straightened, one can bring it to

the proper position by straightening the elbow in the

water. Even the highest tempo cannot affect this
position.

There are many swimmers whose arm movement makes

a large circle, without bending the elbow. However,

this was the form of swimmers before the study of the

crawl stroke. In those days, such swimmer was admired,

being praised that his arms go round like a mill. In

the present day such forms are relies of the days when

the technique was still immature.

The defects of this form, if pointed out in detail,

would be limitless. Therefore the writer will mention a
few outstanding points.

First, in th is form the position of the hand as it

enters the water cannot be set ; sometimes it enters a

little too soon, hence outside th e shoulder, other times

too far inside. Even when one is careful of the position

of the hand in swimming slowly it is destroyed when
the speed is increased.

Most swimmers are apt to put their hands too far
inside and in th ese cases, as each hand alternately enters

the water with full swing, the upper part of the body
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rolls at each stroke, and accordingly the lower part of

the body swings to the opposite direction making a

snake-like "s" while swimming. Consequently the direc

tion becomes zig-zag an d the form bccomes very bad.

I f one of the arms is brought forward in the proper

manner and the other wrong, the body turns to the

opposite direction from the wrong arm ; for example, if

the left hand is car ried in the wrong way, the body

will advance turning to the right at every stroke.

If the arm is brought forward without bending, the

rollin g of the body is increased and the other arm which,

at the time, is pressing the water or car rying on th e

stroke movement will receive too much pressure and

there IS danger of the depth of catching being

deepened.

8. Br eathing

To breathe, the head should be relaxed and held high

and the chin should not be drawn in so th at it IS

always in th e water. W hile swimming, if the face IS

turned to one side, it is natu ral and easy to stray from

the right course. I n that case when one tries to swim

in a straight course, the swimming form may become

peculiar. The best position for the head is to keep

it relaxed and the face turned towar ds the front with

the eyes on a point in front of and below the direc

tion to which one is swimming, but as it is unavoidable

to take a breath, one must turn the face to one side at

each breath ing. W hen doing so one must press the water

very 'carefully.

So study the position of th e body against the water

and learn how to prevent it from straying from

the right course even though it may roll in order to

take a breath. If one turns the face too much and take

a long time in doing so, it will have a bad effect on speed.

So it may be said that breathing is a ri val of speed.

I n fact it is according to the method of breathing, that

some. can swim very well and others cannot. Then one

must face the question, " when shall we breath e?"

Breathing is done at the moment the rolling on the

breathing side is at its heigh t. W hen the arm of the

breath ing side is carried near the side of the body,

gradually begin to turn up the face sideways and finish

breathing when the ar m makes its last snap ' because at

tha t time the rolling of the body is at its full swing.

Then the face must be turned back to its former position

as the arm is carried forward. Be careful to take a

breath quickly and with the least motion so as to avoid

the rolling of the body. W hen the speed is increased,

the upper part of the body is somewhat raised so that

one can take a breath with out tu rning the face very

much.

The mouth must be above the surface of the water for
as short a time as possible, One must not inhale

slowly but take in as much as possible in that short
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time. Then, hold the air and exhale little by little until

the mouth appears again above the water. Exhale

completely when the mouth is completely out of the "

water . The form of breathing is very important in

influencing the rhy thm of swimming. Many swimmers

have improved after correcting their bad breathing

forms. I n short, the importance of breathing should be

realized and mastered by continuous practice.

9. H ow to "Move Legs

As already stated in the third section, legs beat the

water six times during one complete arm cycle. It is a

misunderstanding, however, to think that beating of the

legs are carried on only by ;the ankles. Beating must be

done by all parts of the legs, from the hips to the

ankles; moreover, even the muscles of the abdominal

region should .be used to aid in putting strength in all

parts of the legs. If there is no tension of the abdominal

muscles, one cannot expect an uniform beating by the

whole leg and the body will be bent at the hips.

When beating the water, the very thin flesh of the

shin, the muscles on the surface of the thigh and the

buttocks will become tired much more than other parts

of the leg. This fact shows that the strength is being

put in the whole leg. One may hardly find a person

whose beating is repeated in a fixed time. It is unavoid
able th at "t he leg movements will become somewhat

irregular being influenced by the trembling of the body

which is due to the breathing, catching, finishing move

ment and rolling in every stroke, although there may

be many persons whose beating seem to be repeated

regularly.

The degree of this irregularity differs according to

that of rolling. Sometimes it is so little that it seems

completely a regular beating. The ideal way is to beat

the water very hard keeping the legs straight. In order

to beat the water like this, it "is necessary to try to make

the shaking of the body as little as possible which will be

caused by other movements. Notice, however, that the

natural rolling, breathing, catching and finishing move

ments, which is the source of shaking, are important

factors for increasing the speed. If one manages to let

the catching and finishing movements subside and to stop

the rolling of the body, the speed will be greatly reduced,

although one may swim very smoothly. Hence one

should notice that a fixed rhythm should exist between

beating and other movements.

10. Rhythm of Swimming

There should be harmony and rhythm, not only in

the arms and legs movements, but also in every movement

of the body. Strong action of any part of the arms and

legs movements, effects the other parts accordingly. So it

is natural that, when an arm is thrust forward violently,
the other arm makes its final snap most strongly. It is

impossible to explain which is first, but there exists
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always the relativity in these movements.

If catching is done very slowly, the finishing move- _

ment will be very weak and slow. In other words,

strength should be put into the arm when catching the

water in order to intensify the finishing movement.

This relat ion may exist between legs and arms movements

but it is not so noticeable as in the case of arms only.

There should be some rhythm among arm movements,

breathing and continuous beating of the legs. The

rhythm differs in accordance with the swimmer and when

it is changed upon some hin t, the swimmer sometimes

gains much power or sometimes loses it. It is in thi s

point that the very delicate technique exists. The rhythm

is acquired by study and training and also it is attained

gradually by the coach's hint.

11. Starting

The postu re just before starting is; toes must hold the

edge of the pool with the toes apart about two or thrce

inches and the calves parallel with each other. If the

legs are too close, the th ighs or the heels will clash;

on the contrary, if they are too wide apart, one will

lose power when jumping into the water. After taking

this posture, bend the legs at the knees and the upper

part of the body a little forward. Then, draw the
elbows back so as to be able to swing them forward at

any time. The eyes must be east upon a point at whieh

the hands may be thrust into the water. But, do not

stiffen the body too much.

It is better to take out the strength from the knees

to kick the wall of the pool very hard. But if one

bends them too much, the weight of the body will be

placed extraordinarily backward, and will lose much

power in straightening out before diving and make only

a shor t distance. On the contrary, if one stands straight

it will take too much time before diving. Avoid placing

the arms forward, otherwise one will require a great

motion of the body in order to produce the reaction for

diving. Also avoid dra wing them too backward, for one

will be unable to avail himself of the reaction although

the arms need not be swung forward much. At the

moment of star ting, be composed so that one has a

sensation, feeling the activity in thi s profound stillness.

Do not fail to catch the starting signal made by the
starter.

As the first motion of star ting, the arms, which are

plaoed ut each side of the body, must be pulled up a

little and swung forward straightening the body and

at this moment legs kick off the wall of the pool very

strongly. Take care not to have the hips bent at this

time for much time will be wasted in shifting the weight
of the body forward, and the form of the body in the
air after jumping will be very bad. At the moment when

the feet just leave the wall of the pool, the body should
be straightened in a line. As it is necessary)o dive into
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th e witter at as fitr distant point as possible, one must

try to dive a little upward as well as forward. It is not

advisable, however, to jump up so high th at the legs

enters the water prior to the hands. Both arms must be

ranged straight before the head when the body is in the

all'. One may dash the chest harshly ngainst the water,

if the face is placed forward too much. Legs lUUSt be

close together and straightened. One can clive far out

if the chest is thrown out.

There are three forms of diving ; first, diving with the

legs entering the water before the arms; second, holding

the body horizontally so th at it hits the water at the

same time, and the th ird plunging into the water with

the hands foremost. The first case is caused by jumpiug

too high and far, and in this ease one may receive great

resistance of th e water. Weissmuller takes th is form of

plunging. The impingement from the water is too great

at th is time th at the speed produced by the hard kicking

of the legs is almost reduced to nothing. Moreover, the

balance of th e body may be destroyed when commencing

the stroke movements. One finds the same defect in the

second case, but it is the proper form for r ising to

the surface as soon ns possible and for commencing the

movements. In th e third form swimmers receive the

least shock from the water, although they make shorter
distance th an the other two forms. It must be noticed
here, th at in this form, swimmers are liable to sink in

the water too much, But this is the most ideal form of

the three, for one can keep th e speed which is produced

by th e kicking, by sinking into the water with out

receiving impingement of the water and with the least

rolling of the body, commence the stroke movement
easily and smoothly.

When in the water, turn the fingers slightly upward

at once and the body will come to the surface sliding in the

water, otherwise the body will go deeper and much time

is lost until it rises to the surface, while one will be out

of breath and th e speed wasted. Th e body should not

be in the water deeper than two feet from the surflice.

As the speed is gradually wasted while the body slides,

begin the beating of legs a little before the speed drops

and turn the fingers more upward. Then extend the

arm, which is opposite to th e breathing side, in a

strong pull downward and the body comes to the

surface when it finishes the movement. After it is thrust

forward, the stroke movement begins. Do not stay under

water long even though it is quite near th e surface.

It is a good dive if one comes to the surface six or

seven metres from the take-off, but one should never

be under the surface more th an ten metres.

Star ting is the first step of th e race and to dive well

is an advantage in sprint races, a careful practice must
be done at all times. It is good to practice it many
times, but at first one can get across the pool only a very
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short distance. It ia- good to practice jumping from the

take-off at a rope or cloth spread at a distance which

one can hardly reach.

11. Turning

Almost every race at present is held in a pool of

twenty-five or fifty metres in length. In swimming 1500

metres race in a pool of fifty ' metres one must turn

twenty-nine times. If one falls behind the other of the

same power only one metre at each turning, he will be

behind twenty-nine metres at the end of the race. As

swimming races develop, the real power of each swimmer

becomes almost the same, find it is a great advantage to

secure the full effect of a stron~ push-off at each turning.

P rom this standpoint it becomes more and more necessary

to study and practice the turning.

I n turning the swimmer should know when he comes

five metres or so before the end of the pool, how

many strokes is required or by which arm he will

reach it. He should gauge it when his face clears th e

water when breathing, and should ar range the stroke so

that his arm, either right or left, touches the wall of the

pool when it is thrust forward. Be careful, however not

to lift up the faee too much in order to measure it with

the eye nor to drop tho speed suddenly to adjust the
tompo. W hen reaching the wall of the pool, tho swimmer

must bend and tu rn tho body very quickly so as to push

off vigorously and straightly to the course.

As soon as an arm touches the wall, push it hard so

as to turn the upper par t of the body to the opposite

side of the arm . The inertia of tho logs and hips enables

it quite easy to turn the body, although the speed of the

upper part of the body is-utterly stopped at th is moment.

If he tries to tu rn his body with it straight, it requires

much time and the motion becomes very large. vVhen

the body is turned and directed to the course, a push must

be made with all the force of the legs against the wall.

If the body is not directed straight to the new course,
the body will go astray after pushing. W hen kicking

the wall, legs must be placed one and a half feet or so
below the surface.

K ick the wall at about one and a half fect below the

surface of the water and the body will be propelled

sliding under tho water and one can make good use of

the speed gained by the kicking. I n order to make this

movement, it is necessary to place the body under the

water. I t is better to touch the wall with the arms

about five or six inches below the surface and lift the

water up a littl e with them after turning, then the body
will sink.

I n pushing the wall of the pool, the swimmer should

bend his knees well, holding his feet together, extend his
arms forward and keep his face downward so th at he

may secure the full effect of a push-off. If the body is
placed too far from the turning point or the feet

I I
I,
I
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straightcncd, one can hardly expect a satisfactory turning.

Continue to slide the body after tur ning in the same

manner as in star ting, as far as it can propel th e body

with the speed gained by the push-off, then, begin to beat

tho water with the legs, extending the arm forward

which is opposite to th e breathing side. After th at,

commence the stroke movements placing the body above

the surface. In turning, one may kick the wall after

makinz sure of the direction of swimming with his face
::>

lifted above the water, or he may do so by keeping his

face downward. As to which form is better, the latter

it speedier so a swimmer should follow and practise it.

In the former one may lose much time in turning,

however, the advantage is th at he can take a breath

and ascertain the direction. It is better to make th is

turning than the other in an inexperienced manner.

The swimmer can make good use of the speed which is

produced by the kickin g, if he kicks the wall along the

surface of the water. At any ra te, technique of turning

should be realized and attained by practice and training.

12. Instruct ions and Advice»

Beginners are :liable to tire soon because the muscles

and skins of their bodies are not accustomed to the

water. So they should accustom their bodies as much
as possible, by entering the water or playing in it, so as
to increase the power of resistance against the water.

In training for the crawl stroke, begin from the leg

movements first, then practice arm movements and

breathing. .As the first step to the crawl stroke, the

beginner should train hard in dog-paddling for it will

enable him to understand easily what the crawl stroke

is. Do not try to increase the speed at first but continue

the practice so that one may swim slowly 'but for a very
long time.

Leg movements are the essential part of the funda

mental movements, so however skilful one may be in his

arm movements, he can hardly make a progress if his

leg movements are defective and irregular . Repeat the

beating of legs five or six hundred times continuously at

a time, then the beating will become powerful and regular.

Even a good swimmer begins practice by swimming with

only the leg movements to make the beating' of the legs
powerful and regular.

When swimming without breathing, one can decrease

the rolling of the body and move his arms symmetrically .

So the swimmer, who cannot swim keeping time with

the rolling, must practice to move his arms symmetrically

holding his breath and study the relation between arm

movements and breathing by casual breathing. The

swimmer whose arms enter the water too inside or out

side the shoulder must also correct it by holding the
breath. He should understand that, when he goes astray
on the course, his arm movements are defective. If he
fails to press the water effectively when his arm is thrust
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forward, his shoulder may drop suddenly. It should be

understood also that if the arm enters the water from

the elbow first, it is because the last snap of the other

arm is too weak.

A swimmer cannot secure a good snap unless he enters

the arm with the palm first and drop the shoulder when

catehing the water. Those who cannot increase the

tempo had better decrease the rolling and carry the arm

forward as soon as it finishes the last snap. In breathing,

the swimmer should not try to lift up his face but turn

it in a very easy manner as he easts a side glance. It
is necessary to swim as long as possible at the beginning

because the unnecessary movements are naturally taken

away during the practice.

One must not forget the starting dash, for the form then

approximates that of the form when swimming speedily.

Repeat the study of the technique of the fundamental

movements when one feels that his swimming has

reached an impasse. As breathing is a great cause for

deranging the rhythm of swimming, one will find some

hint by practicing to swim, holding the breath.

-* * *
In the free style, the best record for the 100 metres

is 56.8 seconds held by Peter Fiek of the United States

which is five times that of the running record of 10.3

seconds held jointly by Eddie Tolan, M. Metcalfe of the

United States and Percy Williams of Canada, but this

speed is so great that one ca nnot keep up with it by

just walking. There are many who can swim long

distance, such as two miles in one hour with the crawl

stroke. - The characteristic of the crawl stroke which

distinguishes it from the other strokes is the fact that

there is no slowing down of speed. As the body is

floating on the -water in a horizontal position, much

strength is not needed to float it and as it is like a log

floating, it is very easy to advance forward. Therefore

the crawl not only has speed but it is an excellent stroke
for long distance events.



Short Distance Racing
By Yamii !V!iyazaki

It is difficult to pick out anyone

special point , from the star t to the

finish, of a short distance race

because every stroke is so important.

The race course is so short that it

makes the competition very close

when the winner is ahead only by

one-fifth of a second or a touch.

At any rate, It short distance swimmer must swim with

all his might from the beginning of the race. He must

have a fine, strong physique, and must train to make

his muscles strong. Strong muscles, of course, are acquired

by training. He can also get th is by land practice.

Now, aceording to the present condition, there are

swimmers who are short distance swimmers from the

outset, or there are those who become short distance

swimmers after having been long distance racers, but it is

natural th at most swimmers generally begin by practicing

long distance racing first, and afterwards by trying to

learn short distance racing . "When a boy is young, he

does not have the physical strength or muscles which are

strong enough to swim very fast, but he can swim for a

very long time and not tire easily although he does not

gain much speed.
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The swimmer who comes to short distance racing from

long distance swimming, has such great endurance that

he does not often "float" when nearing the goal, but a

swimmer, who takes up short distance racing from the

first, has a tendency to end in sudden failure. It is very

important to have endurance as well as speed in short

distance racing . . The essential point is to swim the course

effectively.

To have speed, one must learn the proper form, th at

is, perfect the form. A proper form is most important

for it wilI" give one speed and endurance. It must be

in harmony with one's physique and character.

A very fine form in appearance may not be the

proper form because it may not suit the physique. One

should watch strong swimmers and study their forms

adopting parts of them, only watching out that he is not

drawn in to adopt them completely but adapt them and

adhere to the form best suited to him.

The important thing is to learn a good stroke, strong

kick and skilful breathing. To condense this: relax

and stretch out the body as far as possible and move as

smoothly and vigorously as possible. "When one stiffens

any part of the body, he loses a harmony of motion and

becomes fatigued very easily, (But in a short distance

race, it is unavoidable to slightly stiffen the arms and
legs for speed.)

It is important to breathe so that it will not effect the

. r
I
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balance of the body; that is, by turning the face to the

breathing side and inhaling quickly and deeply. And

again try to learn to be able to breathe easily on both

sides, th e left and right sides. In th e 100 and 200

metres, but not in the 50 metres race, it is better to

breathe with every stroke. Many swimmers breath only

on one side and do not turn back sufficiently so that the

shoulder of the breathing side is lifted up and causes

them to swim always with their bodies slanting. There

fore they cannot have a perfect stroke with th e arm

which is lowcr . . It is important to turn back the head

to the star ting position or even to the other side after

breathing.

If one cannot get harmony in swimming, pay attention

only to the arms, and then he can easily make the

swimming harmonious. No matter how perfect the arm

and leg movements and breathing may be in itself,

unless th ere is harmony among the three, a swimmer

cannot gain speed.

Besides speed, one needs to have a technique of star ting,

turning and goal-touching, as they play an important role

in a swimming contest, especially in the shor t distance

race.

Star ting is the first point in the contest, and whether

it is good or bad .effects the entire race, therefore one

must learn to star t fast and skilfully. One must pay:
close at tention to th e starter so that he can star t at the

firing of th e pistol. As for star ting, one might think of

it as the form in which he dives into the water, but in

the strict sense, it means the motion from the dive to

the first stroke. And th e sliding to the first stroke is

more import~nt than the dive. Especially it is most

important in a short distance race. This important

sliding is: when the body is horizontal under the water

after th e dive, th e legs should begin to flutt er kick

'very vigorously and at th e right moment make th e first

stroke and as soon as the head appears above the sur face

of the water, make th e second stroke, thus keeping the

speed gained by the dive, then continue to swim smoothly.

The next important point is tnrning. I n a short

distance raee, it is difficult to shor ten th e time while

swimming, so one must make use of starting and turning
effectively.

There are many ways of turning, any of which will be

effective if well done but it is well to use th e 11and that

suits th e individual the best. In a word, turn round

quickly and kick off with force. Mr. Takaishi has

explained, I think, in detail about star ting and turning,

so I will tell about goal-touching.

Often in a short . distan ce r ace the goal-touch decides

the victory. Touch the wall clearly and quickly with

one hand by trying to th row the hand at it, and do not
touch it under the water. After one hand has touched
the goal, never touch th e wall with the other hand,
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latter hand as finishing by mistake, so one must pay

attention to th is.
There are swimmers who slide in to the goal lifting

their heads, but this is bad, for the speed is lessened by

the lifting of the head and touch is slowed down. The

above is n general outline of the short distance race.

As for training, the following points should be noted :

1. Increase the speed to the limit.

2. Swim at full speed as long as possible.

3. Try to master all swimming technique.

4. Try to master one's pace, that is, the rate of

strokes which is created by using one's full strength

and energy effectively to swim his event.

Pay attention to all the above mentioned points and

try to learn them striving for a reasonable method . of

training.
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Sta r.t of 100 Metre s Free Style Race at th e S econd
Ame~lcan'Japanese Swimmin g Meet. Tokyo. 1935. Left
to RIght : Yusa (Second) . Chro sto wski. Arai (T hird).
Wolf. Shim ura, Fick ( Firs t) .

l

F inish of 50 Metres
Free St yle . F inal in
the All-Jap an Inter
collegiate Swi mmi ng
C h a m p i o ns h i p s .
S e p t e rn b e r , 1935.
Left to Right: T aka
hashi (F irs t). T oyot a.
Shibahara . Miyazaki
(Second) . Igara shi.
Takemur a (T hird) . -.

SHORT DISTANCE
RACING

T wo Poses (Le ft an d
Below) Showing the Form
of Yasui i Miyazaki.



fK u suo K it a mura
( First) Turning in 1500
Metr es Free St yle. Final
at T enth Olympi ad.
Los An geles . 1935.

LONG DISTANCE RACING
f Shozo Makino Who Established a New World

Record 'of 9 Min. 55.8Sec . in the 800Metres ~ree
. Style, Fin al in th e All·J apan Intercolleg Iat e
Swimming Championships, To kyo, 1935.

Hiro sh i Negami, Second, in Above Race.

Negami a t 750 Metres' Turn in Above Race.
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Long Distance Racing

By Shozo M akino

Formerly the crawl stroke in a

long distance race was a very slow

motion, but now it is pretty fast,

th e speed being the same as in a shor t

distance race. It is important that

in a long distance race, one swim

with greater speed pushing the water

firmly without rolling the body.

As for my form, I pull out my hand before it has

completed the stroke and stretch out immediately, not

stroking to my waist thoroughly. This form is the best

to keep a fast pace without much weariness 111 a long

distance race.

However, the form of the long distance swimmer,

Soichiro Honda, who won the Japanese and world records

for the 1000 metres in 1934, is not that of high tempo but

th at of long and large strokes. His form seems ideal, but,

I think, because of thc length of the pulling stroke, the

tempo is dropped and would exhaust the swimmer greatly.

I do not know which form is the best, but each swimmer

should choose the form that suits him. But th e most

important and common point is that the swimmer has to

push the water firmly away as soon as he puts his hands

in without resting.

Ku suo...Form of
Kitamura.
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Beating with Legs

I II a short distance r ace, the beating of the legs are big

and strong, but in a long distance r ace, it may be a

little lese; strong. It is important to keep up a regular ,

strong and rapid beating fr om the beginning to the end

of the race.
It is better to swim keeping th e abdomen deep enough

in the water and bending backwards slightly just as a

motor-boat raises her bow in the water and keeps her

stern under when she sails. This is the most important

rule for a swimmer of long distance races. K usuo K ita

mura is a representative swimmer . It is necessary to

strengthen the legs for swimming by pushing down the

waist and bending the back. A good way to strengthen

the legs is to grasp the edge of a pool and practise

beating the water with the legs or practice by holding a

ball and moving th e legs.

H armony betw een H ands and Legs

If one would understand the motion of the hands and

legs, then one must lear n harmony of their movements.

Even if the forms of the hands and legs are very good, if

there is no harmony between them, one cannot swim

smoothly nor can he gain speed because of the rolling of

the body. At this time, do not th ink of speed, but,

with the head under water, watch and pay attention to

th e movement of the arms and hands, and the beating

of the legs.

Breathing

If one thinks th at he must breathe by lifting his head

turned to one side, he is apt to roll his body, for the

shoulder or the opposite side is always down. Therefore

it is better for him to raise his head with his face

slightly aslant and with his chin close to the chest, then

he can breathe naturally. Moreover one's body tends to

bend backwards and this is a great advantage to long

distanceswimmer . (EDITOR'S NOTE: See photo 8, page 94.)

Important P oints in Racing

I n a case where the race starts off closely and especially

where the opponent has started off faster, the swimmer

must try to overt ake him or get ahead of him at
the turning.

The one who can turn skilfully gains tremendous
/ /

advantages especially in a long distance swim where there

are many turns. So turning is the most important point
in a long distance race.

When Abreast with an Adversary

When abreast with an adversary who is faster, it is

important to pursue him trying not to part from him.

If one sees th at th e opponent is grad ually getting tired,

then try to overtake him by increasing the speed

gradually. When the adversary is left behind, the more

he tries to catch up the more tired he gets, so one can

defeat him easily. When one increases the speed too

rapidly, he becomes tired out immediately and the
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opponent will catch up. In short, it is important to

remember in a long distance race to swim at a pace set

by oneself and to make up his mind not to go beyond

that set strength.

W hen One Cannot See h is Advers ary

I n the case where the swimmer is "blind," so that he

cannot see his adversary but where the opponent can see

him, he should swim faster than ordinary to be sure that

he is not left behind.

Co urageou s Spir it Most Impor tant

In racing with another, one's courage must .never

weaken. Go ahead with indomitable spirit with the idea,

" H e'll never bcat me," or " rIe's not worth the effort."

Nothing else matters if one keeps th is brave spirit in a

long distance race.

One can attain endurance which is needed in a long

distance race, by the usual training but to win one must

have the "I'll never be beaten " spirit.

Speed up the F inal P art of the Race

At the present day, long distance swimmers are all of

equal power, therefore it is important to conserve one's

strength so as to speed up one's stroke during the last

part of the race. But it is difficult to increase the speed

during the latter part of a 800 or 1500 metres swim.
Therefore one must practise to speed up the last of the
race and in order to do so, train to sprint.

The standard method of swimming the middle distance

race such as 400 metres, is that one should swim easily

for about 200 metres and quite a bit faster from 200 to

350 metres, then as fast as possible the last 50 metres.

Training and Athletic Exercises

Training is the only key to victory in a long distance

race. It is necessary for a swimmer to swim every day

in spite of the season. But, if there is no warm water

tank equipment, it is better to practise exercises in a

room or gymnasium, for it is dangerous to swim in cold
water .



Breast Stroke

2, Frog-Kick of Re izo Koike.

-- Finish of T suruta in Men 's 200
Metres Breast Stroke, Fin al at Los
An geles Olympiad. Lane 6, Koike
(Second) Lane 4, Yldefonso, Philip '
pines (T hird).
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Yoshiyuki Tsuruta.

I. Beginning of Breast Stroke After
Diving. (Form of Reizo Koike. )

By YoshiYllki TSllruta

The modern breast stroke is a

speeded-up form of the J apanese

classic Hira-Oyogi of the Kwankai

Ryu which developed in the Bay

of I se. Therefore,I believe, Japan

has had a rather skilful technique

of swimming method in training

and coaching this stroke than other

countries. From this fact and that breast stroke is so

popular in J apan, one would naturally think th at the

Japanese would be superior in the breast stroke ' swim

ming circle.

But as soon as the modern crawl stroke was introduced

into J apan, most of the J apanese swimmers took a faney

to this ncw speed swimming, and took it up without

hesitation, giving up the old J apanese breast stroke.

There were some swimmers who imitated the form of

Yldefonso, a F ilipino, who had worked out a form of

swimming from th at of pearl divers of the South Seas.

Wi~h my success in the breast stroke at the Amster

dam Olympiad in 1928, and with the rise of youthful

swimmers as Reizo K oike and Miss Hideko Maehata,

this stroke has regained ' some of its popularity. Now,

Ko ike and Miss Maehata are among the leading breast
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Training in Water

1. Training of the Legs.

With the shoulders above the surface of the water,

stretch out the legs to their full extent with the heels

about one' foot under water while holding on to the

overflow. of the pool or if in shallow water by suppor t-

Preparatory Exercise on Land

The way in which preparatory exercise on land is

generally done, is as follows: (1) bend the elbows put

ting the hands together in front of the breast, and at

the same time, half bend the knees outward; (2) from

this posture, stretch out the arms in front slowly; and

when partly stretched, start straightening the knees so

that the legs and arms will be fully extended at the

same time. The postur e at this time is ': the hands are

stretched out in front horizontally and parallel while

standing straight ; with the palms faced downward and

outward, stroke outward in a wide arc to the shoulder

line, then turn the palms down and bend the elbows

bringing the hands back to the breast, at the same time

bend the knees. I t would be helpful to repeat these

motions until one can feel a relation between the arms

and legs motions remembering that the arms star t to

stretch out a little before the knees.

stroke swimmers of the world. I am quite sure that

the present day stroke has been influenced by tile

Japanese classic breast stroke.

Poses Showing Reizo Koike's Form.

6. Side View of
the Sa me Position.

3, 4. Two Views
of Sn ap in Breast
Stroke.
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ing the body with the hands at the bottom. From this

position, bend the knees slowly, th en return to the

star ting position by trying to squeeze the water between

the heels. R epeat this leg movement. When bending

the legs do it slowly, gradually separating the heels so

that it offers least resistanee to the water and the legs

are wide apart. When the legs are fully bent, the heels

should be about one foot apart. Then immediately kick

off to both sides strongly and with a wide movement

try to squeeze out the water between the legs until they

are snapped together closely. Then relax the leg

muscles, after which star t bending the legs again gradually .

The above movements should be done smoothly; the leg

kick vigorously ; the bending movements slowly and

repeat often. It is easy to kick out with the legs but

it is difficult to hold, the water between them.
By training, one should develop the muscles of the

legs for th is movement. If the buttocks move up and

down then too much strength is being put into the bend

ing of the legs. When th is movement has been practieed

sufficiently then try it holding on to a floating object

like a life-belt. When one has learned how to kick and

how to bend the knees, then one can advance about 200

metres. At th is time, when kicking, put the face in the

water and when the body is being propelled at its

height, that is, the time the shoulders are r aised above

the surface of the water, raise the chin and inhale. As

the practice advances, gradually change the floating

support to a smaller object until one can get along

without it completely, then stretch out the hands in

front about three inches below the surface of the water

then the body will be floated by the strength of the leg

kick, tIle tossing of the shoulder will become negative,
and breathing can be done smoothly.

Those who have not a harmony between arms and

legs; those whose buttocks move too much so that they

cannot balance the hips; those who have not strong leg

movements, can all cor rect their forms by the above

mentioned method of training. Yldefonso usually prac

ticed only his leg movements but he had the same speed

as others. Consequently though he did not pract ice his

pacing very much but because 110 had fundamental

training, he ' placed third at the Los Angeles Olympic
Games.

2. Training of the Arms.

If in a pool, stand in a depth of about three fee t and

bcnd the upper half of the body with the shoulders

barely under the water . I n this posture, practice the

arm movements. At first, place the hands at 1.110 breast

with the thumb next to it. Stretch out the hands with

the elbows lightly bent and about th ree or four inches

below the surfa ce, Turn the palms outward and ca tch

th e water as though to press it, then stroke in an are

until just before it reaches the shoulder line. At this
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time, push the water back with a snap. This movement

should be done with the palms turned back pressing the

water backward instead of " hugging " it. The move

ment should star t slowly but the finish should be done

very vigorously. If this final snap is effective, the

body will be pulled forward. At this time, if one bends

the elbow and bring the ar ms back to the star ting

position with the least resistance then the body will

naturally float and slide for ward. I n bringing the arms

back to the breast lightly, relax the arms completely

and with a motion as though to hold the water under

the armpit. Then immediately stretch out the arms and

repeat the arm movement. This arm training will

become one's form in swimming, so it should be practiced

thoroughly. E ven the best swimmers who practice their

pacing to shorten the records, must prntico these training

of the different parts of the body to perfect their form.

Form (relation of arm, leg motions and

breathing)

The more one practises the arm and leg motions and

breathing, the easier it is to do it harmoniously. A

perfect form of breast stroke is built up from the above

mentioned fundamental movements. If one is dissatisfied

with his swimming form after he has advance a little,

he should star t all over again from the beginning, that

is, practice from the fundamental movements. The form

mastered by training the legs will become perfect; the

hips will be stable ; the shoulders will not be tossed and

the breathing will be harmonious. As the training was

done with the arms outstretched, it will be easy to go

into the stroke movement of the arms and again as the

arm movements are practiced, the catching movements

can be done skilfully and smoothly. In such manner,

as each fundamental movements of the different parts of

the body are perfected, the better the form will be in

proportion to the amount of practice and training. But

it is most difficult to get such harmony of motions. In

the year previous to the Los Angeles Olympic Games, I

was in a slump and no matter how 'hard I tried, I

could not better my time. It was a very trying
exper ience.

What is a good relation between the arm, leg motions

and breathing ? To explain it in brief:

A. K eep the head and shoulder high and the feet low,

about one foot or more below the surface of the

water. To cut the water with the forehead is a

very good position. It is bad to put the face into

the water intentionally after kicking to gain speed,

for such action will only cut down the tremendous

speed gained by the kick.

B. Start stretching out the arms in front and then kick

off as strong as possible.

c. After stretching out the arms completely, hold the
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D.

E.

water between the legs firmly. At this time, a

great quantity of water is kicked out backward,

producing a grcat speed. K ick with th e solos of

th e feet and try to hold th e water with the inside

of th e thigh. One should not kick with the instep

or use the flutt er kick.
Wh en one stretches out th e legs to th eir full length

and the speed is at its height, turn the palms

outward and begin to stroke outward by pushing thc

water backward. At th e same time, lift th e ch in

up so th at th e mouth is above th e surface of th e

water and inhale. It is no use stroking with th e

ar m after the speed 'has slowed down. As soon as

one inhales, lower th e chin until the water reaches

the forehead.
Finish th e arm movement very vigorously so th at

the speed created by it will be added to th at made

by the leg kick. When putting the face into th e

water, relax the arms and bring it back to the

breast so that it offers least rosistunec to the water,

and at th e same time, bend th e legs and go into the

next motion. I n this way, one can get the smoothest

gliding .
The following points should be noted particularl y in

practicing the above method:
A. W hen stretching out the arms, do not put th e

hands very deep into the water, for the power of

the stroke to move forward ~vould be diminished :IS

it would be taken for the downward movement.

B. Care should be taken in bending th e elbows and

bringing th e hands back to th e breast so th at it is

done skilfully. Do not waste strength and do not

stiffen the body for it will cut down th e speed.

c. One should not stop th e arm movement at th e

breast but continue to star t stretching, as if to just

brush the hands by the breast. At the time one

kicks off with the legs, the arms should be fairly

stra ightened. If th e stretching of the arms is slower

th an the kicking of th e legs, the catching movement

cannot be done quickly.

D. Th e chin should not be pressed against the breast

all th e time. There should be a co-ordination

between th e kick, power of the arm strokes and the

raising and lowering of the chin so th at one can

breathe easily and smoothly.

E. Open the legs outward, left and right, and do not

draw th e knees up to th e abdomen, because one

cannot keep the body balance,

I!'. Bend the legs so as not to be held back by the

water. Relax after kicking.

G. Take a breath with every stroke except at the

star t and turning.

Some swimmers have eccentric forms, one of them

being Yldefonso, He strokes outward to the hips very
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strongly. At th is time as he keeps his head straight,

th at is, in line with the body, it moves under the water.

This str oke is very effective so that it is very speedy. But

in breathing he has to m ise his head suddenly which

pulls his body up a little, so th at at th is moment the

speed is completely stopped.

There is another American swimmer, F'issler, who

swims under th e water for about 20 metres but this

exhausts much energy. As one needs fresh air in contests,

one should breathe with every stroke.

Starting

The starting of the breust stroke is almost th e same as

the star ting of the crawl stroke, but one is forbidden

use the flutter kick, or separa te his legs in midair to

beat the water .

After jumping in, and before th e speed slows down, begin

to stroke out lightly and speedily by slightly bending

the arms which were stretched out above the head.

, Vhen the arms reach about the shoulder line, push the

water backward with a feeling of stra ightening the

elbows. Do not make the first stroke very large. As

the speed of this one stroke is added to that made by

th e dive, bring the hands to th e breast and at the same

time bend the legs slightly, star t stretching the arms

out and with it, kick off vigorously. Thus go into th e

regular breast stroke movement and rise to the surface.

A swimmer who has a light body or who is not skilful

in stroking under water, should come to the surface with

one stroke, but those who stroke well and who can r ise

to the surface easily should practice making two or four

strokes under water coming to the surface after fourteen

or sixteen metres swim. I f the body goes deep after

diving, try to move forward instead of rising for the

body has natu ral floating power. Do not take a full

breath, breathing less than eight-tenths before plunging.

The stroke should not be done stiffly but lightly and
calmly.

Tu rning

At the turning or goal-touch 111 a contest, always

touch the wall with both hands at the same time or it

will be a foul. There are two ways of turning: one as

used generally by the J apanese swimmers, that is

swimming until both hands touch the wall and then

turning; the other as used by many western swimmers

and lately by some J apanese swimmers, th at is pulling

both arms out together and throwing them at the wall

as in th e In atobi (EDITOR'S NOTE : see page 42, 43,

plate 1) and turning on this rebound, As to which of

these methods being better, it is hard to say, but in

pools where th ere is an overflow, one can draw the body

and legs to the wall by holding on the overflow. But

if there is no overflow, it is better to practice the

" I natobi style" of turning on th e rebound but do not

jump too high or too hard,
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Point of Turning.

Increase the speed from about ten metres from the

wall; touch the wall with both hands at thc same time;

push off with the palms against the wall; bend the

knees and hips then the uppcr part of the body will

come up above the surface of the water. Then turn

the head to the right or left side and push off firmly

and energetically with both hands, then the body will

turn natu rally. If there is an overflow, one can turn by

holding on to it. I nhale at the time the shoulders are

raised. The face should barely be above the water.

J ust as the turning in the cra wl stroke, touch th e wall

with both feet and push th e hand in the water the

palms upward as if to scoop up the water. Th is will

br ing the buttock." close to the wall and the head down.

Then turn the palms downward with the arms out

stretched as though to hold the ears between them and

begin to kick. Do not let the buttocks appear above the

surface of the water or the head will sink too deeply.

Then begin to swim just as in the beginning.

I n contests there arises questions when a swimmer

tur ns slight ly before both of his hands touch the wall

fully. After the Los Angeles Olympiad, this very

question came up at the committee meeting and it was

decided not to be too strict in judging this point. But

one should always practice touching in the proper form.

If one learns the technique of turning the head vigorously,

then it will add to and make the turning easier and it

would bc unnecessary to turn before touching.

Turning in the "Inalob'i style" is used when one is

too ncar the wall to make another stroke with the urms

and have just space enough to kick off. In such a case

make one strong stroke with the arms and pull the arms

out together. As the body pitches forward, throw the

arms at the wall and turn the body. Practice both

ways of turning.

I n the breast stroke, one must be especially careful of

the goal-touch. No matter how far ahead one may be

if he fails to make the proper goal-touch, he will be dis

qualified. One must fully touch the wall with both

hands at the same time.

AT.rEN'.rION: As the rules of th e breast stroke event

is very complicated and often many questions arise in

judging, one must be very careful during training not

to infringe upon these rules.



Back Stroke
By Masaji Kiyokawa

The Place of Back Stroke in the Japanese

Swimming Circle

When we examine the nation al

records of Japan in the crawl stroke,

back stroke and breast stroke events,

we can See that the development of

the back stroke is the slowest in

comparison to the other strokes.

Although all these different so-called

speed strokes were introduced into

Japan at about the same time, the back stroke is the

only stroke that has been left behind in the development .

'What is the reason for this?

F rom the early days in J apan, the different schools of
'.

swimming have been studied extensively as a part of the

military art of Samumi. For instance there was Nukite,

similar to the present crawl stroke and Him- Oyogi of

](wankai Ryu which is like th e present breast stroke.

The excellence of the present Japanese crawl and .breast

strokes is due to the combining of the best parts of the

Japanese classic and the new western styles of swimming.

Because there existed a predisposition to which was added

qualities of the foreign style, these strokes developed and

BACK
'~TROKE

I. Ready for
the Sta r t. ( Fo rm
of Toshio Iriye.)

2. Start Imme
diate ly Following
the Kick from
the Wall. (Form
of Toshio Irive.)

3. 4, 5. Views
S h ow i n g the
Back Stroke. (3.
Form of Iri ye ; 4,
5. Form of Albert
Van de Weghe
U.S.A.)



advanced wonderfully as every one knows. But the back

stroke is a new style swimming in Japan, for there

is nothing similar to it in J apanese classic swimming.

Therefore it is natural that the back stroke was left

behind the crawl and breast strokes.

Back Stroke in the World's Swimming

Now, in view of th e present condition of the world's

swimming, we must understand the fact that the back

stroke is behind the crawl and breast strokes in its

technique and records. Among many reasons, the

greatest one is that swimmers of the crawl and breast

strokes swim in the natural position, that is, with the

ventral side of the body in the . water, while swimmers

of the back stroke swims in an unnatural position, that

is, on the back. In addition to this reason, the move

ments of all parts of the body are not as harmonious as

in the other strokes and also it is easy to stray from the

course because one is swimming on his back. Moreover

as he is on his back, if the movements of the hands and

legs are not smooth, his body will sink and as the water

enters through the mouth and nose, it will be difficult

to continue swimming. For these reasons, thi s method of

swimming is thought to be a difficult one. Because of

this prejudice it is practised by very few and so does not

improve as the other strokes.

Back Stroke

But is it really so difficult ? If we are actually at it,

9. Finish of 100
Metres Back Stroke,
Fin al in T enth
Olympic Games. Los
Angeles. Lan I" 6,
Kiyokawa (First) ;
F:ar t h e s t From
Camera, Kawazu
(Third) ; Next, Iriye
(Second).

- _0_ _ -

6, 7. More Views

of Back Stroke. (6.
Form of Van de
Weghe; 7. Form of
Iriye. )

8. Turnin g in
Back Stroke. The
Head Passes Under
Arm Holding Over.
flow and th en the
Other Arm Catche s
Overflow. (Form of
T oshio Iriye. )

,.
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and when we understand the proper method, we see

that it is no more difficult than the others.

Now, for a general idea and an understanding of the

back stroke, we will see the rules for it III the

Regulations of N .S.R. (Amateur Swimming Federation

of Japan).

(1) The swimmers must stand in a row in the water

facing the starting point and must hold the overflow

on the wall of the star ting point.

(2) From the star ting signal the swimmer must swim

always on his back during a contest. If a swimmer

lets go of ,the overflow before the report of the

starting gun, it is deemed a foul. .

(3) When turning, the swimmer must touch the wall

with one or both hands. At the turning or goal,

if one of the contestants should turn over on his

face before touching the wall, he shall be disqualified.

* * *
A swimmer who is going to study back stroke must

keep his mind constantly on the above three rules.

R emembering the above, I will explain the most impor

tant movements of the back stroke.

A . P hys ical F orm

The swimmer mustulways lie on his back with his

body as straight as possible. The position of the head at

this time is: keep the chin in and keep the eyes on the

leg movements. Do not bend the hips and expand the

chest so th at it will be above the water .

B. Legs

Keep the above position, beat the water with his legs

to float the body and advance forward. When one puts

strength in his tipto es and stretches them out, they will

naturally turn inward and the big toes of both sides

will be one above the other, Without bending his knees,

beat the ·water with the whole leg moving alternately.

At thi s time, relax th e ankles and with the instep lift.

the water and kick it off in front.

C. Arms

The arms stroke the water alternately . W hen a swim

mer finishes a stroke and in pushing back his arms, 110

shrugs his shoulders as much as possible so that it offers

least opposition to the water and pull s his arm out with

th e elbow first. P ull the elbow out of the water as

much as possible then stretch it out as close as possible

to the face to measure 45°, then bring it back and put

it into the water with his little finger first. Then catch

and begin the stroke. The hand should not stroke very

deeply and with one effort bring it to the onter thigh.

Ther~!n'e some who press the water after stroking, but

th is causos unnecssary rolling. Then repeat these move

ments.

D. Breathing

I n all swimming strokes the most impor tant point is

th at the arms and legs must be harmonious with each
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other. Breathing brings abont an adjustment of the arm

and leg movements. Breathing is studied seriously in the

crawl and breast strokes but in the back stroke it is

thought easier than the others because of one's mouth and

nose being above the water, and one is not apt to study

the breathing. However, the breathing is more difficult

in the back stroke and especially when the water in the

pool is rough or when one's body is tired and all the

movements are not smooth, it becomes greater . Oue has

to breathe through the mouth at every 'stroke and adjust

the tempo of the arms and legs.

The general explanation of every part of the move

ments of the back stroke is as stated above. But the one

point which I wish to explain in particular, is the action

of the legs. The relation between arms and legs, as I

have mentioned, is most important in swimming. H ow

ever, in the back stroke I cannot explain the timing

of the arms and legs; that is to the one stroke of the

arm how many beatings of the leg there is. Therefore

it is well for one to swim himself, paying attention to the

following and acting accordingly, and then he will

comprehend the stroke naturally. The trunk, in all

swimming strokes, is floated by the action of the legs

and is advanced forward speedily by keeping a stra ight

course and stroking the water with the arms; hence

the motion of the legs is most important. Especially in

* *

the back stroke, if the beatings of the legs is not

effective, the body is apt to sink. The ar ms cannot move

harmoniously; not only for this reason but also because

the power of the arm in the back stroke is weaker than

in other strokes. But if he stresses only his leg move

ments and not think of harmony with his arms, he will

be out of tempo in ' swimming and cannot go straight in

his course.

The Start, Turning and Finishing (Go al-Touch)

in the Back St ro ke

Next, we have to study the important points about

starting, turning, and finishing (goal-touch) in the back

stroke. It is needless to say that these techniques plays

a very important role in racing but in the back stroke,

condit ions are different from the crawl and breast strokes,

so special care and practice is necessary.

1. Start.

The start in the back stroke is different from the

others and must be performed in the water according to

the above mentioned rules. That is to say, the swimmer

is in the water and faces the starting place; he grasps

the overflow tight ly with his hands keeping it apart as

wide as his shoulder. The stronger leg touches the upper

part of the wall about two inches from the surface of

the water and the other, two or three inches lower

touching the wall with tiptoes only.

When the starte r gives the signal, the swimmer draws



T he position of the hands and feet at th e start
of the back stroke

his trunk near ·the wall bending his elbow and his back.

Consequently the kneecap of the uppcr leg comes out the

water near the dhin. Then he prepares to star t at the

call of "ready" by the starter, and next, at the gun

. r
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increases the speed in spite of the resistance of the water.

v\Then thi s speed slows down, he starts his flutt er kick.

Then he r ises to the surface stroking the water ebout

three times with his arms r apidly and with small strokes,

then the sliding will be smooth and th o regular stroke

can be done successfully.

2. T urn ing.

At present, swimmers in all countries have their own

individual way of turning. Some swimmers touch the

wall and assume the postu re at the start, grasping the

overflow for a moment before they begin to kick and repeat

the start over again. But I think it is not an effective

way. Others turn back in their course as if they were

doing a tumble. But I believe there is danger in

this system of losing speed for five or six metres from

the wall. The best way of turning safely and speedily

is th is: that as soon as the righ t hand touches the wall,

one should bend his legs instantly and bend his trunk ;

turn baek his body twisting by his breast to the right.

Then the legs naturally take the same position as on the

start. At the same time, he makes a motion as if to

scoop up th e water with the left hand, then the body is

drawn towards the wall and aids in the turning move

ment. By this action he can turn back in his course

easily and swiftly. Before the tu rning movement L'3 over,

he stretches out his right arm with his left arm above

the head and with the same turning as in th e crawl stroke,

SWIMMING I N JAPAN

report, he pushes the wall with his arm with all his

st rength and starts swinging out, kicking the wall with

his legs. At that t ime he must be careful for if he

leaves the wall before the gun report, he is disqualified

as "fl ying". When starting, he stretches out the arms as

straight as possible intending to cover his ears. He floats

in thi s condition awhile. The swimmer must make use

of force gained by the kick at the star t, because this

170
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except the difference of the body position, and kicks off

from the wall just us is done at the start.

Now, at the start and turning it is true that one IS

troubled by water coming into his nose. At such a

time it is advisable to exhale through th e nose, so he can

do away with this discomfor t.

The following are the points to be especially observed

in turning:

1. Do not slow down the speed from seven or eight

metres from the wall, but go ns fast as possible.

Because the faster one goes, the faster and more

safely he can turn.

2. Draw in the body, especially the legs as much as

possible. W hen car ry ing the legs to the wall, do

not bring up the legs but turn with the kneecap

above the water.

3. Make use of the left hand in order to turn easily.

3. Goal-Touch.

As the end of a r ace approaches, everyone can not

spur t because of fatigue, but at that time, one should do

his best with every bit of strength left. If one shoul~l

turn face down too soon beforc touching the goal, he is

disqualified from th e race , One must not touch with

th e back of the hand, but with the palm, with a motion

as if th rashing the wall. And avoid under-water touching,

for the umpire cannot sec it.

The Me thod of Training for the Back St roke

I will now explain how to train for the back stroke.

Of all the movements of the body, as I have said, the

movement of the legs is the most important. I t is said

that th e issue of a contest depends upon the strengt h of

the legs in the back stroke. Therefore, anyone who is

going to study the back stroke, must not neglect / the
training and strengthening of his legs.

F'irst, there is skipping, th e best training on land.

Then, in the water, th ere is th e training for the back

stroke kick. To do th is, he must stretch out his arms as

straight as possible. And his body must be straight,

keeping his chin drawn in so th at his eyes are on his

leg movements. Then while in th is position th e whole

leg is moved, not bending his knees but keeping the

legs straight. Then, when he is able to float thus and

make fair speed; he must add the study of the arm
movement.

The back stroke is generally used in short distance

races. Therefore one must always practise for a dash.

Divide the various race courses into parts and practise
so that one may work out his pacing.
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Women's Breast Stroke
By Miss Hideko Maehata

When the women swimmers are

compared to men swimmers who

have become the best in the world,

we do not know what to say except

th at we are sorry that our swimming

is so inferior to theirs. But nowa

days girls are gradually improving

in their swimming, and this is a

great joy to us.

I first star ted to SWIm breast stroke about ten years

ago. In those days, girl swimmers were not recognized

at all, and there was no time given to timing or form,

and it was considered good, if one could get the first

place in any event . As for myself, the interschool swim

ming match in primary school was the most feared

event. As I was then very young, I did not know and

had never even thought when and where in Tokyo

the swimming match would be held or what the girls

records were. H ow girls have advanced since then! .

E ven the Amateur Swimming F ederation of Japan of

to-day was not established.

Every time I recall the past, it makes me think of

the marvelous advancement made in the girl's swimming

circles. After the Amateur Swimming Federation of J apan

was established, the swimming ability of girls became

•
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recognized all Over the country. In Tokyo, Osaka,

Nagoya, Kyoto and ' all other cities, most Girls' High

Schools have their indoor pools and swimming is encour

aged. The reasons for the growing popularity of women's

swimming are as follows: (1) it has come to be appreciated

by the people; (2) the problem of the need of increasing

physical strength is understood ; (3) the feeling has

become strong that every girl should be taught to swim,

and it is a mistake for J apanese girls, whose country IS

surrounded by seas, not to be able to swim.

When I began swimming, everybody used to say,

" What It tomboy, swimming !" or, "There is no need

of swimming for girls. The only thing they should do

is to help with the housework and sewing." So the girls

who started swimming at that time were really very

unfortunate. I can understand the real difficnlties of

that time because I was one of them.

In swimming, we think first of the girls' physical

strength. Swimming differs from tennis and other athl etic

sports, in that it exercises the whole body and not just

parts of it. It is an ideal spor t for girls and helps them

become strong mothers in the future. I t is the hope of

J apanese girls to develop into women with good physical

bodies SO that they will not be ashamed before the women

of foreign countries.

I will illustrate th is by giving the impression I
received in the Olympic Games in 1932. I felt that we
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were so small in comparison with the girls of foreign

teams, that we seemed like children .to them. You can

easily see from this, how J apanese women are physically

inferior, In order to keep up with the foreign women,

we must build up onr bodies by training and by the

most suitable exercises, especially by swimming. "

Women and Swimming

The most suitable sport for women, as. I have men

tioned before, is swimming. .Swimming gives balance to

the body and, as the muscles are rather pliant, thereis a

strengthening power in it, so by all means I wish to

encourage swimming among women.

I think it is best to teach swimming from childhood, I

do .not mean children of three or four years of age or

babies, but those of grammar school age, seven or eight

years old. By this time I - presume their fear of the

water is overcomed, and there will be hardly any timidity

80 they can lear n quickly how to swim. At first it is

best to learn the crawl stroke but, if it cannot be done

prop erly, a good exercise L'3 to float on the water . H aving .

learned this, the next thing is to practise th e crawl.

Then in order to lear n perfect form, one must practice

this one stroke and not any other strokes such as the

back stroke or breast stroke. Because, if one practices

various strokes, the crawl stroke cannot be mastered. At

the ages of thirteen and fourteen, participation in many

ra ces are not advisable. W hen one L'3 racing the heart

beats fast and one gets excited, consequently energy is

lost and thi s means loss of form. After one has thorough

ly mastered th e form of the crawl stroke and is sure

of it, then one may go into either back or breast

strokes. After this, time should be used in practicing

the stroke one likes best, one will snrely become a

splendid swimmer.

For women, there should be from three to four days

rest in each month. At this time they must not be forced,

to do anything, and, whether they want to swim or not,

it is better to rest, particularly fr om racing. Some girls

force themselves to swim, but if they do this, they will

ruin their health. I t is not good for the body.

I know th at if girls do not learn to swim while they are

children and when th ey become fifteen, sixteen, eighteen, or

nineteen years old they will say that it is too much trouble

to learn. H owever, it is better not to fear the water

and to learn how to swim as soon as possible. At first

they may dislike it because, if one cannot swim well,

it makes her feel ra ther shy and ashamed, yet, if she

tries her best, within two or three days the body will

respond to the buoyancy of th e water and be held up

by it. vVhen one has learned to float on th e water, she

can easily learn any stroke she prefers.
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My Breast Stroke

R ecently I have been swimming the crawl stroke, and,

when there are not enough swimmers for a relay race,

sometimes I take part with the others, but there is

almost nothing to be said about my crawl stroke. It is

better to say that it is simply a means of exercise. Also,

llS I do not know much about the back stroke I will omit

discussion of it also. My ability in the breast stroke is

nothing for me to boast about, but I should like to tell how

I learned it in order to show the methods for learning
it .

I learned to SWIm in a river. I n those days there

were various Japanese methods of swimming. As frog kick

8Wimming was comparatively ellSY to learn, I had been

taught th is and practiced it diligently. I t was not the

systematic breast stroke of the present day but similar to

it. When I was twelve or thirteen years old, our primary

school team took part in some swimming contests. This

was the first time we learned to correct our swimming

and to use the proper form in the breast stroke. We

observed various rules for the movements of the arms,

for th e opening of the feet, and also for turning. Then

gradually we learned to swim cor rectly. At this time I

fortunately always won first places when I entered con

tests held by different districts. At the age of fifteen, I

took part in the contest at H awaii, the National Women's

Swimming Championships in 1929. I raced with Miss

Garutti, and Miss H offman, both Americans, who at that

time were known as the world's foremost swimmers. It

was It 200 metres race and Miss Gara tti won by 3 min.

17.0 sec. I came next beating Miss H offman by 3 min.

20.0 sec. and this made me to be praised by all. I became

entirely absorbed in swimming, as it was considered all

right if we swam with all our might. I imagine now,

th at we swam then, having no idea at all that we were

rivaling -clmmpions. That is why the result was so satis

factory. Still, because of this I thoro ughly understood

that I was inexperienced and also th at I was not an

expert racer.

Mr. Tkkaku Matsuzawa who went with us as our

coach was the coach of the J apanese team at the Olympic

Games of Los Angeles. H e taught me to easily recognize

my weal~ points. Consequently during practice his

instruction was a great help to me. Because of this help

from him, when I attended the Tenth Olympiad held at

Los Angeles ' in 1932, I expected to win first place. I

t rained very hard during the preceding year, but I

barely made a record of about 3 min. 15.0 see. So I

felt exceedingly doubtful about it. However, in the 200

metres breast stroke trial heat my time was 3 min. 10.7
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sec. and III the finals I was defeated by Miss Clare

Dennis (Australi a) whose time was 3 min. 06.3 sec. by

just about a touch. Later in 1934 I made a world's

record of 3 min. 02.8 sec. By th is I retrieved my honour.

Entrance to Breast .Stroke

My improvement in breast stroke was so irregular, that

I am afraid, it may not be thoroughly clear to all, even

though I have explained. H owever, I .. will give a few

points which I consider necessary.

To practise the movements ,of the feet, hold on to the

side of the pool with both .hands. .Then, float the body

hori zontally on the surface of the water . Gradually

separate the feet, which have been held together. W hen

doing this relax the lower leg and think only of drawing

in the feet. It is important to move them directly out

ward but it is apt to raise one's hips, .a thing we must

be careful not to do. Then after having learn ed to draw

III the hips and both th ighs in one straight line, and

after relaxing the muscles, prepare for the kicking. I n

the first place, practise to strengthen tho lower leg which

was kept relaxed. ' At th is point bend the ankles so that

the soles of the feet will face backwards and kick out

with strength. Then drawing the legs together , stre tch

the feet to ' hold the water between them, stretching the

ankles and with the lower leg push back the water with

strength. The next exercise is to cut the water smoothly

with the feet without splashing, in order to keep a perfect

balance.

1;0 practise the movements of the hands, stand in a

shallow place and stretch the arms outwards in front

of the body. Stretch the shoulders forward also. Turn

the palms of the hands outward and move them through

the water ,making a semi-cir cle on each side, at the

beginning, do this movement just the same as that of

the feet. . Leave the hands stretched just as they are

but gradually,. after h avin g become familiar with the

motion, .bend the arms and then, with strength, push out

the arms sideways aa.if to seize the water firmly in the
~~, .

palms. Next bri ng the arms before the chest. As one

draws the elbows to the sides, turn the palms inward,

pressing the water downward, and push tho water away

from the chest. Then stretch out forward, just as before,

and return to the former stretching motion. I t is

necessary to repeat this motion many times. At first the

insides of the wrists face outward. Their position is

changed twice before they come back to the same position

in front of the chest. When th e arms comes by the side,

it faces inside and in front of the chest, downward . As

these movement are very important, pay close attention to
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it. If one over presses the water, it will slow down the

speed, and if one stretches out her arms to stroke too

much water, the arm motion will get slower.

After the motions of the hands and the legs, have been

mastered, try to use both motions at the same time.. .
'When the body is pushed forward by the kick, stretch

out the hands in front, put the face in the water, and

stretch the whole body in order to utilize the speed of

the kick. The hips should not be unbalanced nor

should the hand press the water too hard, nor should the

upper part of the body sink, so float the body as horizon

tally as possible to utilize the speed. When the speed

decreases the upper part of the body is likely to sink by

just stretching out the hands, so before the speed slows

down, star t the arm movement.

As soon as th is motion is started, gradually push down

hard on the water, and lift the head with the movement

of raising the upper part of the body in order to take

a breath, and at the Same time draw the legs together.

When the arms have been stretched sideways as far as

possible and the water pushed away with all the strength

of the palms of the hand, finish the breathing with this

final snap. This snap not only pushes the water back

ward, but at the same time it pushes downward to aid in

raising the body high enough so as to breathe.

When speed has been added by th is snap, bring the

hands to the chest and at the Same time draw in the

legs. As one stretches out the nrms and at the same

time kicks out with the legs, the head will gradually

go into the water.

This motion of drawing in the legs is to spread the

thi ghs apart so it is apt to offer resistance to the water

and the body may easily he tossed. But to decrease

th is tossing and resistance and to do this movement

quickly, be very careful to watch the movements of the

arms and hands in the pressing, also do not move the

head up and down too much. To do this, always have

about half of the head above the water so that in

breathing, it need not be lifted very much. But since

respiration is the fundamental energy of the body, one

must breathe perfectly.

If the body is raised so that the mouth is absolutely

above the surface of the water and if the chin is stuck

out, one can breathe sufficiently without much movement

of the body. To lift the upper part of the body, till

the mouth comes above the surface, is also one of the

methods. The motion of raising the upper part of the

body is detrimental to speed, but increases the power of

the kick. .

I n the leg movement, the girls do not spread their legs



fin' enough apart . P ay particular attent ion to this point

in order to retain good form. And last of all it is

necessary to move without hesitation.

As Mr. Tsnr uta, will undoubtedly explain the star t,

turning and other movements, I will omit it, and enel

my short ar ticle hoping this will at least help those who

intend to learn the breast stroke.

SWIMMING IN JAPAN

Two Poses Showing the Form of Miss Hideko
Maeh ata,

WOMEN'S BREAST STROKE

Final of . Women' s 200 Metres
Breas t Stroke 10th Olympiad,
Los An geles. Miss Maehata,
Center With Whit e Cap , and
Winner , Miss Clare Denni s of
Australia, Seco nd . Farthest from
Camera. -.

Japanese Women Swimming Te am
at Los An geles Exc ha nge Greet
ings with Australian Merm aids.

oj, Osaka Jfainichi
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Below : Sho zo
M akin o (Waseda
University) , Ri g h t
and Hir oshi Negarni
(Rikkyo University),
Left , Both Middle
and Long Distance
Racers.

JAPAN'S BEST
SWIMMERS

Left: Yasuji Miyazaki
CKeio Univer sity ) , Short
Distance.

-Lett : Ku suo Kita.
mura (Kochi Commercial
School) , Lon g Distance.

Below : Ma s anori
Yusa ( Nihon Univ ersity),
Short Distance.

Above: K en taro
Kawazu (Meiji Univ er 
sity), Right and Kiichi
Yoshida (Saeki Middle
School), Left, Both
Back Stroke.



Right : Soichiro
Honda,' (Rikky o
U niversi ty),
Long-Distance.

(A.aM)

A bov e: Mi s s
Tsuneko Fu r uta
CNak aizumi Girls'
Hi gh Scho o D,
Who Made a New
Japanese Record in
Women 's 100 Metres
Free Style a t the
Swi mmin g Even ts
of th e Melil Shri ne
Games. 1935. ( A 8ahf)

Yasuhiko Kojima (S hudo Middle
School) Wh o Made a New Japanese
Record in 200 Met res Back Stroke at the
Swimming Events of the Meiji Shr ine
Games, October 1935. (A 8aht)

Below : Miss H ideko Maehata
(S ugiyama Women 's College), Breast
Stroke. (Sh i mlmn Ireago)

Japan's Best Swimmers

By Zorai Kimura

J apanese speed swimming has

shown great improvement, and new

speed swimmers are being added

year by year. The progress being

made is so great that we do not

know how far it has advanced .

At present the Japanese swimmers

hold seven world records. Moreover,

though it is not -recognized officially, there are many who

have made splendid records in long course pools which

have not been equaled.

When we think of a world title holder, we imagine

them to have a very fine physique, but the J apancse,

as you know, is very small as compared to people of

other nations. The few Japanese swimmers who hold

world records are smaller th an anyone would believe.

Sh6z6 Makino, who holds the world records of 400 metres

and 800 metres races in free style, is only 5 feet, 1 inch

in height and only 117 pounds in weight, and he holds a

splendid record which will be hard to break even by a

larger man. What does this mean? In fact, I feel,

it tells that intense study bears a greater fr uit even

when tho conditions are very bad.

One mnst know that the progres.~ of a Japanese swimmer

I

i
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is not accidental but is the result of the greatest effort.

If one ,~rould adopt their method and follow their

exper iences or forms, then one will benefit by it.

Free Style

Example 1. Yasuji Miyazaki

At the 1932 Olympic Games in Los Angeles, Yasuji

Miyazaki placed first by making a good record of 58.0

sec. for 100 metres free style. At that time he was-only

a boy of 15 years, but his form in swimming was pr aised

by Mr. 'Veissmuller as a reappearance of Knhanamoku.

When he was a second year pupil of the Hamnmatsu

First Middle School, he came to Tokyo for his first

swimming contest as a representative of his school. At that

time he was so boyish no one guessed that he would become

such a wonderful swimmer . But from th e first, the

beatings of his legs was very strong, and it seemed as

if he swam only with his legs. The year before the

Tenth Olympic Games he defeated Takaishi, who stood first

in the J apanese swimming circle and became a star at

one bound. H e was chosen to represent the nation at

th e Olympiad.
The motion of his arms in swimming is slower, his

head is held up very high and the beatings of his

legs is very strong, as I said ; therefore, his trunk rises

to the surface of water and his back is always in sight .

This form is most convenient for the action of the arms.

The real reason for his t riumph is in the strength of

his legs. When one watehes him swim, it seems th at

the motion of his arms is too slow in contrast to his speed.

His form is notieeably graceful.

He entered Keio University in 1933 and stopped

training in swimming because of ill health . After his

recovery he started again. . In th e latter half of 1934, he

appeared as a member of the relay team of Keio and

made a wonderful record of 25.6 sec. for the 50 metres

lap. His record promises victory for Japan in the next

Olympiad in Berlin. He hits a full four years at the

university. I am sure that he will prove to be a great

success in the swimming world.

. Example 2. Masanor i Yusa

After Miyazaki fell ill, the record for 100 and 200

metres free style was held by Masnnori Yusa.

He was born in Kngawa-ken in the I sland of Shikoku,

and at present is a freshman at the Nihon University.

H e is about 5 feet, 6 inches in height and 150 pounds

in weight. He has a very fine physique as a swimmer.

The motion of his arms is so swift and his breathing is

so quick th at his trunk receives no shaking. Moreover
with the even beating of his legs, his form is one of the

most reasonable.

His time is 57.2 sec. for 100 metres and 2 min. 11.2 sec.

for 200 metres. Both are the world records for a pool

50 metres long.
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H is arms are recovered without waste, therefore there

is little rolling in swimming with speed. His failing is

that in the latter half of the race the strength of his legs

weakens. At the next Olympiad in Berl in, he will

compete with Miyazaki who has recovered. Both are

youths of great promise.
Besides them, there are 100 metres racers w}lO.'lC

time is less than 59 seconds; Yoshihisa Shimura, 58.6 seo.,

Masahar u Taguchi, 58.8 seo., Yasuta rd Salmgami, Shigco

Takahashi and Shigeo Arai, 59 sec.

Example 3. Shozo Makino

ShOzo Makino is a graduate of Mitsuke Middle School of

Shizuoka and is now a student of the vVascda U niver

sity. F rom the time he was a third year pupil of the

middle school, he made new .Japanese records in the

long distance race. In 1931, he broke the record made

by Jea n Taris of F rance for the 800 metres free style.

Afterwards he competed with Taris for the record. I n

1933,Makino was victorious with the record of 10 min.

08.6 sec. in the 800 metres, and in 1934 he made a record

of 10 min. 01.2 sec., leaving Taris far behind. In 1935,

he shortened his own record to 9 m. 55.8 sec. He also

has the world record for 400 metres, which is 4 min.

46.4 sec. He also shortened thi s to 4 min. 45.4 sec. in

1935.
H e, as I said before, is 5 feet, 1 inch in height. W hile

in middle school he astonished every one who watched

his swimming, for he swam from beginning to end with

the same r apid speed. I n swimming the 1500 metres

he uses the same high tempo as th at for 100 or 200

metres events. 'I'he muscles of his shoulders have

gradually become as strong as iron and his form is

perfect with a balance of power .

Weissmuller called Makino's form "short-cut-stroke."

The action of his arms from the time when his hands

catches and through the pull, is the smoothest that has

ever been seen. There is no retarding in his tempo that

his arms come out like a machine that never stops, so

it is not unreasonable th at he is called, " a swimming

maehino." He perfected his swimming by training j his

leg beating is without intermission j he makes use of the

rolling of the body and he seems to have no feeling of
wearmess,

There is no one else who has swum in long distance

races for so long a time. Long distance swimming needs

st renuous training compared to other strokes. Therefore

it is difficult for one to continue to keep himself at the

top in th is type of swimming for more than three

years. But our .Makino has been standing in the first

line in the J apanese swimming circles for six years. He

will probably make a much better record for himself

during his four remaining years of college life.

Example 4. Kusuo Kitamura

K usuo K itamura was a pupil of the Koohi Commercial
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School. H e won the 1500 metres race at the Los Angeles

Olympic Games where he competed with outstanding

swimmers although he was only a 14 years old boy. Th e

beatin g of his legs is very strong but his arm stroke 'ia

slower than Makino's. Therefore his swimming is very

smooth . He wanted to equal Arne Borg's record of

19 min. 7.2 see., for the 1500 metres, but he could not

reach that, his record being 19 min. 08.0 sec., But he

made the new world record for the 1000 metres.

At present he is still in the adolescent stage and having

grown too r apidly he had to chango his form somewhat,

so his real power in swimming weakened. But he is

still in his tcens and if he goes to the university he has

a long school life of six years ahead of him. It is

t.honght that then his swimming life will begin again.

Example 5. Hiroshi Negam i

H iroshi Negami was born in Hokkaido and is now a

student, 21 years old, of Rikkyo University. He has

been a swimmer for some time. I n 1934, he appeared

like a comet in th e long distance event and won from

Makino and Jack Medica, America. He is a gentle

youth who is fond of t r aining and the result of his

ear nest training for years seems to have suddenly become

effective so that he stands foremost in the Japanese

swimming circles. His legs are very strong, but at one

time, his breathing Was very bad, and consequently his

swimming could not improve. Afterwards he was

influenced by his friend and teammate, Soichiro H onda,

who has a very smooth form. By this influence, the

tossing of his body caused by breathing was corrected

and he improved greatly . In 1934, he came out like a

new man and is now amoug the best in the J apanese

swimming circles, And he has even surpassed the world's

record for 1000 metres which was made by Kitamura.

In 1935, he made national records in 300, 400 and 800

metres with the time 3 min. 32.0 seo., 4 min. 45.2 sec.,

and 10 min. 00.8 see. respectively.

There are other long distance swimmers ; Soichiro

Honda, and Sunao Ishihar ada and in the midcUe distance,

Rokuhei Shimma, They ar e all well known swimmers.

Shimma holds the record for 200 metres in short distance

course which is 2 min. 10.0 sec.

Back Stroke

Example 1. Masaji Ki yo kawa

Masaji K iyokawa is a graduate of Nagoya Higher

Commercial School and is now a student at the Tokyo

College of Commerce. He won the 100 metres back stroke

race at the Los Angeles Olympiad.

He is 5 fect, 5t inches in height and weighs 132 pounds.

He is not an owner of a fine physique. His arms and

legs are lengthy but their muscles are good ; his arms,

especially, are very strong. A strong point in his form is

that his power is concentrated in his arms, with which
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he skims the water and is very quick, beating the water

with his strong legs. H e holds the record for the 50
metres.

But he does not pre..~ down the water with his arms,

for he concentrates all his power in quickening his arm

movement, stroking very quickly. Since he won at the

Los Angeles Olympic Games, his record has become

worse. In 1934, he was beaten by Van de Weghe who

came to Japan. However, he holds the record for the
400 metres back stroke.

Example 2. Kentaro Kawazu

K entar6 K awazu took third place in the back stroke

at Los Angeles. But in 1934, he became first in Japan

because Kiyokawa and Iriye have gradually declined since

the Olympic Games, Los Angeles.

He is 5 feet, 9 inches in height and is very thin. From

the first his legs have been very strong, but the motion

of his arms is very slow compared to the form of

Kiyokawa. At present his timing is poorer for he has

tried to move his arms more quickly, being influenced by

Kiyolmwa, and thus his stroke became short and the

position of his head lowered. He is a student of Meiji

University.

Example 3. Kiichi Yosh ida

Kiichi Yoshida is a student of Saeki MidcUe School

in Kyushu. He is a new man coming out at a time when

three Japanese Olympic champions have already gone

into decline. H e is only a young boy, it is t rue, but he

swims the 100 metres back stroke in 1 min. 11.2 sec. and

has become the hope of all Japan in that stroke. In

the All-J apan Swimming Championship Meet, 1934, he

placed second being beaten by the American swimmer,

Van de Weghe.

H e does not even know the paoe of racing well, and his

form is ver y rough, but his energy is limitless. H is

tempo is slow, but the beating of his legs never wearies.

H e says he has never been tired out in a race. He is

really a man full of promise for the future.

At the Second American-Japanese Swimming Meet he

made a l1ew Japanese record of 2 min. 35.6 sec. for the

200 metres.

Breast Stroke

Example 1. Reizo Koike

When Reiz6 K oike won second place at the Los

Angeles Olympiad in 200 metres breast stroke, he was

only a pupil at the Numazu Commercial School. After

Yoshiyuki Tsuruta, who had won at Amsterdam and

Los Angeles, retired from the swimming circles, Koike

stepped up, for as a fact, he has great power.

At the Far Eastern Championship Games in 1934, he

was defeated by Yldefonso, a Filipino, in the 200 metres

breast stroke whose time was 2 min. 45 sec. K oike made

the time of 2 min. 44.0 sec. in the trial heats but took



Example 2. Tetsuo Hamuro

K oike was the only J apanese who formerly swam the

breast stroke but now there is a new man, Tetsuo Hamuro,

With his appearance the breast stroke circle has been

enlivened.

He is a student in the preparatory course of the Nihon

U niversity. H19 time for the 200 metres breast stroke is

2 min. 42.4 sec. which is next to that of K oike. He is

5 feet, 9 inches in height. H is arm stroke is large and

the beating of his legs 19 very strong. H e is an energetic

swimmer. He possesses real power and can compete with

K oike. H e has one fault in the movement of his arms

second place at the final Afterwards he made it in 2

min. 43.0 seo., which is the best record in the world

for a long course pool, and he occupies the first place

among the world's best ten. I n 1935, he made two

J apanese records; 100 metres in 1 min. 13.0 sec. and

200 metres in 2 m , 41.2 sec.

His success is the result of his technique and not of

his physique. There seems to be no one with such

smooth stroke. His smoothness comes from his skilful

arm movement. He stretches out his arms very smoothly

and catches the water firmly and by pressing down the

water prevents his body from tossing. His form of bring

ing his ar m back to the breast after finishing the stroke,

is at its height. We can find a fault in everyone's form

when we compare it with his.

which does not improve his tempo; his stroking is long

because his ar m movement is large, so he slows down after

he finishes his stroke. At Berl in, he will probably offer

the strongest competition to K oike.
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Training and Coaching
By Takahiro Saito

E very swimmer has a special

event of his own and it is his duty

to do his utmost to make a good

record in it on the day of the race.

What kin d of training should be

glven to enable him to win his

event at the race? To make a

good swimmer, one must first decide

upon his schedule. This schedule should be varied

accord ing to the physical strength, aptitude and circum

stances of each swimmer . A schedule is never effective

and good in itself, unless each individual case is taken

separately.

The schedule which the Amateur Swimming F edera

t ion of J apan adopted before the Los Angeles contest was,

on th e whole, very successful. The best candidates were

picked the year previous to the Olympiad; boarded together

twice a year, in winter and spring; kept in training;

made friendly ; studied their capabilit ies; and kept from

over-working.

The summary of the schedule is as follows, but the

reader will please keep in mind that this is a schedule

for Japanese and th at schedules vary according to
nation alities and equipment .
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Season-Off Training

The season-off in J apan is winte r . Training can be kept

up 111 indoor pools, where they are provided, but what

should th e majority of swimmers do who have no indoor

pools in which to swim?

The main object during this season is to train in

moderation, and by having supplementary sports to train

the muscles and motor nerves, so that the contestants

can greet the coming season full of vitality and with a

fighting spirit . Why did the Japanese who found it

difficult to swim during the five winter months show such

progress? The reason is that they had enough rest.

A day's training consists of land exercise (warming up),

hard practice, cooling down and rest. We repeat this

day by day, star ting each day refreshed in spirit.

It is the same with the year 's training. As summer

is the racing season or time for hard practice, swimmers

are more or less over-worked, and if he does not have

rest out of season, though he can keep up with his time,

he cannot improve. I s this not the reason, that while

making good records in the indoor pools during the

winter, the swimmers of the other countries do not

show improvement in season? Japan naturally stresses

the season-off and forces the swimmers to rest to store

up energy for the next season which is one of the reasons
for her rise.

Therefore it is better to stop swimming and spend the



winter (November to March) pleasantly, by substitut ing

supplementar y athletic sports (track and field), also

land exercise, rope jumping and basket ball. There is

nothing to fear, if one engages in proper sports during

the winter, for he can get back into condition in ten

days . It is possible for one to swim 200 metres without

pain in water of 4° to 6° when continuing to swim

during the winter. The writer kept up an 'all year

round drill when he was an active swimmer. R ecords

were quite good even in water of 4°, but when the effort

involved in training was taken into consideration they

were by no means satisfactory. It is best to stop training

11l an outdoor pool du ring winter time.

2. Do not think of speed and practice with a light

heart.

3. Make one's record time once a fortnight, and time

the practice.

4. A day's schedule is: (a) 15 minutes preliminary

sports; (b) 200 met res (warm ing-up) swim; , (c)

swim 800 or twice 400 metres (being careful of

sprint, turning, form) ; (d) practice flutter kick for

about 200 metres ; (e) last 100 metres, cooling

down, (take care to finish all this within an hour).

5. If one is ti red of t raining, water polo will be good.

One should spend the winter pleasantly and

strengthen th e body for swimming.

F
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<1tution8 for 'l'mining Ind001'8

One must also be very careful when training indoors.

There are many p~ple who begin the season in 'good

condition and get into a slump just when the season

opens. But it is better to practice than not at all. And

the winter training is vm:y effective when it is done

regularly.

1. To Muster the Form,

Usually a swimmer has not the time to acquire the

proper technique during the summer. Therefore it

is necel,sary to cultivate perfect form in this period

by swimming about 800 metres lightly every day

and by studying the method of turning.

Training During Season

I n April when the water warms to temperature

fr om 16° to 19° the outdoor pools will be opened and

the pleasant season starts. F irs t, one must decide upon

a rough plan for the contest in which he is to take pa rt.

Of course, if there is a coach one must obey him.

The most important point in making a sched ule is to

plan it according to the physical st rength, capability, and

environment of each swimmer . For instance, a fat man

will not improve with light t raining, and if a thin

nervous man has as much t raining as a fat man,

he will be over-worked, and will be unable to get good

results.
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The higher school schedule and that of the middle

school is not the same. And of course, sex makes a

difference. If the contest is to be held in September, the

wr iter believes the following method is the most effective,

according to experience :

1. Preparation period from middle par t of April to

the middle of J uly .

2. Practice period from the middle of J uly to the

end of August.

3. Finishing period from fifteen or twenty days before

the contest.

I n Japan, it was decided recently that the All-Japan

Swimming Championship Meet be held during the summer

vacation, about the middle of Aug ust. As most of the

other moots are also held about the same time, it is

important to plan the training very carefully so as to

be able to practice most effectively and reg ularly for the

coming season, because the time (duration) for prepar ation

and training is cut shor t.

Training During the Preparation Period

This is the time allotted to accustom oneself to the

water and for studying the form.

A. I n order .to become accustomed to the .water, swim

from 400 to 800 metres every day without paying

attention to speed.
Be careful of the form. Make the basis of the form

by flutter kicking for about 400 metres. To swim too

hard at the beginning of training is to set an incomplete

form which cannot be corrected easily.

n. If there is a coach, ask him to point out all the

defects in the form. There are some people who crit icise

their coach or even make fun of him, and give him

virtually no credit when they make a good record. But

of course, such persons and teams with such people on

them can never succeed.

c. I f there is no coach, correct one another. Ask a

man who knows how to swim but cannot race to criticise

the form . Such amateurs are sometimes very quick in

noticing defects.

D. It is very necessary to participate in many water

games during this period and to try to make oneself

strong in the water . Some of the good exercises are :

flutt er kicking under water; plunging; water polo; races

with just the flutter kick (in breast stroke just the leg

movement); races with just the ar m movement (not

necessary in the back stroke); and a modified tug-of-war.

I n , th is tug-of-war, two swimmers push a stick with just

the flutter kick and whoever is the stronger will move

forward. If there are more than two, pair off, clasp

hands lightly, dip the face in the water and push each
other with just the flutter kick. When out of breath,

lift the head and breathe, then continue. If the arms
are not stiff, one can easily breathe. These exercises are



interesting and good for those who are pratioing 'for a

swimming race.

The same amount of training should be applied in

indoor pools.

(1) Take rather strenuous preparative land exercises

till one perspires (about 15-20 minutes.)

(2) 200 metres warming-up.

(3) 200 or 400 metres practice of the spr int .

(4) 800 or 1500 metres giving care to the form and

turning.

(5) 25 metres start dash (5 to 10 times).

(6) 400 or 200 metres praotiee of leg movements only.

I t is interesting to make a table of trials.

(7) 200 metres cooling down.

If one has kept up the supplementary exercises during

the winter and adopts the above method, one can regain

the previous season's condition in about ten days. 'When

the pace is restored, one should practice with a spl:int

even in the warm-up.

1. Take a time trial once a fortnight. W hen racing

during this period, imagine that it is a practice, and do

not get impatient even though the time is not good. If

one has a good foundation the goal can be attained.

2. The quantity of exercise for the long distance,

short distance, back stroke and breast stroke swimmers

is the same in the beginning of the season. The short
distance swimmers can perfect their form and add to

their endurance by swimming long distances and by the

same method, the long distance swimmers will improve

their sprinting by swimming short distance.

I n the districts where there are no good coaches and

if it is possible, it is important to employ an experienced

coach, and ask him early in the season to explain the

fundamental method of training and of teaching the

general idea of the proper form; also have him set up

a plan of training.
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Hard Practice Period

This is a very important period for cultivating

physical strength and technique. But if _one practices

unreasonably, the effects will be detrimental rather than

helpful. Cautions to be taken are :

A. E xercise about 15 minutes when getting up and

before going to beel.

B. Take enough exercise before practicing, to soften

the muscles and joints, and to quicken the flow of

blood.

c. One of the methods is to swim one's event at full

speed as soon as jumping into the water . I t may seem

difficult at first, but after having enough preparatory

exercises it will be fairly easy. H owever, if it becomes

unbearable just swim about 15 metres easily.

It is very advantageous to be able to swim at full

speed as soon as one jumps in, for in many races warming-

SWIJvIMING I N JAPAN206
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up in the water is not allowed. To try and warm-up by

swimming slowly in cool water, will only lower the

body temperature and waste strength. If one feels that

warming-up is necessary during this period, do it by

light sprinting. This is where swimming differs from

other sports. But the chief thing is to practice for a

good time.

1. After a while, choose a race event and practice its

pacing. It may be better to sprint a long distance event .

And one should avoid swimming idly in long strokes.

2. Choose a day once a week for taking the racing

time. One should be timed twice at intervals of half an

hour. This is in preparation for racing twice a day.

Swim with a strong spurt from the beginning. At first

one will become fatigued after swimming only 75 metres

out of 100 metres. If one repeats this every week and

studies how to get in the best condition on the day for

trials the time will be improved and he will be in

best condition on th e day of the meet. To swim

carelessly on a day when in good condition without any

schedule or timing, is not good for one may make a

remarkable record when the race chances to be on the

day when he is in condition, but if not, he may not get

through even the preliminary races. Therefore take part
in as many races as possible during this period. H ow
ever do not think of the issue but always swim with

one's own pace.

3. The long distanceswimmers must add spr int training

to their schedule. One must not fail to practice leg
movement every day.

4. Do not practice too long at one time. Long

practices, especially in the strong summer sunshine,

fittigues th e body and dulls the motor nerves which

should be alert. Therefore one must finish training
within an hour.

Sometimes there are coaches who think it is their duty

to the school or institution to make the swimmers practice

for a long time. But th is is a great mistake for in the

long run it makes the swimmers go stale.

5. Practice in the summer time during the morning
and evening when it is cool.

6. There are times when one becomes over-worked no

matter how careful he is of his training. At such times

when one is over-worked, he feels dull and lacking in

energy when he gets up; often have restless nights and

perspires during the night; and gets so that he hates

even the sight of water. If such conditions continue and

grow in intensity, symptoms of beri-beri or heart trouble

may develop. It is possible to pass through th is stage

with proper practice hut there is danger of destroying

the form so either restrain practice, give it up entirely

or take a short trip. By customar ily taking vitamin
B, it will prevent fatigue.

The schedule for this period is as follow: As this
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period is usually during th e summer vacation, it is best

to practice twice a day, in the morning and in th e

evening.

A. T h e training in the m orning m ust be ligh t

I. R ise at 8 :30. 20 minu tes supplementm-y exercise

(exercise, broad jump, gymnastics, rope-jumping,

exercise with Tndian Club).

2. If boarding near th e pool, swim 200 metres lightly.

3. Breakfast at 9: 30.

4. Begin training at ]0: 30.

(n) Preparative land exercise (10 minutes).

(b) Practicing of sprint.

Swim the event course continuously with an

easy sprint. By thi s time one should swim with

considerable speed. Of course it is best to

swim the earlier half easily, picking up speed

in the latter half.

(c) The building up of endurance and the correct

ing of form.

For short distance swimmers : Swim 800

metres taking eare of turning and form.

For long distance swimmers : Train by spr int

ing 400 metres.

(cl) 200 metres or 400 metres practice of leg

movement.

(e) 25 metres star t dash (5 or 10 times, lightly.)

(1) 200 metres cooling down.

Do all this in an hour and a half. Rest about

5 minutes,

B• . Main training is in the af ternoon

Begin at 4.

1. Training for speed. (Those who need warming-up

to swim in pace are over-worked. 'Varming-up

should not be longer than 50 metres.)

If the swimmer specializes in 100 metres and 200

metres events, swim the 100 metres in the morning,

and 200 metres in the afternoon with a sprint .

2. Group the long distance and short distan ce

swimmers together and the breast stroke and back

stroke swimmers in another and let them s wim

strenuously all together for 800 metres or ·1500

metres. 'VIlCn there is no one who drops behind

then the level of'-the team is raised.

3. Long distance swimmer should .swim about 400

metres and shor t distance r acer about 100 metres

with speed. But they must not swim idly.

4. 25 metres star t dash (within 14 seconds, about 15

times. Choose a judge and have him blow a

whistl e when 14 seconds have passed. If,one has

not been able to cover the 25 metres in th at time

try it over again until all are able to swim it

easily in the 14 seconds.)

Make a standard record for breast and back

stroke, according to the team and as the team
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improves, th e time will be shortened.

5. Have a relay race (50 metres each).

6. Do not fail to have 400 metres or 200 metres leg

exercise.

7. 200 metres cooling down.

8. Go to bed at ten.

The above is the schedule of the most important days

of the week. (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.)

As there are preparative and regulating exercises in It

day's training, so there are also the same exercises in a

week's training.

Jfonday, (in the morning, in the evening.)

(1) P reparative land exercise.

(2) 400 metres or 800 metres with light sprint.

(3) Technical practice of starting, turning.

(4) Do not take excessive exercise.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thu1·sday.

(1) P ractice hard according to the schedule already

given.

(2) Endeavor to make each stroke of the legs, more

effective th an the last.

(3) Swim 2000 metres in a day. Long distance

swimmer should swim at least 3000 metres a
day.

(4) Finish the practice within 1} or 2 hours.

(5) Do not rest more than 10 minutes.

Friday, this is the time day.

(1) 100 metres race, twice, with an interval of about

20 minutes.

(2) Breust stroke: 100 metres and 200 metres.

(3) Long distance: 800 metres or 1000 metres with

sprint from the beginning. Record the lap time

and also study the pace.

Salu1'day, pleasant free practice.

(1) As the race draws ncar and if one has to take

part in both the preliminary and semi-final

races or two events also make a record of the

time on this day.

Sunday, Rest.

Practice of the Finishing Period

These two weeks of boarding together are the most

important weeks to get into good condition. We must

make the swimmers ready for the meet. Though the time

is very short yet, th is period has the power to get the

swimmers in their best condition or wear them out for

the day of the meet.

There are cautions for this period:

A. To establish perfect team work.

One may think th at team work is unneces~ary as a

swimming race is personal, but no great swimmer comes
from a poor team. No one except a genius is able to swim
It good race without the background of It good team.
In the present day, when the races are usually between



teams it is important to have team work and team

cooperation, thereby raising the level, than by a few

outstanding swimmers. I f there is a case where one of

the swimmers leaves the team because of ill feeling, it

has a bad influence on the others. And of course, it is

worse when it is on the day of the meet. Every

member of the team, to say nothing of the coach, should

be very careful in practicing and must understand the

importance of unification of the team.

B. Take rests rather than too hard a training.

In order to get good results with expectation of

victory, one should have (1) F aith in one's own pace,

(2) Courage during the race, (3) F amiliarity with races,

(4) A fresh and high fighting spiri t .

H owever careful, . one will soon become over-worked.

So realize that it is necessary to take proper rest during

thi s period. By having ample sleep; massaging before and

after t raining; and resting before a race, one must work up

a fighting spir it. If one lets down in the hard training

season, he cannot get a good result by practicing hard

all during this finishing period.

c. Re member the pace of the contest.

One should have practiced already for the race event

but do not fail to try again so that he may develop

reserve energy.

D. One should moderate his practice when he is in a
bad condition.

1st day.

1. Preparative land exercise (15 minutes.)

2. 200 metres swim (everybody.)

3. 800 metres or 1500 metres (group the swimmers

according to the race events, and have a demon
stration. If this is well done, the team will have

a good showing. This is to accustom the swimmers

to the wator.)
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I f one makes no improvement before the r ace, it comes

from want of practice or over-work. 'When it comes

from over-work, one cannot have an unified form,

however hard he practices. The more impatient he

becomes the more he is apt to over-work and will fail in

the end. Give up practicing for a few days and rest.

'When one recovers his spirits, the technique will be

corrected nat urally, and he will make good on the day

of the race.

E. A coach must not correct one's form too much.

As the race draws near, the coach himself is apt to get

excited and scold the swimmers about their form. This

must be stopped for form cannot be corrected so soon.

It will only put the swimmers in a low spirit and make

them feel uneasy.

F . Reg ulate one's daily life and take care of the body.

This caution should always be taken by It swimmer

but especially during this season.

Schedule of th is season

SWIMMING IN' J AP AN214
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4. 25 metres start dash (10 times within 14 seconds.)

5. Relay race (50 metres each.)

6. 200 metres (leg movement practice.)

7. 200 metres (cooling down.)

2nd day.

Begin at 10. a.m,

1. Prepara tive lan~ exercise.

2. Race event (twice, lightly, long distance swimmer

150q metres to 800 metres every other day.)

3. 200 metres (on own race event.)

4. Start dash (5 times.)

5. Relay (once, 50 metres each.)

6. 200 metres (leg movement practice.)

7. 100 metres (cooling down.)

Begin at 4. p.m.

1. P reparative land exercise.

2. R ace event (timing, long distance SWImmer .take

time on th e 3r d, and 6th day and make utmost

effort on 200, 400 metres sprint on the other

days.)

3. 400 metres (according to one's own race event. )

4. Start dash (5 to 10 times.)

5. Relay (50 metres each, sometimes th e free style

swimmers should have an 800 metres relay at the

beginning of the praotiee.)
6. 200 metres (leg movement praotice.)
7. 100 metres (cooling down.)

Those who cannot get their full speed pace from the

beginning, should swim lightly before breakfast or 30

minutes before practice. But it is very necessary to

practice so as to be able to swim one's race event

without any warming-up.

Brd, 4th, oo; ea. day.

Same as above. I f by th is time one's pace is not

consistent, give up practicing till the day of the

contest. I f one is too tired and the afternoon's exercise

is too hard, take a nap.

tu; so. day.

P ractice lightly. .Be careful of the start and relay.

9th day, Rest.

Some coaches say that one should train hard, or his

pace will not come up, but the writer believes nothing

surpasses rest . Thus having gained self-confidence and

firm belief in their capability, the team is ready for the

contest.

G. Cautions for the night before and the day of the race.

1. Sleep is the best medicine. Most of the contes

tants are so excited th at they cannot rest. So

refresh oneself by bathing before going to bed,

and sleep soundly in a quiet room. At times, if

necessary, take a sleeping tablet.

2. Do not cool th e body. Dress as usual. If one

puts on more quilts or heavier clothing it will
make him all the more restless.
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3. Caution in eating is also very important, but

it should not vary very much from the other

days.

4. Take stimulants such as coffee or strong tea to

give you energy and eat citrus fruits to soothe
the nerves.

5. The oxygen inhalations which the Japanese swim

mers took before the Olympic Games caused much

discussion. It might be effective in recovering

from exhaustion after the race, but the writer

does not think it helps the racer much in

making better records by taking the oxygen

inhalations before the race. It only gives the

swimmers a feeling of ease. Swimmers of the

present day inhale fresh air with every stroke,

so it is quite useless.

6. Before star ting, mas~age and soften the muscles

with preparative land exercise.

7. When starting, do not fear the rival~. No matter

how large the swimmers may be on either

side, wait for the star ting signal assured that

one can beat them by half a body's length. One

cannot acquire this composure unless he has had

experience in many races, but it is neces3ary to
try to get himself in hand.

8. Do not look down on one's rivals too much for
he might be caught in their traps, Even if it

is the trial heat, swim earnestly and with the

best pace in order to produce a new record.

E very race should be met ser iously.

9. When beginning to feel strained, think of the

rivals as also being tired and stick it out to

the last.

10. Do nothing opposed to good sportsmanship,

whatever happens.

11. Take care of the body. As soon ns the race is

over, massage with camphor rub, rest and recover

from exhaustions, and wait for the next race.

Coaching

"What kind of man is good for a coach, and what

should a coach know ?

1. Cultivate personality.

A single word, a single movement of the coach greatly

influences the minds and movements of the swimmers.

To build up a good swimmer who understands the noble

spirit of sportmanship, the mach must be, first of all, a

good spor tsman himself. Do not forget that one cannot

make a really great champion by teaching tecllll~que

alone.

2. Love the swimmers.

Share their happiness and woe, and teach them kindly

with earnestness that is neither too strict nor too
gentle.
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3. Create understanding and unity among the swimmer s.

This is most important in leading a team. If the

coach has character and ability worthy of their trust,

the swimmers will naturally unite themselves. · There

are always a few among many swimmers who throw

training into disorder or cause unpleasant feelings. It is

the right of the coach to exclude those who do not train

properly. Do not forget to clean up conditions which

create unpleasantness in the training quarters.

4 . Put up a plan of train ing for the race in which one is to
participate.

In general, the swimmers are boyish and innocent, so

they are apt to practice recklessly. Of course hard

training that might lead into overwork is necessl1,ry

sometimes, but a reckless training is not good. Make a

reasonable schedule, and establish rules for daily life :

as .coach, one must see that the swimmers submit to those

rules so th at they will have a high spirit and strong

physical power. The coach is responsible whether the

swimmer is in the best or worst condit ion on the day of

the contest.

5. Keep a train ing dairy.

I f the coach is employed only for a time it is out of

question, but if he is connected with the team, he should

keep a training dairy, make a schedule for each swimmer

for his race, write down the day's training and his

records for future reference. F or instance, if one knows

the average lap time of a 1500 metres swimmer, he can

easily find out the pace of that swimmer on any given

day by timing the 100 metres lap while he swims with

a sprint. He can also find out how to plan a schedule

so as to build up the swimmer into condition on the time

day, therefore the swimmer can compete sat isfactori ly on

the day of the meet. Some people study the rapidity

of strokes, but this is quite unnecessary.

6. Do not fa il to study a ptitude.

Coaching should take into consideration the personality

of the athlete, thi s is especially true in swimming.

Always study the swimmers' character, temperament and

capability and make a schedule in keeping with it.

What kind of constitution is best for swimming 'and

how should swimmers choose their race events ?

Youthful Swimmers. W hy are youthful swimmers,

those of the high school age, so good in swimming?

I t is because the unnecessary muscles are not yet

developed and are able to move their joints very

smoothly ; because they have elasticity, for their

muscles are slender and long; because they are not

too fleshy to feel the resistance of the water on the

abdomenal region ; and moreover because their heart s

and lungs are large and strong in proportion to their

bodies. Therefore they do not feel any strain from

hard training.

Thus the body of a boy of eighteeu is naturally
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given to swimming. Depending upon the coaches'

leadership, such boys can be developed to make good

records. But as they have not enough strength for

short distance events, it is better to let them practice

medium or long distance events.

lJfu8culm' B ody. Those who have muscles like a

wrestler, a boxer or a judoist are, in general, clumsy

and do not have flexibility of muscles. Though they

are very earnest in training, they have no speed.

Their shoulders and joints will not move smoothly

because unnecessary muscles are developed too much,

therefore their swimming becomes strained. Such a

body is not fit for swimming, water polo might be

better for them. At a glance Yoshiyuki Tsuruta looks

muscular, but his .mnscles are surprisingly soft, so one

cannot decide by outwar d appearances only . Even

those with hardened muscles can be developed into

good swimmers by making thcir joints flexible and

smooth with proper land .exercises for two or three

years.

Fat lJlan. The resistance of water increases with

fatness. But such swimmer has physical strength in

himself to make up the speed by hard training. To

overcome resistance, lie must dopond upon the strength

of a strong stroke, rather than upon rhythmical

swimming. For this reason, swimmers like Takaishi

and Yokoyama, who roll their bodies, stroke forcibly

and their flutter kick beat finishes simultaneously with

their arm stroke. These swimmers would probably

do bet ter in th e shor t distances than in the middle

distance events .

Nervous, Thin lYIan. F rom the point of resistance

of water, a thin man is most ideal, but usually

he does not have the necessary physical strength. At

first, these swimmers should be made to practice long

or medium distance to build up endurance in the

water . Train their bodies with land exercise and then

change ' them into shor t distance swimmers. Under

such conditions they are apt to become good swimmers.

I have roughly classed the swimmers according to

their constitutions, but the coach should study each of the

swimmers individually and place them in their right

distance. There are also many ways of development

seen from a technical point : those swimmers who advance

rapidly; those who sometimes advance and th en retard ;

those who do not develop at all during a certain period ;

nnd ithose who do not develop for a time and then make

sudden progr~, thus unless the coach is very careful

there will be failure. Sensitive swimmers feel uneasy at

a time when their friends are makin g progress while

they are at a standstill . A coach must always study

their conditions and feelings, encourage them, change

their schedule if necessary and make them practice
pleasantly and with an easy mind.
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7. Fix the ass embling time and begin the training together.

Any seemingly slight item of the day's schedule is a

part of the whole training. Therefore if an athlete

swims without any land exercises, he will feel the strain

more than the other swimmers, and th e development of

his technique will also be effected. Moreover, if a

swimmer rests all through the hard training period,

and then begin training at the end, he can never hope

for desirable results. Keep in mind that a good record on

the day of the race is the result of a complete training.

8. Change their:moods sometimes.

Swimmers will go through hard training if it is the

order of their coach, but if they arc kept at it every

day, or are scolded too much as a result of the coach's

earnestness, the swimmers will naturally overwork them

selves or will feel a withering effect. There are those

who look as if th ey are very strong because of their

sunburnt bodies, but are in fact very weak in a contest

due to that very reason.

9. Schedule must have variation.

Defects of swimmers should not be pointed out by

word of mouth, but should be corrected naturally by

change of schedule.

10. Do not make the athletes swim, when th~y are not
feeling w ell.

When there is illness among the swimmers or if one

of them is troubled or worried, give up training, because

they cannot get good results however hard they practice,

as they cannot concentrate on swimming. A coach must

find' out the reason, and endeavor to make them easy of

hea~t as quickly as possible.

11. W arning against overwork.

Overwork results in two ways, ph ysical and mental.

The earliest symptoms are cramps of the legs. If a

swimmer gets into this condition, be very careful. If he

feels a pain when his calf and thigh touch in bending

his knees vigorously while doing th e land exercises before

training, it is because he is tired. This condition will

become habitual , if it once occurs so, massage and rest

while the trouble is slight .

12. Record trials on the ti me day.

Timing is very necessary in studying the swimmer's

pace, therefore fix a time day ' and ' make the athletes

swim even if their condition is not up to par . P lan the

schedule towards the time day and if they do not

make good records, change the schedule gradually

considering the aptitudes of each swimmer so as to make

it possible for them to be in their best condition on that

day. If the coach times the swimmer on their r ace

events or takes notes on ordinary days, it will only

discourage th em and check their development in the end.
Therefore on these days judge their condit ion by their
swimming or lap time and only time the flutter kick or

the start dash.
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13. Show the proper form by demonstration in the water
rather than by explanations on land.

One demonstration in the water of the model form

compared with the bad form is better than mere words

to the inexperienced yOlUlg athletes.

14. Teach the proper form and technique to each swimmer.

The coach should not force his form upon the swimmers

for it may be best for him, but not always the best for

those he is training.

15. The cause of defects and how to correct them.

(a) Stiff ankle. (b) The over-development and stiffness

of the muscles of the shoulder . These are the most

common defects. Begin the fund amental training as

explained before.

16. Make the swimmers self-confident in racing.

The key to victory is coolness in racing and confidence

in one's pace which is the outcome of reasonable training.

However bold one may be, he cannot succeed with an

incomplete training. And one cannot hope for good

results even if he has set up a good record, if he has

no courage. I think this is why swimmers who have

been abroad once are very composed when racing.

Make them participate in as many races as possible to

gain courage. Of course, meets which disregard the rules

are not advisable.

17. Hard practice immediately before the race is not good.

To make the swimmers who are in a slump practice

hard is also bad. Modern sport must be founded on

reasonable training.

18 Picking of swimmers.

There are many ways to choose swimmers for the race.

But the two chief ways are the following:

A. About three days prior to the meet, hold a

~reliminary race under conditions similar to it and

if possible, at the place where it is to be held

and choose those swimmers who make good time.

Those who are strong at this time will be strong

on the day of the meet.

B. If the preliminary race is held way before the

meet, do not depend too much upon the results but

also take into consideration the constitution, physi

que and attitude toward training of the swimmers

and select those who are outstanding. Of course,

the swimmers who are to participate in the race

must have the consent of the team.

One of the most important duties of a coach is

to entrust the team to give whole-hearted support

and encouragement their ' representative no matter

who is chosen.

19. Cautions for expedition.

A. The whole party should be on friendly terms.
Trips are apt to make the members sensitive so
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B.

c.

D.

E.

that only one uncongenial person may make the

whole party uncomfortable, destroy teamwork, and
thereby cause failure.

Go to the locality of the meet and neal' the pool
at least three days before the race.

Make the swimmers feel at ease as their condition

will not change even if the pool is of different

length to that which they have been aceusto~ed.

Swimmers are very nervous and 'apt to be mastered

by their feelings before a race. If they once think

it is a very bad pool in which to swim they will

be unable to make a good record. So a coach

must be very careful even with his words.

When the contestants visit a new pool they forget

their weariness from the journey and will want to

swim for a long time out of curiosity. There are

some swimmers who practice recklessly, and some

because of uneasiness, others because of ' mere

vanity wishing to display their swimming.

On the first day, accustom the swimmers to the

pool by making the short distance swimmers swim

about 200 'metres and the long distance swimmers

400 metres all together. They should rest for the
·remainder of the day.

The second day; shor t distance swimmers should
practice the sprint (star t, turning, about 100

metres a little harder.) Long distance swimmers

should practice sprinting about 400 metres and It

little starting and turning.

The third day; they may swim a little but make

them rest and store up energy for the race.

F. On the night before the race, make the contestants

sleep in a seperate and quiet room from the others

who are not taking part in the race. (F or further

detail, 8{,'C Schedule for finishing period, pages

217-9.)

20. Cautions for the day of the contest.

There is nothing further to mention, except do not

worry the swimmers, make everything congenial and

cooperate with the manager. Observe the rivals. Supply

temporary distrac tion and encourage the swimmers not

to fear the race. This is very important with inex

perienced contestants.

21 . The m ethod of team instruction.

I f one is the only coach for a school or It team he

can exact obedience to a reasonable schedule. But he must

be careful not to lengthen the practice t ime, nor have

careless tra ining, or permit disputes between the swimmers

and himself, or among the swimmers themselves because

it encourages too much familiarity.

2 2. When coaching by invitation.

This is very difficult because one has to get big results

in about It week or ten days of training swimmers of

whom he knows nothing. I n general, he is engaged III
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the hard training or the finishing period.

An instance of this case is: these teams come to the

training period without good instruction or definite

training method. The form of the swimmers of s~lCh

teams are always bad, because they begin traiuing at

random; late comers jump into the pool without 'any land

exercise; some even clash against each other in the water.

There is no uniformity. In such cases, the most important

thing is to make th em practice regularly and establish a

training principle for them. Teams without good coach

go through their daily training with an uneasy mind.

Lengthen th e intermission during training from land

exercises through cooling down from 5 to 10 minutes,
and use this rest period to show them the right form.

Their form will improve greatly in about three
days.

As for the training schedule, adopt the one explained

before, modifying it to suit the swimmers. When each

of them is accustomed to this training and comes to

understand th e spirit of it, give them their training

schedule, which will enable them to practice effectively
even after the coach leaves.

If the coach is invited just for the finishing period,

he must be very careful, for this is an impor tant period.

He must at once make them all swim in their own way,

and correct their defects. For instance, if they are in

low spirits on account of reckless training during th e

training period, make them give up their t raining and

allow them to rest. A coach must not make them

practice too ~uch because he believes th at to be his

duty. On the contrary this will have a bad influence.

Make them rest three or four days and cheer them

up by telling some stori es. This will improve their

time in the race, and will do them no harm. If

the coach should discover defects in the swimmers'

form, do not scold them, but correct them by schedule

as said before. If there are breast stroke swimmers who

do not turn by touching with both hands but who do

so in a slanting way, teach th em how to turn by using

the side of the pool. Or if the leg movement of the

swimmers is not good, let them practice 100 metres of

flutter kick. Making them practice regularly with fixed

teamwork, should always be the rule for training.



JAPANESE NATIONAL SWIMMING RECORDS

MEN

FREE STYLE

Distance Time Holder Team Where Made Length of Date MadeCourse

50 Metres 25.8s. Shigeo Takahashi Waseda Univ. Tokyo 50 Metres Sept. 1935
50 1/ 25.8s. Masaharu Taguchi Rikkyo Univ. II II 1/ Sept. 1935

- 100 II 572s. Masanori Yusa Nihon Univ. 1/ 1/ II Sept. 1935
200 II 2m. l1.2s. Masanori Yusa Nihon Univ. /I II II Aug. 1935
300 II 3m. 32.0s. Hiroshi Negami Rikkyo Univ. II II II Aug. 1935
400 II 4m.45.2s. Hiroshi Negami Rikkyo Univ. II II II Aug. 1935
400 II 4m.452s. Hiroshi Negami Rikkyo Univ. 1/ II II Sept. 1935
400 II 4m.45.4s. Shozo Makino Waseda Univ. II II II Sept. 1935
500 1/ 6m.09.8s. Shozo Makino Waseda Univ. II 1/ 1/ Sept. 1935
800 1/ 9m.55.8s. Shozo Makino Waseda Univ. 1/ II II Sept. 1935

1000 /I 12m. 41.8s. Hiroshi Negami St . Paul Club 1/ II II Aug. 1934
1500 1/ 19m.08.0s. Kusuo Kitamura Kochi Com. School 1/ II 1/ Aug . 1933

BREAST STROKE
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100 Metres 11m. 13.0s. I Reizo Koike IKeio Univ. Tokyo Iso Metres IAug. 1935

200 'Metres 2m. 41.2s. Reizo Koike IKeio Univ. Tokyo SO Metres Aug. 1935

200 II 2m. 42.4s. Tetsuo Hamuro Nihon Univ. 1/ 1/ " Sept. 1935

400 1/ 6m.24.4s. Yoshiyuki Tsuruta Japanese Team 1/ 1/ 1/ Oct. 1928

400 1/ 5m.06.8 s. Reizo Koike Keio Univ. 1/ 25 1/ Sept . 1933

500 " 8m.3O.8s. Yoshiyuki Tsuruta Japanese Team Osaka SO 1/ Sept. 1926

500 1/ 7m. SO.4s. Reizo Koike Numazu Com. School Tokyo 25 1/ April 1932

50 Metres 3O.8s. Masaji Kiyokawa Tokyo Col. Com. Tokyo 50 Metres Sept . 1933

100 1/ 1 m. 08.6s. Masaji Kiyokawa Japanese Team Los Angeles, 1/ 1/ Aug. 1932U.S.A.
200 " 2m. 35.2 s. Kiichi Yoshida Saeki Middle School Tokyo II II Aug. 1935

200 II 2m. 35.2s. Masaji Kiyokawa Nagoya Higher Com. Nagoya 25 /I Sept . 1932

200 /I 2m. 35.4s. Yasuhiko Kojima Shudo Middle School II SO /I Oct. 1935

400 1/ 5m.30.4s. Masaji Kiyokawa Tokyo Col. Com. Tokyo /I 1/ Oct. 1933

200 Metres 1 m. 46.0s.

K. Takemural
Y. Shimura

Y. Sakagami

S. Takahashi
S. Arai

BACK STROKE

RELAY

Waseda U. Team Tokyo SO Metres I Sept. 1935
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50 Metres 31.6s, Hatsuo Matsuzawa Osaka Swim. Team Osaka 50 Metres Aug. 1933
100 /I 1m. 14.6s. Tsuneko Furuta Nakaizumi Girls' H. Tokyo 1/ 1/ Oct. 1935
100 1/ 1m. 14.6s. Kazue Kojima Chubu Team 1/ 1/ 1/ Aug. 1935
100 1/ 1 m. 13.4s. Kazue Kojima Sugiyama Team 1/ 25 1/ · Oct. 1933
200 /I 2m. 45.0s. Kazue Kojima Sugiyama Girls'S. Nagoya 50 1/ July 1933
200 /I 2m. 42.8s. Kazue Kojima Sugiyama Girls'S. 1/ 25 1/ July 1933
300 1/ 4m.22.6 s. Hatsuko Morioka Seibu Team Tokyo 50 . 1/ Aug. 1935

50 Metres I Aug. 1935
Y. Shimura )400 Metres I 3 m. 55.6s, I R. Hirano

M. Yusa

~y= }
800 1/ I 8 m. 52.2s. I S. Ishiharada

S. Makino
H. Negami

K. Yoshida

1300 /I I 3 m, 20.8s, IR. Koike
Medley M. Yusa

Japanese Team

Japanese Team

Japanese Team

WOMEN

FREE STYLE

Tokyo

1/

1/

1/

/I

1/

1/

Aug. 1935

Aug. 1935
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400 Metres 5m.53.0s. Kazue Kojima Sugiyama Girls'S. Nagoya 50 Metres Aug. 1933

400 1/ 5m. 49.6s. Kazue Kojima Sugiyama Girls'S. 1/ 25 1/ Aug. 1933

500 1/ 7m. 44.8s. Hatsuko Morioka Ibaraki Swim. Team Osaka 50 1/ July 1933

500 /I 7m.35.6s. Hatsuko Morioka Ibaraki Swim. Team Tokyo 25 1/ Oct. 1933

800 1/ 12m. 31.8s. Hatsuko Morioka Ibaraki Swim. Team Osaka 50 /I July 1935

1000 1/ 15m. 57.0 s. Hatsuko Morioka Ibaraki Swim. Team 1/ 1/ 1/ July 1933
1500 /I 24 m. 08.6 s. Hatsuko Morioka Ibaraki Swim. Team 1/ 1/ 1/ July 1933

BREAST STROKE

50 Metres 4O.6s. Hideko Maehata Sugiyama Girls'S. Nagoya 50 Metres June 1935
100 /I 1m. 25.7s . Hideko Maehata Sugiyama Girls' S. 1/ 1/ 1/ July 1935

200 1/ 3m.02.8s. Hideko Maehata Sugiyama Girls'S. 1/ 1/ 1/ Sept. 1934
200 1/ 2m.00.4s. Hideko Maehata Sugiyama Girls'S. Tokyo 25 /I Sept. 1933

400 1/ 6m.37.6s. Hideko 'Maehata Sugiyama Girls'S. Nagoya 50 1/ Aug. 1933

400 /1 6m.24.8s. Hideko Maehata Sugiyama Girls'S. Tokyo 25 II Oct. 1933
500 /I 8m.03.4s. Hideko Maehata Sugiyama Girls'S. 1/ 1/ 1/ Oct. 1933

BACK STROKE
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50 Metres
100 II

200 1/

39.4s.
1 m. 25.1s.
3m. 1O.4s.

Misao Yokota
Misao Yokota
Misao Yokota

Kyoto Butoku

Japanese Team
Kyoto Butoku

Osaka
Los Angeles,

U.S.A.
Hyogo

50 Metres
1/ 1/

1/ 1/

Aug. 1933
Aug. 1932
Sept. 1933 ~
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AMONG THE WORLD'S
BEST SWIMMERS

236 JAPANESE NATIONAL RECORDS John Weissmuller , U.S.A., Free Style.
Jean Taris, France, Free Sty le.
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WORLD'S BEST SWIMMING RECORDS
MEN

Distance Time Holder Nation Where Made Length of Date MadeCourse

100 Metres 56.85. Pete r Fick U.S.A. New Haven , U.S.A. 25 Yards Mar. 1934
200 II 2m. 08.0 5. John Weissmuller U.S.A. Ann Arbor, U.S.A. 1/ 1/ Apr. 1927
300 II 3m. 24.45. J. R. Gilhula U.S.A. Detroit, U.S.A. 1/ 1/ Aug. 1933
400 1/ 4m.46.4s. Shozo Makino Japan Tokyo 50 Metres Aug. 1933

500 II S m. 57.85. Jack Medica U.S.A. Seattle , U.S.A. 25 Yards June 1933
800 1/ 10m. 01.25. Shozo Makino Japan Tokyo 50 Metres Sept. 1934

1000 1/ 12m. 41.85. Hiroshi Negami Japan Tokyo 1/ 1/ Aug. 1934

1500 1/ 19m. 0725. Arne Borg Sweden Bologna, Italy 1/ 1/ Sept. 1927

BREAST STROKE

100 Metres 1 m. 12.45. J. Cartonnet France Paris, France 25 Metres Feb. 1933
200 /I 2m. 42.45. Ernst Sietas Germany Dusseldorf, Germany 1/ /I Mar. 1935
400 1/ Sm. SO.2s. Erich Rademacher y ermany New Haven, U.S.A. 25 Yards Mar. 1926
500 1/ 7m.33.1s. P. Schwartz Germ any Braunschweig, 25 Metres Jan . 1933Germany
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BACK STROKE

100 Metres 1 m. 08.2s, I George Kojac U.S.A. Amsterdam, Holland Iso Metres I Aug. 1928
~
c.:>co



200

400

1/

II

2m. 322 s.

5 m. 30.4s.

George Kojac

Masaji Kiyokawa
U.S.A.

Japan

RELAY

New Haven, U.S.A.
Tokyo

25 Yards
25 Metres

June 1930
Sept. 1933

I>:>

~

Y. ~Y=ID 1
800 Metres 8m. 58.4s. M. Yusa Japanese Team Los Angeles, U.S.A. 50 Metres Aug. 1932

H. Toyota

T . Yokoyama

t Editor's note: In th e Bre ast Stroke, J. Cartonnet, France. made a new r ecord of 2 m. 39.6s. in 200 metres; in the Back Stroke,
Adolph Kiefer. U.S.A. made new records in th e following: 100 metres in 1m. 06.2 s. at Berlin an d Lrn. 04.9 s. at Breslau, Germany .
200 metres in 2 m. 27.4s. at Budapest , and 400 meters in 5 m. 17.8s . at Copenhagen; Shozo Makino. Japan, ma de a new record of
9m. 55.8s. in 800 metres Free Style at T okyo; and Japanese Team made a re cord of 8m. 52.2s . for the 800 me tres Free Style
Relay; all of which were made this year. but formal notification th at th ey have been passed by the Intemaional Amateur
Swimming Federation has not been received by the N.S.R. (Dec. 1935)

W OMEN

FREE STYLE

~

~
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~rr:
H
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100 Metres
200 II

300 II

400 II

1m.04.8 s.
2m. 28.6s.

3m. 58.0s.
5m.16.0s.

W. Den Ouden
W. Den Ouden

W. Den Ouden
W. Den Ouden

Holland
Holland

Holland
Holland

Rotterdam, Holland
Rotterdam, Holland

Rotterdam , Holland
Rotterdam, Holland

25 Metres
II /I

II II

II II

Apr. 1934
May 1933

Oct. 1933
July 1934

500 Metres 1 6 m. 48.4s. W. Den Ouden Holland Rotterdam, Holland, 25 Metres May 1935
SOO II !*11 m. 44.3s. Lenore Kight U.S.A. Jones Beach, U.S.A. 55 Yards July 1933

1000 II 114 m. 44.8 s. Helene Madison U.S.A. New York, U.S.A. II II July 1931
1500 II ~m. 17.2s. Helene Madison U.S.A. New York, U.S.A. II II July 1931

100 Metres 1 m. 16.8s. R. Mastenbroek Holland Dusseldorf, Germ any 25 Metres Nov. 1934
200 II 2 m. 49.6 s. R. Mastenbroe k Holland Amsterdam, Holland II II Jan. 1935
400 II 6m.05.0s. R. Mastenbroek Holland Basel, Switzerland II II Apr. 1935

J.~- )
A. Ti mmermans

,
400 Metres 4m.33.3s. Holland Rotterdam, Holland 25 Metres Apr. 1934

R. Mastenbroek
W. Den Ouden

100 Metres
200 II

400 II

500 II

1 1 m. 24.5 s.

1

3 m. OO.4s.
6m. 24.8s.

- 8m. 03.8 s.

H. Hiilzner
Hideko Maehata
Hideko Maehata
Hideko Maehata

BREAST STROKE

Germany

Japan
Japan
Japan

BACK STROKE

RELAY

Copenhagen, Denmark!
Tokyo
Tokyo
Tokyo

25 Metres
II II

1/ II

II II

Jan. 1935
Sept. 1933
Oct. 1933
Oct. 1933 Ic:

g.s

~
~
t:rJ

~

* S alt Wa ter.
t Editor's Note : In th e 300 metres F ree Style, Miss W. Den Ouden , Holland. rene wed her own record with the time of 3 m. 50.4s.

at Copenhagen. September 1935.
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OLYMPIC GAMES SWIMMING RECORDS
MEN

EvENT HOLDER NATION RECORD WHERE MADE

100 Metres Free Style Yasuji Miyazaki Japan 58.0 s, (Heat) Los Angeles, 1932

400 Metres Free Style Clarence Crabbe United States 4m.48.4s. Los Angeles, 1932

1500 Metres Free Style Kusuo Kitamura Japan 19m. 12.4s. Los Angeles, 1932

200 Metres Breast Stroke Reizo Koike Japan 2 m. 44.9s. (Heat) Los Angeles, 1932

400 Metres Breast Stroke W. Bathe Germany 6m. 29.~ s. Stockholm, ' 1912

100 Metres Back Stroke George Koiac United States 1 m. 082s. Amsterdam, 1928

Y. Miyazaki

I800 Metres Free Style Relay
M. Yusa Japan 8m. 58.4s . Los Angeles, 1932
H. Toyota
T . Yokoyama

WOMEN

100 Metres Free Style Helene Madison United States 1m.06.8s. Los Angeles, 1932

300 Metres Free Style Ethelda Bleibtrey United States 4 m. 34.0s. Antwerp, 1920

400 Metres Free Style Helene Madison United States Sm. 28.5s. Los Angeles, 1932

100 Metres Back Stroke Eleanor Holm United States 1 m. 18.3s, ( Heat) Los Angeles, 1932

200 Metres Breast Stroke Clare Dennis Australia 3m.06.3s. Los Angeles, 1932

J. McKim, H. JOhnS}

400_Metres Free Style Relay E. Garatti Saville United States 4m.38.0s. Los Angeles, 1932

H . Madison

COMPARISON OF RECORDS

~

~
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EVENTS WORLD JAPANESE OLYMPIC
MEN Holder Time Holder Time Holder Time

100:Metres"Free Style Peter Fick, U.S.A. 56.8s. Masanori Yusa 57.2s. Yasuji Miyazaki, Japan 58.0s.
400 Metres Free Style *Jack Medica, U.S.A. 4m.38.7s. Hiroshi Negami 4m.45.2s. Clarence Crabbe, U.S.A. 4m. 48.4s.

1500:Metres Eree Style Arne Borg, Sweden 19m.07.2s. Kusuo Kitamura 19m.08.0s. Kusuo Kitamura, Japan 19m. 12.4s.
200:'Metres!Breast Stroke "J. Cartonnet, France 2m. 39.6s. Reizo Koike 2m. 41.2s. Reizo Koike, Japan 1m. 44.9s.

100 Metres Back Stroke *Adolph Kiefer, 1m.04.9s. Masaji Kiyokawa 1m.08.6s. George Kojac, U.S.A. 1m. 08.2s., U.S.A.
Yusa,

1"-'
Yusa

I -j800 Metres Relay Ishiharada 8m. 52.2s. Ishiharada 8m. 52.2s. Yusa Japan 8m. 58.4s.
Makino Makino Toyota
Negami Negami Yokoyama

WOMEN

100 Metres Free Style W. Den Ouden, 1m.04.8s. Tsuneko Furuta 1m. 14.6s Helene Madison, U.S.A. 1m.06.8s.Hollimd

400 Metres Free Style W. Den Ouden, 5m.16.0s. Kazue Kojima 5m. 53.0s Helene Madison, U.S.A. 5m. 28.5s.Holland

100 Metres Back Stroke R. Mastenbroek, 1m. 16.8s. Misao Yokota 1m. 25.1s. Eleanor Holm U.S.A. 1m. 19.4s.Holland

200 Metres Breast Stroke I-I. Maehata, Japan 3m.00.4s. Hideko Maehata 3m.00.4s. Clare Dennis, Australia 3m. 06.35.

J. S.''''''''' }"" Kojima, YOkota,} Mckim, Johns }400 Metres Relay A. Timmermans § 4m.33.3s. 5m.06.7s.
R. Maste nbroek ~ S '11 Madi U.S.A. 4m.38.0s.Morioka, Arata aVI e, son
W. Den Ouden

*Editor's Note: Formal notification of these records' acceptance by the International Amateur Swimming Federation has not been received
by the N.S.R. as yet. (Dec. 1935)
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Among the Contributors

Zorai Kimura
is a graduate from the Waseda University lIS is

Katsuo Takaishi, and was a back stroke swimmer. H e
took part in the Olympic Games in 1928 at Amsterdam,
and joined an expedition to Hawaii.

Now, he is a writer for the Shimbun Rengo. He is
also a swimming critic.

Masaji Kiyokawa
came out into the limelight in the American-Japanese

Swimming Meet in 1931, the year previous, to the
Tenth Olympic Games at Los Angeles. He also made a
new world record in the 100 metres back stroke at the
Tenth Olympiad.

H e became a swimmer when he was a pupil of
middle school. He won his place among the world's
swimmers while at the Nagoya Higher Commercial
School. At present, he is attending the Tokyo College of
Commerce. Between last year and this year, he went to
Australia and coached many swimmers there in the Japa
nese style swimming.

H e has a resolute character and is rather reticent but
has a great popularity.

Miss Hideko Maehata,
besides being supreme ·in Japanese women's swimming,

is foremost in the world for women's breast stroke
swimming.

She is a student of Sugiyama Women's College in
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Nagoya. She had initially gone to the contest in H awaii
and then had participated in the Tenth Olympic Games
at Los Angeles where she won the second place in 200
metres breast stroke. She is resolved that at the next
Olympiad in Berlin, she will win first place.

Her swimming is novel among Japanese women, her
arms are strong, as it should be, for she has an excellent
physique. Since she was thirteen years old, she has
appeared in women's swimming contests, and every year
she has renewed her own record. At present she holds
three world records.

Shozo Makino
is one of Japan's greatest hopes in the next Olympic

Games in 1936, because of his excellent health.
At the last Los Angeles Olympiad, 1932, he was

defeated by K itamura in the 1500 metres but he has
improved. Now, he has two national records, one is 4
min. 46.4 sec. in the 400 metres race, and the other,
10 min. 1.2 sec. in the 800 metres race, and in 1935 he
renewed the latter with the time of 9 min. 55.8 sec. He
has a Japanese record in the 500 metres of 6 min. 9.8
see., and also a splendid record in 1500 metres.

H e is twenty years of age, and a student at the
Waseda U niversity. He weighs 117 pounds and is 5
feet, 1 inch tali, therefore, his body is rather small
for swimming. But, we must duly appreciate his fine
fighting spirit, full ambition and eagerness to win the
world's record in spite of a rather small body. This fact
shows that it is not necessary to have a body of perfect
measurements in order to become good swimmers. The
success of swimmers depend upon their training and upon
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the coach. Ma kino has a good and gentle nature, and
is a diligent student .

Baron Masao Matsunaga

was born in K umamoto, in the I sland of K ytlshu,
where swimming as a military ar t has flourished since
th e olden days. There, he went swimming with his
father since he was five or six years old.

But it was not until 1895 that he formally began
to learn how to swini at the swimming department of
the Nippon Taiiku Kai (J apan Physical E ducation
Society), of HamachO, Tokyo. Among the forms that he
learned were: Mukai R yu, Suifu Ryu, and Kobori
R ytl .

Baron Matsunaga has taught swimming from about
twenty years of age at the Chiba and Miyag-i secondary
schools and also at the Milita ry Academy.

The reason for Baron Matsunaga's earnestness in learning
an d teaching swimming is because his younger brother
was drowned while takinK swimming exercises at the
Sendai Local Military Cadet School. As a memorial to
his brothcr, Baron Matsunaga is endeavoring to teach
swimming so th at there will be no one not knowing how
to swim in J apa n.

Since 1918 foreign style of swimming has influenced
Japanese swimming and has turned it from the traditional
swimming to a racing and competitive sport.

A~ .there is dIu.Igor of the old traditional swimming as
a military art bemg forgotten, Baron Matsunaga created
the Nippon Yuei R emmei (Japanese Am ateur Classical
Swimming Federation in 1925 with others of similar
opinion. The followers of the various schools of Samurai
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styles of swimming are members of the league which is
interested in developing and spreading the t raditional
-Iapenese swimming.

Baron Mateunaga is training swimming coaches mainly
now.

Ikkaku Matsuzawa
is the noted honorary coach who led the Japanese

swimming team to victory in the Tenth Olympic Games
at Los Angeles. F or nearly ten years of his student life,
while attending the Tokyo First Middle School, the First
H igher School . and the I mperial U niversity of Tokyo,
he was active as a swimmer of the first r ank in Japan.
At first, he was a champion of the shor t distance races,
but gradually changed into a long distance swimmer .
Incidentall y, his beautiful form was tile object of great
admirat ion. In 1921, while a student at the F irst
Higher School, he was inst rumental in forming the Nippon
I ntercollegeate Swimming Association as its promoter
ann executer .

I n those days as there were no suitable pools in J apan,
the swimming meets were held in the seas or lakes.
W hen the First Higher School sent their cha mpions to the
intercollegiate games, there was only one, Matsuzawa,
who was able to offer competit ion to the others, as there
were so few outstanding ones. It is quite appropriate
then that he, who suffered such inconveniences and who
created the league with very little help, should become
the leader of J apanese swimming.

For some t ime after graduation from the I mper ial
University, he did not appear actively in swimming
associations, but occupied himself with the business and

I

I
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organization of the Amateur Swimming F ederation of
J apan. In the year 1929, when for the first time· the
J apanese girls' swimming team went on an expedition to
H awaii, he went along as their coach. As a result of
this trip, ~e formall y became a coach although, previous
to that time, he had often taught students and also
swimming teams from every part of J apan.

H e is kind-hearted and courteous ; and it is recognized
by all th at his swimming form itself is graceful.

This girls' team was the first expedition from Japan
to participate in a swimming contest in Hawaii and Mr .
Matsuzawa was greatly responsible for its success as was
the brilliant work of Miss H ideko Maehata . After that .
the Japanese swimming team prepared itself for the
Olympic Games in Los An geles. Mr. Matsuzawa was
immediately appointed as coach, and he with his assistant,
Kazuo Nada, made every effort to develop a winning team.

In 1931, the N.S.R. welcomed American teams to
J apan and defeated them. E ncouraged by such contests
they easily became the victors at the Tenth Olympiad:
At that time Mr. Matsuzawa resolved on different tactics
with regards to coaching the team. H e undertook a strict
system of training according to army discipline. He
made them lead a systematical life. It is said th at the
reason for Japan's victory in America is the strict and
systematic coaching of Mr. Matsuzawa. At the forth
coming E leventh Olympiad in Berl in, he will un
questionably appear as the coach.

His major characteristics are prudence and frankness .
And now, he is giving self-sacrificing devotion to the
swimming federation. One can seldom find as fine It

coach as this.
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Yasuj i Miyazaki
won the victory in the 100 metres free style swimming

in the L os Angeles Olympic Games. H e is one of the
world's foremost short distance racers. In 1934, as he
impaired his health, he rested for a year from exercises
and games, in order to recuperate for the coming Olympiad
in Berlin, 193G. H e is very careful of his condition
and having a deeply-rooted endurance, checked himself
from displaying his ability. But lately, as he has
recovered his health, he has been exercising diligently
and will appear in the Olympic Games, and no doubt, in
the preliminary swimming meets before Berlin. 'We can
not say anything about his condit ion lately but his speed
is just the same as before. H e is a student of the Keio
University.

Shigeo Sagita
was the first to advocate the Nippon Intercollegiate

Swimming Association in 1921, and hus been exerting
himself in the J apanese swimming world great ly. Now,
he is the sport's reporter for Nippon Shimbun Remmei,
and besides this, he is the editor of "Baseball," a
magazine.

Takahiro Saito
was a free style swimmer in 100 and 1500 metres

races in the early clays of swimming in J apan. After
war ds he began to practice the 100 metres back stroke.
At th e E ighth Olympic Games, Paris, 1924, he placed
sixth in the 100 metres back stroke race with the record
of 1 min. 19.8 sec.

In 1925, as the Captain of the Nippon Swimming
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delegates, he went to Hawaii, and the next year, 1926
he went to Australia with 'Iukaishi, one of the famous
swimmers and showed glorious results there.

From F ebruary to November, 1935, he W ItS engaged
us a swimming coach to Brazil, appointed by the Amateur
Swimming Federation of J apan, and endeavored to improve
Brazilian swimming and has made remarkable progress.
So much improvement has been shown, that one of the
swimmers shortened his own record time about two
minutes in the 1500 metres race. Saito gained credit
with the public as a great coach.

Since he is a back stroke swimmer, and was formerly
an expert in long distance swimming, he understands all
the styles of swimming. He is prominent as coach
in swimming. It is splendid that he, when he trains
swimmers, reforms and corrects their bad habits very
kindly showing each one his faults.

Saito is a graduate of the Rikkyo University, and now
is It sports writer on swimming for the Osaka Maiui chi
and th e Tokyo Nichi-Nichi.

Katsuo Takaishi
is the first swimmer who made Japauese swimming

internationally popular. At th e E ighth Olympic Games,
Paris, 1924, he was fifth in both the 100 metres in
1 min. 03.0 seo., and the 1500 metres in 22 min. 10,8 sec.
This was the first time th at a J apanese swimmer succeeded
in placing in the Olympic Games.

I n the Ninth Olympiad, Amsterdam, 1928, he competed
us the captain of the J apanese swimming team. He swam
the 100 metres in 1 min. flat, and was third after
Weissmuller and Barany. H e also took part in the
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1500 metres, but gave up before the end.
Takaishi took part as the captain -of the swimming

team in 1932, at the Tenth Olympic Games, Los Angeles.
But at that time he clidnot compete in the races, because
of his health and because there were many swimmers
who made better records than he. So he worked hard
ItS a member of the coaching staff' in order to get the
Japanese team in condition to win.

There are only a few swimmers who have competed in
th e Olympic Games three times as he has. His record
improved year after year, making a new record every
ycar for about ten years. This proves how diligently
ho practiced his swimming and exerted himself to improve
the swimming in Japan. He swam both the 100 metres
and the 1500 metres frec style, but his favorite race was
th e 100 metres and, in the days when he was in best
condition, he established a record of 58.6 sec. which no
one in Japan could break for a long time.

H e is a graduate of Waseda University and is twenty
nine years old. H e took part in the Paris Olympic
Games when he was ninteen years of age, and swam in
his first Japanese contest when he was fifteen years old,
a pupil at the Ibaraki Middle School.

H e competed not only in the Olympic Games but in
Far Eastern Championship Games several times, and
always placed first in the 100 metres race. He also
visited Hawaii and Australia where he exhibited his
swimming and tried to introduce Japanese swimming.

Now, his life as a champion being over, he is devoting
his time and energy to coaching the juniors in Osaka.
He is 5 feet, 8 inches tall, weighs 148} lb. and has It

perfect body for swimming.
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Yoshiyuki Tsuruta
was the first Japanese>to win a championship in an

Olympic swimming contest. H e won the 200 metres
breast stroke at the Ninth Olympic Games held in
Amsterdam, 1928 making the Olympic record of 2 min.
48 sec., his usual record.

Next, at the Los Angeles Olympic Games in 1932,
Tsnruta again won the championship in the 200 metres
breast stroke with 2 min. 45.4 sec. and again renewed the
Olympic record. At that time he was 30 years old, 5 feet,
7 inches in height, and 160 pounds in weight.

I n swimming it is said that the prime of life is from
17 to 23 or 4, when the body is strongest. Most of the
Japanese champions are young, so a champion, who made
such a great record in middle age as he did, is very
rare. It is very unusual for one person to win the
championship twice at the Olympic Games, but he did
so, and he is in high spirits as he grows older . His
energy is hopeful. But now he has withdrawn from
competition and has taken charge of the Nagoya Swim
ming Pool.

P rimarily he learned the Japanese classic style of
swimming. When he was in the Saseho Naval Station as
a sailor, he appeared in the All-Japan Swimming
Championship Meet and was recognised. F rom that time
he devoted himself to breast stroke. After he finished his
military service, he entered Meiji University and applied
himself to his studies.

Not only did he take part twice in the Olympic
Games, but he also wielded much power in the H awaii
expedition. Moreover he, as one of the Meiji University
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team, went to Hawaii and contested against Yale Univer-

sity . >

He is a never-to-be-forgotten man who has rendered
good service in the J apanese swimming circle and in his
knowledge about .breast stroke, he is without a peer.
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All-Japan Swimming Champion

ship Meet 21, 30, 31, 197,
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Amateur Swimm ing Federation
of Japan ( N.S.R.) 11, 166,
174, 200, 240, 248

in Brazil 250
American Crawl 89
American - Japanese Swimming

Meet 22-24
Second Meet 31-39, 197

A01'i-Ashi 69, 75, 78, 79, 81, 82
A ori-A shi Rittai 82
Arai, Nobuo 12, 14, 15
Ar ai, Shigeo 37, 38, 192, 233
Arata, Yukie 236, 243
Arbin 4
A shi-X arami 55
Azuchi-Momoyama Period 8 f.n.
Back Stroke 162-173

Start 169
Turning 171
Goal-Touch 172
Method of Training 173

Bathe, W. 242
BattIer 21
Bleibtrey, Ethelda 242
Borg, Arne 16, 30, 194, 239, 243
Branch, Russell E. 38
Breast Stroke 148-161

Women's 174-184

Cartonnet, J. 239, 240, 243
Charlton, 13, 14, 28
Ohimba-Nulci. S
Christy, J. 28
Ohugaeri 51
Classic Swimming 59-85
Coaching 219
Crabbe, Clarence 14, 21, 27,

242, 243
Crawl Stroke 91- 135
Den Ouden, W. 240, 241, 243
Dennis, Clare 29, 180, 242, 243
Drysdale, Taylor 38
Far Eastern Championship

Games 12, 197, 251
Second 4
Fourth 5
Fifth 7
Sixth 7
Seventh 11
Eighth 14
Ninth 21
Tenth 30

Fick, Peter 37, 134, 239, 243
Fissler, 24, 158
Frog-Kick 49, 67, 68, 69
Frog-K ick Swimming 59-64, 178
Fujimoto 7
Furni-Ashi 42
Fum i-Ashi R iuai 83
Furuta, Tsuneko 334, 243
Fuse-Ukimi 85
Garatti, E. (Saville) 179, 242,

243
Gilhula, Jame s 23, 39, 239
Ha 52
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Ha muro, T etsuo 38, 40, 198, 233
Harris, G. 12
Harri s, T . 12
H eitai-Eilto 59-74, 84
Higgins, John H. 38
Hirano, Ryo 38, 234
H im -Oyoyi 49, 148, 162
H itoe-N oslti 75-78, 79
Hoffm an, Miss 179
Holm, Eleanor 242, 243
Holzner, H. 241
Honda, Soichiro 31, 143, 195
Hora-Oai 56
Hosono, T sunejiro 55
Howland, John 23
Ibaraki Middle School 7, 251
Ikada- Zumo 52
Ikue 29
Inmow 4~ 53, 159, 161
Iriye, Toshio 14, 15, 22, 27, 28,

196
Ishida 8
Ishida 29
Ishiharada, Sunao, 27, 32, 37,

39, 195, 234, 243
Iwakura RY1~ 41, 42-43, 49, 53
I zanagi-w-Mikoto 1 f.n., 2
I zanami-no-lIfikoto 1 f.n,
Japan Amateur Athletic

Association (Japan A.A.A.)
8, 11

Japanese Crawl 88, 91
Jimmu, Emperor 1
Johns, H. 242, 243
JuJi-Sltime 55
Kahanamoku 190
Kalili Brothers 21

Manuella 22, 23, 27
Maiola 22, 24

Kasley, Jack E. 38
K ata-N uki 78
Ka ta-N ukite-H itoe-Noshi 5, 53,

78-80
Kata yama, Kanekichi 27
K awltu-Qozen-Oyogi 50
Kawaishi, T atsugo 27
Kaw azu, Kentaro 23, 24, 27, 28,

32, 38, 196
Kerber, R. 28
Kialoha 12, 13
Kiefer, Adolph 240, 243
Kight, Lenore 241
Kimura, Zorai 11, 13, 14, 15,

189,244
Kiphuth, Robert J. H. 22, 32
Kitajima, S 236
Kitamura, Kusuo 27, 28, 30, 88,

144, 193, 195, 23~ 24~ 243,
245

Kiyokawa, Masaji 22, 23, 24, 27,
28, 30, 195, 196, 233, 243,
244

Kobayashi, K. 29
Kobori Ryu 21, 41, 50-51, 246
K olm R yu 3
Koike, Reizo 24, 27, 29, 30, 32,

38. 40, 88, 148, 197, 198, 199,
232, 233, 234. 242, 243

Kojac, George 14, 239, 240, 242
243

Kojima, Kazue 234, 235, 236,
243

Kojima, Yasuhiko 233
Kon ukite

Right Form 72-73
Abridged Form 73-74
With Flutter Kick 74

Kiippers, E. 28

K lfJankai Ryu 2, 41, 49-50. 148,
162

Kyogi 58
Laufer 14, 16
Lindegren, Arthur 37
Luning 12
Macionis, John J. 37
Madison, Helene 241, 242, 243
Blae-Gamo 56
Maehata, Hideko 29, 148, 174,

235, 236, 241, 243, 244, 248
Makino, Shozo 22, 23, 27, 28,

30, 31, 32, 37, 39, 40, 88, 91,
189, 192, 194, 232, 234, 239,
240 243, 245

Maki-Otoshi 55
Mastenbroek, R. 241, 243
Mat 56
Matsunaga, Baron Masao 41,

246
Matsuzawa, Hatsuo 234
Matsuzawa, Ikkaku 7, 27, 32,

86, 179,247
Mawatari, Y. 15, 21
McKim, J. 242, 243
Medica, Jack 31, 37, 194, 239,

243
Meiji, Emperor 11
Meiji, Restoration of 86, 87
Meiji Shrine Games, Swimming

Events of 11
Sixth 30

Meiji Shrine Pool 22, 32, 143
Metcalfe, M. 134
Miyahara, T. 8, 15
Miyazaki, Yasuji 23, 24, 27, 28,

29, 88, 136, 190, 191, 240,
242, 243, 249

Miyoshi, Yasukazu 4

Morioka, Hatsuko 234, 235, 236,
243

M()rQ-Nu/,;ite 53-54
lJf()rote-N08hi 80-81
Mukai-Shogen 2
Mukai Ryu 2, 41, 55-56, 246
Muromachi Shogunate 86 f.n.
Nayirw.ta 57
Nakagawa, Shigeo 27,29
National Women's Swimming

Championship, 1929 179
Negami, Hiroshi 31, 32, 37, 39,

40, 91, 194, 232, 234, 239,
243

N inzu- Uke-SUijutl5U 55
Nippon Intercollegiate Swimming

Association 247, 249
Nippon Suizyo Kyogi Renmei

(N.S.R.) See Amateur Swim
ming Federation of Japan

Nippon Taiiku Kai 246
Noda, Kazuo 8, 12, 27, 248
No/ima Ryu 41, 54-55
Noju, Michitaro 4
Noyori 11
Nukite 67, 162
Oda-Nobunaga 86 f.n,
O-funate-Bugyo 2
Ogiyama, Ujisada 49
Ohbata-Okiwatari 57
Oltnukite

With Frog-Kick 67-69
With Aori-Ashi 69-71

Ohta H a of Suifu Ryu 52-54
Ohta , Sutezo 3
ou« FJiho 53, 75-81
Ohyokota, Tsutomu 27, 28
Olympic Games (Olympiad)

Seventh, Antwerp 4, 5, 91
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Eighth, Paris 8, 86, 249, 250,
251

Ninth, Amsterdam 15-16, 86,
148, 244, 250

Tenth, Los Angeles 22, 27-2 9,
32, 86, 87, 89, 91, 155, 160,
175, 179, 190, 194, 196, 197,
244, 245, 247, 248, 249, 251

Olympic records 13, 29, 243
Onoda 7,8
Rademacher, Er ich 16, 239
Reiki 56
Rittai-Eiho 49, 58, 82-83
Ryan, N. 28
Ryowa-Noshi

Right Form 64-66
Abridged Form 66

Ryzt 2 f.n , 59
Sagita, Shigeo 1, 249
Saito, Kanekichi 4, 5
Saito, T akahiro 7, 8, 12, 13, 14,

86, 200, 249
Sak agami, Yasutaro 40, 192,

233
Salea-lom 57
Sakurai, K. 236
Samurai 41 f.n ., 162
Samurai Styles of Swimming

41-58
Sasanuma R yu 3
Sata. Tokuhei 13, 14, 15, 21
Saville, E. Garatti See Garatti , E.'
Schw artz, P . 239
Schwarz, AI 27
Selbach, J. 241, 243
Sengoku Jid ai 86 f.n.
SlJ7I8u-Morogaschi 55-56
Senie 77, 78, 85
Se-Ukimi 84

Sltiju-]{yogi 58
Shimazaki 27
Shimrna, Rokuhei 195
Shimura, Yoshihisa 38, 40, 192,

233,234
Shin-Ashi 70, 78
Shind<m R Ylt 2, 41, 51-52
Shogun 3
Short Distance Racing 136-140
Shusoku· Gammi 51
Sietas, Ernst 29, 239
Sud euume-Shiai 55
Suehiro, Dr. Izutaro 8
Suichu-Watariai·no-Koto 55
Sui/u R yu 30, 41, 52-54, 64, 72,

246
Suikyu-Reisha 52-53
Sui shin Ryu 57
Suisbo 54-55
Suitoh Ryu 41
Sugimoto 27, 28
Sumo 52 f .n.
Suzuki 27
Swimming Meet Between Three

Continents 30
Tabata, M. 27
l 1.lOhi·Oyogi 49
Tachi-Oyogi 54
Tachi-Oyogi-Shagcki, 51
l 'achi-Ukimi 84
Taguchi, Masaharu 192, 232
T aisho, Emperor 7
Takahama, Yoshiharu 4
Takahashi, Shigeo 27, 40, 192

232
Takaishi, Katsuo 7, 8, 11, 12,

13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 27,
86,244,250

Takebayashi, Takaji 15

"

Takeda Ryu 3
Takemura 21, 23, 27, 40, 233
Taniguchi . M. 236
Taris, Jean 28, 192
Tatami 56 f.n,
Thompson, R. 27
Timmermans, A. 241, 243
Tokugawa

Era 186
Government 2
Period 1
Shogunate 41, 87 If.n.

Tokugawa-Iyesada 3
Tokugawa-Iyeyasu 87 f.n.
Tolan, Eddie 134
Tosuijul8u 2, 51
Toyota, Hisakichi 27, 28, 240,

242,243
Toyotomi-Hideyoshi 87 f .n,
Training

Cautions 202
Finishing Period 213
Hard Practice Period 207
In Afternoon 211
In Morning 210
Preparation Period 204
Season 203
Season-off 201

Tsukahara 24
Tsuki-tc 55

Tsuruta, Yoshiyuki 13, 14, 15,
16, 21, 22, 24, 27, 29, 86,
148, 184, 197, 233

Uchida, Seiren 4, 5
Uchite-Torne 55
Udagawa, Goro 52
Ude-Hishigi 55

Ueda ·11
Ugai, Yosaburo 4
Ukc-Ashi 78
Ukete 77
Uki-Mi 83-85
Uma-Jirushi 57
Ushiro-Garno 56
Ushiro-Shime 55

Van de Weghe, Albert 31, 196,
197

Walton 23
WeissmulIer, John 13, 14, 16,

190, 193, 239
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Japan-The Hub of
History Maki ng Activity

Greater Tokyo, w ith its fiv e to six
millions, seeks to rival. L ondon and New
York. M ore than that , there is,a proba
bility that it may become the largest city
in the world. Like a metropolitan octopus
it spreads out 'in all directions, seeking new
territory to conquer on the v ast plain of
M usashino that rolls f rom M ount ' Fuji to
the Pacific.

The center for political, economic and
social activities, Toi vo is the most important
gateway to A sia.

To keep in touch with the changing
Ea st, w ith the dramatic happenings, read
THE J APAN Tlil1ES, a conseruatiu e,
accurate and impartial English language
newspaper, published in Tokyo ' under
J apaneseauspices and circulated throughout
the Empire.

- Specimen Copies Witl Be Gtadly Sent 011 Request>-

THE JAPAN TIMES & MAIL
HIBIYA PARK, TOKYO



Ger.eral View of th e Factory

Cable Address:
Of Yo kcruco "

Yokohama

THE
YOKOHAMA RUBBER COMPANY, LTD.

A National Newspaper For International
Readers

\Wht ~!f~ka:B1aini thi
&irhe iit.okpoNitld Jiithi

Published in English, Daily Except Mondays

For Those Who 'Vant to Be Informed of
How the World Is Moving, With Particular

Reference to Japan And the Japanese

Subscription Rates:
(I3y t he Ye ar, P ayab le in Adv ance)

HEAD OFFICE:

Heian-cho. T surumi, Y okohama

RUBBERPRODUCTS MANUFACTURED.

¥15.40 in Japan, Manchoukuo,
and China

¥23.80 Elsewhere

The Osaka Mainichi Publishing Co.Balloon Tires & T ubes. Heavy Duty Tires &
Tubes. Motor Cycle Tires & Tubes.

Rubber Accessories. Mechanical Goods
Belting-Hose, Packing, etc.

BRANCH OFFICES:

Osaka Japan Tokyo

Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Fukuoka, Sapporo,

Hiroshima, Sendai, Taihoku, Keijo, Dairen.
Join the Crowd-of the Well Informed



1I0RINAGA
M ILK CHOCOLATE

ENJOY YOUR TRIP
ON N.Y~K. SHIP

TO SWIMMERS! !!
Morinaga's Chocolate

is the source of energy.

It is a n excellent

nourishment to foster

endurance and main

tain body temperature

for it is easily absorbed

and digested.

Eat Morinaga's

Chocolate to get that

necessary pep!
5 Sen

10 Se n
20 Se n

Luxurious Swimming Pool, Spacious Promenade
Deck, W ell-E quipped G ymnasium and all facilities
for D eck Sports--G olf, T ennis, Billiards, etc,
coupled with Comfortable Accommodation and
Excellent Cuisine enable the travellers by the N .Y.K.
to enjoy a pleasant and healthful sea trip. This is
why the N .Y.K. frequently has the privilege of
carrying many sports envoys to and from Japan.

NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA
MORINAGA CONFECTIONARY CO., LTD.

TOKYO, JAPAN

I "
I

Head Office: Tokyo, Japan

Offices and Agents throughout the world
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